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City Government.

Obituary.

The April meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening. All the members
were present except Alderman Russ and
Councilman Woodbury. The roll of accounts was passed, the amounts under the
various appropriations being as follows:
Contingent.$ 891 90
Highways.
277 16
Fire Department.
112 28
Library.
108 75
General school purposes.
228 11
School contingent.
41 00
Free text books.
25 85

Deacon Richard S. Gay died at his home
at the Head of the
Tide, Belfast, Wednesday, March 30th, aged 63 years and 10
months. He was horn in Waldo, in which
town he lived the
greater portion of his life.
At the age of 21 he married
Mary Ann
Eaton of Waldo and settled
upon a farm in
that town, where,by
industry and economy,
he acquired a
One
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streets again, that, his voice will never
heard again in prayer at our social services, or in jest and repartee in social gatherings. Thus it is. We how to the supreme
will. The funeral services were held at his
late residence Saturday afternoon.
Rev. G.
S. Mills, who officiated, conducted a very
fitting and impressive service. The bearers
were Mr. Geo. F. Brier, Mr. Simon A.
Payson, Mr. Leonard Webster anil Mr. Eli. C.
our

ieii

were so cheap, are now
fate, since these animals

ioubled
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ed

their value in the

Clough

and R. T. Rankin

were
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and while she wished very much
live for the sake of her husband, children
ami valued friends she was
prepared to say

to

to her

Heavenly Father, “Not my will hut
Thine be done,’’ with cairn and hopeful confidence.

England

America with his parThe family settled
in Hallowell, where he lived until he was
about 40 years old when he moved to Moutville.
He married Betsy Hatch <f Mercer,
who survives hiui, with the two sons above
named, who live in Millbury. The sons
lived iu Belfast several years j nor to 1870.
ents

Monday evening, May 2d.

The bursting of a dam at
111., and the consequent
Appreciation of The Journal.
recalls the awful horr >rs
A Waldo county subscriber in renewing
,<>wn flood.The late John
estate will be distributed
his subscription says: “I cannot keep house
heirs in April. A corn- without The
Journal, and get to the post
been reached by which his
•'trice every Thursday morning if possible.
will
obtain
;ily
fifty-five per The New York Tribune is also a tine
paper.”
.s father forty-five percent, of
Mr. Stetson died April 18, I
Two ladies were recently discussing newsg a fortune estimated at be"".000 and 81,300,000.The ! {tapers and one remarked, “I always send
the public debt issued April i my Journal to my friends in
Massachusetts,
at the debt at the close of
and they say they get all the home news
h 13, less cash in the treasfrom it.” The other replied,
Whenever I
^.008,710,351, a decrease for want to inform
my friends of anything of
81, 387,805.
importance in Waldo Couuty I send them
-tarted for Klondike.
The Journal. I often send a dozen or more
n.
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parents
Millbury about six
years ago to live with Thomas. Mr. Winter
was 85 years and 0 months old.
The interment will be in Montville.
went

to

—

News of the death in St. Paul, Minn., Feb.
3-Rt
of Amos Dow, aged 82 years and 2
months, has been received in Hampden.
Mr. Dow was a native of and resident of
Hampden for many years. Many of the
older residents of Bangor and Hampden
will recollect him.
He died in full confidence and hope of an immortal life.
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Cheever ami
to the Cold

Her

Sister

Regions.
.fternoon a Journal representainterview
with Mrs.
pleasant
1.never, of 25 Joseph street, who
day for the Klondike, accomsister, Miss Ella Hall, they
n Canadian Pacific railroad,
ever
is a woman of medium

weighs perhaps

140 pounds. She
-eii i ii that section and has no
although her sister lived at

aiifornia.

er, when the Klondike fever
to rage, Mrs. Cheever read
interest the reports from the
and she made lip her mind to
spring, her sister being quite as
as she
was.
Mrs. Cheever
!uce her husband, Chester M.
give up his bicycle business on
md accompany her, but he failed
nr the project, and she decided
•‘elf, there being no children to
i.
Mrs. Cheever is a native of
and has lived in Boston and
.'wards of fifteen years.
"f some 8,000 miles, the greater
trough a mountainous and uniintry, with the dangers of exhardships of every description
tiling that few women would
nrtake alone, but Mrs. Cheever
?
he trip as if it did not require
rage and resolution,
st
objective point is Seattle,
ill purchase their outfits for the
n
They will then take a steamer
otd endeavor to reach Dawson
the Chilcott Pass.
In this
xpect their bicycle-riding trains
i them in good stead.
When
■hey proposed to do when they
'ti-ir destination, Mrs. Cheever

g"iug up there to make money.
Hid i are experienced dressmakI
Esquimax ladies don’t want
‘'hall try running a hotel, and
up a claim and turn miners,
m m Maine, where the women
1 of work, and I think we can
<re.
My husband may decide to
••

of

one

issue.”

subscription.
A Waldo

county man,

now

a

with firearms when she lived
It isn’t likely we shall have
There’ll be too many along
ake the journey greatly danger-

■

;;

get rich, we shall have bad
seeing a country into which
liave ventured, and have under-n’t
of

lienees which will probably more
for the hardships we may have

[Somerville, Mass., Journal

A

'•aska Travel Falling Off.

Wash., April 1. Travel to Alasn off tremendously during the
'"v*'eks. Arrivals from eastern States
fewer than any time since DecemVr
almost every day has seen another
K.
added to the Alaskau fleet. The
v.,
!' Australia sailed last night with
Ot,
to !" Passengers, though she can carry
11
falling off in travel is attributed
,!|Htgiug reports from the trails.

K,

■

1.

T. U.

Anniversary.

The Belfast Woman's Christian Temperance Union observed the twenty-fourth anniversary of the organizat on by asocial gath-

“A paper that I cannot get along without,”
writes a Vinalhaven man in renewing his

resident of

ering

and

street

Wednesday evening, March 30th.

supper at

bountiful supper

was

their

rooms

on

Main
A

served at 0 o’clock to

Massachusetts, called at the office last week about 80
persons, including a number of
and paid his subscription to The Journal to
invited guests. After the supper and a short
1900.
He said he prized the paper very
season of sociability au interesting program
highly and was specially interested in the was
presented, as follows:
and
news.
city
county
Recitation
Master
Charles Decrow.

by Miss Hannah Hamlin on Frances
Miss A. A. Hicks.
Willard,
Recitation, “The two glasses,”
Miss Kate Taylor.
Recitation, “The silver cup,”
Poem

Alhambra, Calif., subscriber writes:
“We get the Journal the following Tuesday
after it is published and enjoy reading it
very much, for we get a good idea of what is
going on at our old home and vicinity.”
An

Miss Frederica Cook.

Solo, “Light

in

darkness,”
Mrs. E. P.

Another W. & Q.

Song,
Remarks,

Rev. G G. Winslow.
Chalk talk on the effects of alcohol on the
human system,
Mrs, Mary Whitmore.
Mrs. W B. Decrow.
Reading
Mrs. F N. Savery.
Reading,
Mrs. E P. Alexander.
Reading,
Mrs. G G. W nslow and others.
Remarks,
Hymn, “Nearer my God, ^oTbee.”

organized corporation.

A Good

A

correct.
In compiling this book care has been
taken to omit none of those common words
whose spelling or exact use occasions at
times a momentary difficulty, even to well
educated people. The main aim has been
to give as much useful information as possible in a limited space. With this in view'
where noun, adjective and verb are all
obviously connected in meaning, usually
one only has been inserted.
The volume
will thus be found to contain the meaning of
very many more words than it professes to

explain.

To those who already have a dictionary,
this book will commend itself because it is
compact, light ami convenient; to those
who have no dictionary whatever, it will be
invaluable. One may be secured by writing
to the above concern, mentioning this paper
and enclosing a two-cent stamp.
Cosmos Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
the skin soft, white and healthy. Sold by
A. A. Howes & O.

Miss Myrtle Mitchell.
Miss Emily F. Miller.
Miss Ethel Savery.

Remarks

There is said to be a movement on foot to
re-organize the Wiscasset & Quebec Company, with the ultimate plan of making it
standard gauge and extending the road
farther north. The proposition is that the
present bondholders relinquish their holdings in exchange for new bonds of the reThen the gauge is
to be widened, and two routes for extension
of the road will be considered. Oue is by
the way of Augusta to Oakland where connection will be made with the Somerset
railroad to Bingham, thence extending the
road to a connection with the Canadian Pacific road. The other proposed route is to
extend the W. & Q. to Pittsfield, thence by
the way of the Sebasticook & Moosehead
road to Harmony, and from thence pushing
on for a connection with either the Canadian Pacific or the B’tngor & Aroostook
road.
It is claimed that New York capitalists are back of the scheme and that they
mean
business. But we have heard
really
such talk before.

Frost.

Recitation, “The tell-tale,”

R. R Scheme.

l>ietionary for Two Cents.
dictionary containing the definitions of
Uer.
|
10,000 of the most useful and important
t desperadoes? Oh, no; I don’t
words in the English language, is published
them much. Of course there
: rough characters in that coun- | by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenec: tady, N. Y. While it contains some advertis-hall he safe, I think.
sister
My
ing, it is a complete dictionary concise and
lent shot, having had consider•t.

W. C.

in Montevideo four days and if
we did not have a good time then no matter.
It is one of the handsomest cities I ever saw
and so clean and nice. We were also in the
mouth of a river two days looking for gold
but did not get any.
We got some nice
fresh mutton and plenty of ducks.
We
could have killed thousands with clubs,
(ducks I mean) They could not fiy until
they got into the water, and we kept between them and the water, so we got all we
wanted in a few minutes_We will get
into Sandy Point to-night or to-morrow
morning and 1 will post this there. The
place we are in now is as lonely as you
could see anywhere. The hills rise to a
great height ami right close to the water’s
edge-Well now, 1 suppose you will think
I have repented leaving Portsmouth before
have had some very rough
now, but w»
weather and the worst time we have had 1
should rather’oe aboard here than in Portsmouth, and should 1 go to Alaska and come
back as poor a« I left 1 should not feel sore
at. having taken this trip for I
have seen
enough to makeup for all I have lost, and
then there is a chance to do something and
come hack better off than before.
We met
n Montevideo with
two vessels going to
Alaska from Boston, and there is another
following us through the Straits. We have
to anchor every night in the Str uts, and
last night the cook, two of the mates and
myself went aboard her. But I did not like
her. She has to keep right close to us as
her navigator
does uot know the way
Through the Straits, so he is thankful to
have fallen in with us.
We

character,

ment.

Adjourned

stance, to-day I bought a whole sheep for $5
in Chilian money, which is less than $2 in
our money, and any part of a carcass, from
one pound to the whole of it, can be bought
for less than two cents a pound in United
States money. One dollar in our money is
worth $2.80 in Chilian money. Eggs are worth
twenty-five to thirty cents apiece and lemons
are worth fifteen cents each in the money of
Chili.
This is a very dirty place of about 7,000
population, made up of every nation on
earth. There is a bar room on every corner.
People here seem to make money easy.
There are about 800 men who come here
every sprang gold hunting along the Straits
and in the fall they come into town and
blow all their earnings in. The right kind
of a man ran made money here if he is willing to work and be a little prudent. Men in
this part of the world make lots of stuff raising sheep. On both sides of the Straits up
and down for miles the land is taken up in
sheep farms, some of them having over one
hundred thousand head, and below here on
our way out they tell us we can shoot all
the wild cattle we want.
Wm. Duncan writes under date of Feb.

Julia Ritchie, wife of Rev. R. B.
Snell, daughter of the late William and
Jane (Atherton) Ritchie and sister of Mrs.
R. T. Emery and Mrs. A. C. Sibley of this
city, died at her home in Oakland, California, March 20tli. The Oakland Courier
of March 21st has the following notice:
The death of Mrs. Julia Ritchie Snell,
wife of Ex.-Councilman Richard B.
Snell,
occurred yesterday morning at 5 o’clock at
the family residence on Chestnut street.
She was well and favorably known in this
city where for many years her husband with
his sisters conducted the Snell
Seminary for
the higher education of young ladies.
Mrs. Snell was a native of Sears port,
Maine, and bad resided in this city since
1878. having lived with her husband in Bernice, Cal., for a few years previous. She
leaves two daughters,"Mariedna and Margaret R. and two sons,Richard A. and Henrv
F. Snell.
Mrs. Snell possessed a noble Christian

elect-

j
j

and Periodicals.

The Lincoln County News plant, business
and good will lias been sold to Mr. George
Bliss, a well known citizen of Waldoboro.
1

No

change

in

the

business and

editorial

management is contemplated at present.
Reuel Robinson has resigned his position
as editor of the Camden
Herald and Jesse
A. Ogier, editor of the Damariscotta Herald
and Record, will fill the position until April
18th, when the stockholders will hold their

meeting.
Express and Advertiser of Livermore
brought out an illustrated edition last
week showing its new quarters in the Merriarn Building, and claims to have one of
the best equipped printing and publishing
The

Falls

establishments in that section of Maine.
The office, composing room and press room
are illustrated.
Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending April 6, 1898: T. B.
Cole, Knox, to Hannah C. Sbibles, Thorndike, do.; laud in Knox. Ezra M. Chase.
Monroe, to Dana M. Rand, do.; land and
buildings in Monroe. Freedom Rand, Morroe, to Susannah M. Rand, do.; land in
Monroe. C. E. Tibbetts, Belfast, to Willis
Jackson, et als., do.; land and buildings in
Belfast. Lydia E. Bither, Searsport, to E.
C. and C. H. Pike, do.; land in Searsport.

were

i

Yachts and
Dr. J. W. Grindle of

Boats.
New

York,

who

cottage at Castine, has sold his steam
launch Matie W., and bought a new one of
about twice its size.
The Matie W. was
sold to New Y'ork parties, who left in her for
that city March 30tli.
owns a

The steam yacht Guinevere and the sloop
yacht advertised in our columns are very
desirable craft and worthy of the attention
of intending purchasers.
Both are well
built of the best materials and in the best
of condition.
The sloop has a full equipment for

cruising.

John Wadsworth of Camden had a tough
experience in the storm last Thursday. He
left Job’s Island in his yacht Viva at 11 a.
m., and did not arrive in Rockland until 4
p.

It

m.

was

impossible

to carry sail and Mr.
hard and severe struggle

Wadsworth had a
reach land in safety. During the storm
he lost his small boat and when he tiually
arrived in Rockland he was drenched with
water and nearly frozen. He made his entrance into the harbor between the buoy and
breakwater and after a few hours s*ay in
Rockland was able to return to his home in
Camden.
to

Commendation of Mrs. Wards Letters.
The Journal: I enfrom the Thomaston Herald. Rev. F. S. Bickford is assistant
editor of the Herald, and this article was
written by him.
Mr. Bickford is pastor of a
Baptist Church in South Newfane, Vermont,
but has been connected with the Herald for
three or four months and there are several
G. H. Page.
editorials each week by him.
To

close

Papers

writes:

is well and so far we have had
a very nice trip.
Was in Montevideo about
two weeks ago and painted that place red.
is
here
costly except meats. All
Everything
other kinds of food has to be imported,
either from England or Germany.
We can
purchase meat for almost nothing; for in-

Mrs.

Assistant Engineers of the Fire Depart-

of

Strong
Everybody

Merriam.

Messrs. Thomas A. and Augustus S. Winter of Millbury, Mass., arrived in Belfast
last Saturday with the remains of their
father, Charles Winter, who died very suddenly at his home iu the family of the former March 30th.
The deceased was horn in

crew

G. F.

be

Matters. Governor Powers
iued by the national governthat a naval brigade is organtland.
The city will request
The Committee on Lights reported on the
to make requisition on the
petition of Calvin Hervey and others for a
vernment for the necessary
on Primrose
light
Hill, recommending that
for 100 men.
Two divisions the
prayer of the petitioners be
v
be formed in Portland at The report was laid on the table granted.
by the
v will be recruited as far as
Board of Aldermen.
N. S. Lord was elected Port Warden.
n men who have seen sea serThe Committee on Finance was instructif izens of Portland will raise
ed to
a suitable book for
keeping an acy money to cover the organiza- count buy
of the interest coupons paid
by the
'iaval militia if the State does
city.
The annual meeting of the
The Treasurer was instructed to credit
vil of Maine of the United the Collector with
S3 for Leander Bean and
e iican Mechanics will beheld
5'3 for Peltiah Shaw on their taxes of 1897
lor
April l'7.The Silver Lake
maintaining watering troughs.
The compensation of the Road Commistrabdin Iron Works, lias been
•
term of years to Fred II. ! sioner was fixed at S3 per day, not to exceed
>400 for the year, and to include the use of
>t Corinth.
The lease of the j his
team while in the
I
of his duty,
ietor, William Heughen, ex- j The Committee on discharge
By-Laws and Police
first of May, and the new
Regulations were instructed to procure unill probably take possession
iforms for the night
police if they think
soon after that date.
proper.
An
ordinance
a
been
relating to cemeteries was
large decrease in
passed under a suspension of the rules. The
«»f sheep in tli
State and
■••Id tneii sheep in the hard ordinance is printed in full in our advertising columns.

they

harmony in the neighborhood.
having strung convictions, he

would enter into argument either on
politics or religion. He believed that the
life spoke for itself.
It is hard to realize
that his familiar form will never he seeu on

■

■

the Woodbury writes to a friend
in Gloucester that the place where they
stopped in the Straits was nothing but farm
land, ou which over 250.C00 head of sheep
were grazing, and a very large number of
horses were seen. The inhabitants were
mostly of Spanish descent. United States
money is of but little value, one having to
pay $3 50 for five drinks of whiskey.
The Portsmouth, N. H., Herald, publishes
letters from two of tho crew of the Klondike schooner Concord, at Sandy Point,
Strains of Magellan, and dated Feb. loth.
the

never

of John Sanborn that a lot
be granted in Grove Cemetery for the burial
of Fred Gordou was referred to the Committee on Cemeteries.
The following policemen were unanimously elected: Geo. VV. Frisbee, 1). N. Bird, J.
Watson Ivuowltou, John Dolloff, L. H. Jipson, W. L. Hanson, C. W. Mears, Geo. O.
Flanders, John McG. Randall, Charles W.
Thomas, Edmund Stevens, Fred E. Ellis,
Sewell I). Pierce. James A. Nickerson, Win.
H. Staples, 1st, Win. H. Staples, 2d.

Is County Correspondence..Ship
Births.. Marriages.. Deaths.

a

and

Although

Property.
The petition

8.

daughter

the

peace

Frank A. Riggs and others
for a sidewalk on Nortliport avenue from its
present terminus to Battery street was referred to the Committee on Sidewalks.
The Trustees of Belfast Free Library
presented a communication in which they determined that the means of popular instruction, for which the income of the trust fund
arising from the bequest made to the city
under the will of the late Nathaniel Wilson
shall be for the Belfast Free Library.
Elmer A. Sherman was granted leave to
build a stone walk across Church street, opposite bis residence, under the direction of
the Road Commissioner.
The petition of F. S. Brick and others for
the use of a room in Memorial
building for
a kindergarten school was
referred to the
Committee on Police Regulations and City

PAGE 4.

Klondike schooner Charles Levi
Woodbury arrived at Possession Bay at the
entrance of Magellan Straits, Feb. 13, making the passage from Gloucester in 52 days.
Four days of this time she was becalmed on
the equator. A letter has been received at
Gloucester from Capt. Spinney of the Woodbury dated at Puuta Arenas Feb. 13. This is
about half way through the Strait, and the
vessel was to leave there on the morning of
Feb. 14. Capt. Spinney says: “Schs. Concord, Julia E. Whalen and Abbie F. Morris
have just arrived.
They have had the
devil’s own work with their men. I guess
the Morris »s a complete wreck.” One of

the

an

Editor

editorial

Appleton,

of

clipped

Me.

Of all the letters from Cuba descriptive of
the actual sights aud doings in that sorrowful isle at the present time the most graphic
aud realistic that we have read are those of
Mrs. Fannie Brigham Ward in The Republican Journal.
They are free from passion
and the suspicion of a position to establish
and we commend them to all who wish to
know the facts about the present situation in

NUMBErItT

1898.
Secret

|

The

gion. He united with the church at North
Belfast and was elected deacon, and faithfully performed whatever work was commited to him to do. As a citizen lie was
known as a man who always labored for

street north.
The petition of

3.

Paragraphs. ..The Mother’s
iher's Ouilting.. Wine in Proi:.-« rtiiting in Portland..Macadams and Daughters of Maine.
iv

accepted.

R

..

PAGE

competency.

The City Solicitor reported on the bill of
H. Moody for medicines furnished on the
order of the contractor for the support of
poor, the City Physician and the Overseers
of the Poor, that the city is liable for so
much as was ordered by the City Physician
aud Overseers, but not by the contractor.
The report was accepted.
The following petitions for sidewalks were
presented aud the petitioners were given
leave to withdraw: Walter Philbriek aud
others, for sidewalk at the Head of the Tide;
S. A. Littlefield aud others, for sidewalk on
Cedar street from Salmon street south ;-of I.
A. Couant anil others for a sidewalk on
Green street; of David Webber aud others
for a sidewalk on Charles street from Main

Journal.

1.

k..Started for Klondike City
^■Marion of The Journal..AuScheme. Obituary .W.C.T.
Papers and Periodicals..Transat.
Klondikers in Magellan
,i
Boats..Commendation of
I*..The First Salmon. Secret
i,,pg Focal Industries. The Belthe Granges.. Faster SerC'filings..The Social Season

1

was

klondikers in Magellan Straits.

fruit of this union. Mother and
daughter are both deceased. About seven
years ago he retired from farming and settled at the Head of the Tide and
married
Miss Ellen 0. Gilmore of
Montville, who
survives him. One brother, Mr. Abiel
Gay,
and one sister, also survive him. Earlv in
life Mr. Gay embraced the Chiistian reliwas

SI,769 55
The City Solicitor reported on the claim
of D. H. SVagner for a sleigh damaged on
the highway that the city is not liable. The
report

its
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Easter Services.

Societies.

Waldo Lodge, I, O. O. F., will confer the
third degree to-morrow, Friday evening.
The charter of Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R.
M., is draped in mourning for Capt.. Frank
G. Ryan.

J. F. Wilson went to Westbrook Monday
to attend the Grand Lodge of the New England Order of Protection.
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
Thursday, evening; of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter, next Monday evening.
Very Eminent ^Sir Frank E. Sleeper of
Sabattus, Deputy Grand Commander, will
official visitation to Palestine Commandery, Kuights Templar, at the regular
13th.

Forty Princes of the Orient went to
Brooks by a special train Tuesday evening
and conferred the degree on fourteen candidates. They returned to Belfast about 2
a. m.

list church

L. F. Pike, Grand Master of the Maine
Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F., has issued the fol-

lowing proclamation in regard to the observance of the seventy-ninth
anniversary
we

pledge themselves, in case the whole
of the building of the Belfast Industrial
Real Estate company is required lor a manufacturing business, to furnish Thompson &
Foster with new premises, etc. Those who
have not signed the paper will have an opportunity to do so by calling on C. W. WesBelfast National Bank. It is to
be hoped that it will be generally signed.

cott at the

Maine Veterans of M assachusetts.
Editor

of The Journal: A rebanquet of the Maine Veterans of
Massachusetts was held at the American

To

the

union and

House, Boston, on the evening of Monday,
March 28th. The meeting was a most successful one, and all present enjoyed a very
pleasant time. General Nye of the 29th
Maine presided and Comrade Lancey of the
2d Maine Infantry acted as Secretary. About
sixty comrades

were present.
General F.
S. Nickerson made an opening speech which
was not only the first but the best of the
many good ones listened to. Surgeon Day
of the 29th made a hot anti-Spanish speech,
followed by Col. Spalding of the 19th Maine,
Capt. Roberts of the 2d Cav., comrades
Green, Billings and Small. Those present
from Belfast or vicinity were General F. S.
Nickerson, Comrades Chick, Edward Woods
of the 26d, Lauriston Putnam, George T. Raulett, Frank McGreevey and E. B. Billings.
The last five named, we think, were the happiest of all the number as three of them had
met for the first time since July, 1804. After
the adoption of a resolution tendering the
services of the Maine Veterans to President
McKinley the meeting adjourned without
date.
E. B. Billings.
Lynn, March 30, 1898.

The Belfast Schools.
The schools of Belfast began Monday for
the closing term of the school year. The
term will be eleven weeks. The Union
school
the

is

suspended awaiting

the action of

other towns

interested. Miss Annie
lias been assistant at the

Chaples, who
Brick schoolhouse, is teaching at Citypoint,
and Miss Marion Hayford, who has been in
practice at the North Primary, is transferred
to the Brick.

News of

the, Oranges.

Bangor, Me April 1. Within four hours
from midnight, wdien it became open season
on salmon in the Pool, there was a large
crowd out fishing. The first fish was hooked by George Willey of Veazie, at 8 o’clock,
after four hours’ fishing, who brought it to
this city. The salmon weighed 18 pounds

aud was bought by Lynch’s market for $1.25
pound. Another one, half as large was
landed in the afternoon, by W. W. Fogg of
Bangor, which was also sold to Mr. Lynch.
Both the fish were shipped to Portland on
the evening Pullman.
a

There was considerable speculation as to
who will have the law office now occupied
by Col. W. H. Fogler. We learn that the
Judge will retain his office for some months
yet for convenience in setting up his legal
affairs. Miss Helen Knowltjon. his stenographer, will have charge during his absence.

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Seaside Grange conferred the first and
degrees on four candidates last Saturday night. The net receipts of the levee
and fair were $114. The sewing circle will
meet, this, Thursday, afternoon and wrill
have a tive-ceut sociable in the evening.
secoud

As Others
Rockland young

See Us.

who was in Beldays ago says that whatever may
be said of that city its people are certainly
not slow in extending their hospitality. He
says, too, that while there he met a number
of talented musicians, one young lady in
particular being able to produce soul inspiring music from a sadly discordant piano.
The Spaniards, he says, will do well to steer
clear of Belfast, for even the ladies are making war-like pre parations. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
A

fast

a

few

man

from

a

visit in Belfast.
at

home from

j

m

spent Sunday with
of Fairfield.

Lin

Miss Clara Beattner of St. Louis, Mo., is
guest of Miss Margaret P. Hazeltine.
Miss Caroline \\

unlay

from

Field arrived home

a

bat

visit in Bloomfield, NT. J.

a

Mrs. Esther Carter left Monday to visit
relatives in Waltham and Malden, Mass.

Horatio Spicer returned Saturday from
Massachusetts, where he spent the winter.

Henry Hoyt Hilton will arrive in
Thursday evening for a short

Mrs.

Danks
Gilbert

Belfast this
visit.

F. W. Shepherd left Monday to visit his
son, Dr. H.

Shepherd,

L.

Winchester.

of

Mass.
W. C. Marshall went to Auburn yesterday to attend a meeting of the State Fair
trustees.

Fred W. Pote went to Boston by rai. last
to resume his duties on the steamei

Friday

City of Bangor.
Whitten left Mo-.

Mrs. J. C.

Mrs

daughter,

her

rose,

E

L.

visit

ty
WhH:i--r of

M-

Mass.

Townsend arrived m BelSaturday evening from New Haven, Ct
where she spent her vacation.
Miss Ellen I>.

fast.

Mias Edna Foote of Evanston, III.,
guest of Miss Nina Poor during their v
tion from Wellesley College.

Wiegand.

and fair,"
Handel.

a

is

t

Fred Storms of Rochester, N \
been m Belfast since the death of
('apt. Charles Baker, returned home last
Mrs.

Howes.

Contralto, “Salve Regina,"
Mrs. Pitcher.

from

J. W. Kmowlt

Rousseau
Lansing
Stone

bright

Bos-

son, I)r. F. A. Know 1 ton

Gounod

Postlude
Miss Sullivan, soprano, Mrs. Quimby, alto,
Mr. Roundy, tenor, Mr. Pettingill, bass.
Miss Faunee, organist.
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, will hold Easter services at the Unitarian church Sunday afternoon, April 10th,
at 2 o’clock. The discourse will be by
Rev. Geo. S. Mills and special music will be
furnished. The Sir Knights will meet at
the asylum at 1.30 o’clock and march to the
church. The music will be by a quartette
composed of Mrs. Howes, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr.
Pitcher and M% White with Miss Faunceas
organist. The following selections will be
given:
Organ voluntary.
“Angel bands in strains sweet sounding,"
ever

Bow-

Jennie Whidden arrived houn* Sata visit in Massachusetts.

Miss

urday

Schnecker
Batiste

Soprano, “Angeis

in

was

W. H. Wiggin returned to Portland

Mrs.

Sullivan.

Vrs.

Cuba.

The First Salmon.

Miss

to

Tuesday.

business

on

Monday

Carol, Hail Thou Glorious Easter Morning,

curacy.

citizens

Fred A. Harrimau of Waterville
town

H. Smart,

Offertoire,
Welcome Happy Morniug,
Break Forth into Joy,
Gloria,
Solo, The City Beautiful,

Geo. T. Read is fitting up a heavy iron
stand for mounting a large grindstone,
which will be fitted with rests and slides for
grinding printers’ paper cutter knives and
other heavy work which requires great ac-

their old quarters on Church street and
expect soon to have fifty machines running.
They were offered great inducements to remove their plant to Lancaster, N. H., but
through the exertions of members of tlie
Belfast Board of Trade we have been able to
retain here this valuable and gn wing industry. The particulars were given in The
Journal last week. In brief, certain of our

trip

business

F. E Crowley went to Augusta yesa few days.

Mrs.

llev. J. M. Leighton will deliver an apEaster sermon at the Unitarian
church next Sunday forenoon. The church
will be appropriately and handsomely decorated. The music will be as follows:

Stevens Bros, have lately made a number
of nice carriage harnesses to order.
Among
the latest was a single harness with round
straps and white celluloid trimmings for A.
B. Snow of Jackson.

from

a

terday for

propriate

Industries.

Messrs.
Thompson & Foster, clothing
manufacturers, begin work this morning in
the Dana building with 21 machines. These
machines were ordered only one week ago
and will be in active operation to-day. The
firm are now moving the machines, etc.,

on

B. F. Wells, Jr., made
Boston last week.

H P. Dauks
C. rf. Wells
C. H. Wells

Cross, of Christ (uew*)
Jubilate Deo (uew)
Solo, Easter Even, by Mrs. Frost,
The Choral Service
Postlude, Queen of Sheba.

Fri-

C. Tuttle went to Lewiston last Thursbusiness.

W.

:

In the

Friday, evening.
Local

Unity last

in

w as

Sumner C. Pattee

rendered

the

in Belfast

was

business,

on

day

observed at the Uni versa*

Voluntary in G,
Great Joy,

do, the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man, it seems
that
the
Order
should publicly profitting
claim such recognition. Therefore, acting in
harmony with the proclamation of the Grand
Sire of the Sovereign Grand Lodge, I, Albert
L. F. Pike, Grand Master, by virtue of the authority in me vested, do earnestly request all
Subordinate and Rebekah Lodges under the
jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
not only to make arrangements for the
proper observance of seventy-ninth anniversary of the Order on April 26th, by such
exercises as shall tend to elevate the Fraternity and increase our usefulness as an
order, but also especially request all Lodges
to attend divine services in a body, on Sunday, April 24th, thereby testifying to Almighty God our gratitude for the many
blessings bestowed upon us, both as an
order and individually. The right to appear
in regalia on the above occasions is hereby
granted without special application.”
Waldo Lodge of this city has the matter
under consideration, and a committee is expected to report at the regular meeting to-

Concerning

Dunton, Esq

R. F.

day

next

music will be

of the order;

morrow,

Edward Johnson, Esq
last of the week.

Sunday by the regular service at 10 45, and by Sunday school at doin College for a short vacation.
twelve and the young people’s meet ng at
Miss Jane A MeLellan arrived from
six.
At the morniug service the following ton Saturday for a short vacation.

A.

as

Exeter, N.H yesterday

in

business.

S. W. Lewis went to Boston Monday night
business.

Gounod.
will be

was

on

on

“Hail, thou glorious Easter morning,”
Schnecker; solo, Forever with the Lord,”
Easter

Sibley

A. C.
on

Easter will be observed at the Baptist
church Sunday. In the morning the pastor
will preach upon “Jesus and the Resurrection, Text, Acts 17:18. In the evening there
will be au Easter concert by the
Sunday
school assisted by the Chorus. The music
will be as follows : Anthem
“Angel Bands
in Strains Sweet Sounding,’’ Wiegand ; carol.

an

Recognizing

H. F. Gowell went to Boston Monday
business.

The Easter services at the North church
Sunday will be as follows: The C. E.
society will have a meeting at 7 80 a. m.
Topic, “Easter Thoughts.” “The Attainment of the Resurrection” will be the theme
of Rev. G. S. Mills’ sermon at 10 45 a. in.
The session of the Sunday school will be at
12 m. At 7.15 p. m. there will be a
responsive service. The pastor will
give a short
talk on the topic, “Heaven, Our Home.”

Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M., has adopted
members and re-instated 7 in the three
months since Jan. 1st.

convocation, Apr.

John Perry arrived Saturday from Rockland.

next

49

make

PERSONAL.

Easter concert will be given at the
Baptist church next Sunday evening by the
Sunday school.
An

who has

Buck.

week.
Mrs, A. S. Stoney and her two little
daughters left last Thursday for a short visit
to Mr. Stoney. who has asitaat ti >. Cumbridgeport, Mass.

Millinery Openings.
H.B.Cunningham

Mrs.

will have

a

display

of Easter hats and bonnets at her store in
The Journal building this week, and has as
milliner Miss Myrtle P. Henderson, formerly

Daniel O.

designs and styles,
cordially invited.

newest

public

to

which

the

Co., 103 and 103 Main street, have
their millinery opening this week, beginning
to-day and continuing for three days. They
have everything new and desirable for making hats and bonnets in the latest styles, and
millinery department is in charge f
Florence Wells, who is known to be
highly competent and thoroughly experienced. Wells «Sc Co. determined this year
to outdo all previous efforts in their spring
opening and invite the inspection of the public.
Mrs. K. P. Chase will have her spring
the

Miss

the

millinery

rooms

over

Charles

Freein
wen

Henry Murch

on

vis

Belfast

Boston and

va

M.-nday
a
iairy :

four weeks.

i»f

the passenger train
<t \Vaterville.

engine

|

i

>•

.1

B

in

in

F. Shaw is coniiued

!

c-

t!:

i:

di

is

use

The

pinkey

trge

of

r. iSidney M. Taggart visited friends
He is
last week.
night telegraph
operator at the railroad station in Forest,
but is to he transferred to Old Town soon.

fast

arrived le>me
^Burlington, Vt., and exp-. t to

Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilson

Friday

from

about ten days. Dr. Wilson
perform some surgical operations
Dr. (1. 0. Kilgore.

remain

the

to

ame

with

Littlefield and daughter Miss Elbe
Littlefield, of Winterport, visited friends
Miss Littlelield was
in Belfast last week.
»m her way home from Boston, where she is
Mrs.

M.

in

employed

an

institution of

reseu.•

work.

0. Cross of Waterville was one of a
party who left the Kennebec valley Monday for Klondike. Mr. Cross is well known
O.

J. W. Ferguson & Co. will have a display
of spring and summer dress goods and trimmings, including novelties in all the very
latest styles and designs, April 8th aud 9th.

linery

or

1

1-

by the prevalitig epidemic

features.

is

to

visit of three

Chase & Son, Friday and Saturday, April 8th and 9th. Mrs. Chase recently returned from New York anil Boston
where she personally selected the newest
and choicest goods in the millinery line, and
with her well known taste and experience
her opening is sure to be a success in all its

opening

Mrs.

their way

on

store of A. 13.

Their

and

Mr.

,c:,

Hid

>

unlay.

Centre Montville

Wells &

in

last Sat

*h-

k
!.

'■

justice,

are

opening

Bowen of Morr

l’-otlice as just!; e ot tl
before Tileston Wadlm.

of

Wethern, Boston. Friday and Saturday,
April 15th and bitli, there will be a special
opening of spring and summer goods of the
with

Belfast, having visited here frequently
Deputy of the Aneient Dialer
Uuited Workmen.

in

Distriet

spring and summer milannounced for April 14th and 15th.
of

.is

>f

Chaplain D. H. Tribou, U. S. N formerly
The
old navy
openings. of Camden, is lecturing on I'he
before the Grand Army
The Ellis Sisters are to have their opening and the new.”
Posts, Sons of Veterans, etc., in Massachuof spriug and summer goods Friday anil Satis illustrated by 00 steropurday, April 8th and 9th. Miss Maude Ellis setts. Uis lecture
is to do their millinery work.
It is her ticou views of ships and seamen.
Letters from H. E. McDonald and party
first season, but she is well qualified, having learned her trade in the Pratt Institute, announce that they have arrived at lake
Brooklyn, N. Y., and .worked one season as Bennett, via the White Pass. They write
second milliner with Miss Ferguson and two that the weather, climate and hardships
with Mrs. J. C. Cates. The enterprise of arc much more severe than they even
these young ladies merits a share of home dreamed of. Their tent .s pitched iu an excavation in the snow 0 feet deep, and they
patronage.
are then 0 feet, above the ground
The Social Season.
The last intelligence from that gifted woof Sheshequin,
The next dancing party, with music by man, Rev. Myra Kingsbury,
the Belfast Baud, will be given by the Pa., is that there is no hope of her recovery
ladies in Memorial Hall, Friday evening A change of physicians has been made, but
April 15th, As usual a very enjoyable the latest gives uo more encouragement
Her sufferings are verythan the first.
party is anticipated.
great, but patiently and heroically borne
The senior class of Belfast High school
and with a heart over-tlowing with love to
w ill give a Longfellow entertainment in Belall the world, and especially to her beloved
fast Opera House on or .about April 20th.
l.
Zion. [The Cniversalist Leader of April
will include
The
Miss

Ada E.

public

are

Jones is the milliner.

cordially

invited to both

music, reading,
program
tableaux, etc. Some ot the best singers of
the city will take part, including Mrs.
Howes, Mrs. Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher,

Page, and others.
To-morrow, Friday, evening Miss Nina
Poor will give at her home, 28 Church street,
a “Fudge and Penuci” party to the Wellesley girls in the city, a dozen or more. The
cards of invitation bear the Wellesley colors,
a blue burgee with the letter W in white,
and on the lower right hand corner is “College Stories.” Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hiltou,
Mr. L. A.

is at home for a short visit, will be
present.
The colonial dance at Belfast Opera House
Monday evening was a very pleasant affair.
There was a
large attendance, but not
enough to make the dance floor crowded.
There W’ere but few old costumes, and those
more resembled the Rebellion than the CoThe music by the Belfast
lonial period.
Theatre Orchestra was excellent.
M. C.
Murch was prompter and Luville Pottle
floor manager. Ice cream and cake were
served at intermission.
who

II.

i

L.

has

Woodcock

received

a

letter

E. W. Gould dated at St Paul's Hospital, Vancouver, Mar. 27th, 111 winch the
doctor w rites that he is gaming slowly from
his attack of pneumonia and is able to sit up
He will not got" Klondike
some every day.
this season, as it would he suicidal to encounter the rigors of the Alaskan climate

from

in his

condition of health.

California

as soon as

He will

his health

Hon. ami Mrs. D. N.

will

visit

permit.

Mortland of Rockland

April 2nd for Europe
on the North German Lloyd line steamer
Ems, They will go up the Mediterranean
to Italy.
During their absence Mr. and Mrs.

sailed from New York

Mortland

w

ill visit

Venice, Rome, Florence,

Naples, Paris, Switzerland and other points
of interest
a

the continent and then make
Isles. They will return
middle of June. Their many

on

tour of the British

about the
friends wish them “bon voyage.”
A bath with

Cosmo Buttermilk Soap, exand beneficial.

quisitely scented, is soothing
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
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thoroughly practical
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The

of the protection senby a letter

of American

iment in the South is illustrated
received from

Mr. Wilson says that a mistake has
been made in the past in attempting to
induce the poorest classes, who live on

ib',i>hed in the New York Sun, in which
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

The

Famous

Knga^ement

Sea=Fight.

Between

Chilean

ami

IV-

ruviiin Ironclads.

lu the April Century Claude II. Wetmore has an
article on “A Famous Sea-

parison of the- prices quoted in the Omaha
World-Herald of recent date with its

;or- is as

writers and economists

high

the face of the steady fall iu the price of
silvt has led somebody to make a com-

rudiv gratifying and show that the coal
i.

a

ever

its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
Do not accept any
wishes to try it.
substitute.

Washington, D.
April 4th, ISOS.
The disposition of free-silver organs and
orators to deny the improvement iu prices

history,

sections

1

Our Washington Letter.

and reviving industries of the DingReports from tlie Maryland

■>

of generating

of its kind

pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in

duced,

substitutes rather than return to the use
of coal, and the near future is likely tosee

h**

f:

only remedy

convenience of natural gas, both for domestic and industrial purposes, will, undoubtedly, gladly pay more for artificial

and without the

coinage

or seven

artificial fuel gas will take the place of
the natural gas. He says: “Most of those
who have experienced the comfort anti

permanent footing that at any
And all this
years.

11.* Dingh y

ONE ENJOYS

of this useful agent, which has naturally hastened the inevitable end. A recent writer on the subject predicts that

locent

and m,limited

nee

wholesome-

waste

May
freely and are so
plentiful as t<> keep the plant busy***the
plate-gras.s industry is on a solider, better
and

and

plants for driving the gas through their
pipes. There has been almost criminal

spring influences with lenewed vigor in

•me

sweetness

and its low cost.

has forced

issue, says that the glass inIndiana "passes under the

of

constitu-

lie looks for its

years the decreasing pressure tem
effectually, dispels colds, headnearly all the companies that aches and fevers and cures habitual
supply large cities to put in pumping- constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
six

recent

of itself does not

But little has been heard of late of the

That ardent supporter of free silver
and free trade, the ( incinnati Enquirer,
a

corn

Both tho method and results when
of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
Syrup
|
natural gas boom, but it appears it has
; and refreshing to the taste, and acta
had
its
and
now
the
its
rise,
decline,
supthe part of
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
ply is said to be nearly exhausted. For Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-

Nebraska silver men."

in

corn

muscle*making
Hour.

displace

appreciate its

of these

teature

to

substitute

introduction rather among a class able to
afford more than this single diet, who will
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an

Fight,” describing

of

| tween Chilean

is

j

the

engagement be-

and Peruvian ironclads off
the coast of Bolivia in FSTb. Mr. Wetmore

specially interesting since it includes |says:
the first of the battle the eucouragpractically all articles of farm production, i1 From
ing voice of Gran had come to the men in
an
in
the
of
increase
price
showing
every I the turret
through the speaking-tube from

con-

oivcr>iiieation of industi ies
ii"ii under the stimulus
given

Navy

in a Nutshell.

j.1

-•!,

tive

tuiill.

one,

The Charles-

Law

of

Ocean

Trade.

A declaration of war or the beginning
of hostilities without formal declaration
changes the international legal status of
The two hostile
every civilized nation.
powers become belligerents and ;all the
others neutrals.
To the
former are
conceded rights and on the latter devolve
obligations which do not exist in time
of peace.
On the ocean commerce is
subject to tlie international law of war.
Of course all direct trade between the
belligereuts is broken off, but neutral
torpedo-boats.
| vessels—in!!the absence of a blockadeThe Iowa weighs nearly 12,000 tons, and may continue in commerce with either or
as
twenty tons is the average load of a botli of the belligerents, but under re
freight ear and twelve cars is a good load strictious imposed by the law of nations.
for a locomotive engine, it would take fifty They may not, for example,
carry to either
locutuotives to haul tlie great steel struct- any contraband articles, such as arms,
ure.
of
munitions
war, etc. Each belligerent
The powder used is brown and in chunks has the right to capture all merchant
the size of a caramel.
A charge for the vessels under the dag of the enemy on
biggest guns weighs 000 pounds and is the high seas and all goods of the enemy
hoisted to the breech by a derrick, the in such vessels. Each has the
right ti>
powder being sewed up in burlap hags.
capture all contraband articles destined
Armor plates are tested by firing steel for the other in a neutral vessel.
This
projectiles weighing from 100 to 1000 right carries with it the right of search.
with
at
them
from guns charged
pounds
Hence, every neutral vessel on the high
500 pounds of powder and at a distance of seas in time of war is liable to be
stopped
about a city block.
aDd searched by an armed ciuiser of
Our battle-ships have a speed of from either belligerent.
As a rule the right is
fifteen to seventeen knots an hour. Cruis- exercised only in suspicious
eases, where
ers make nineteen to twenty-four knots,
there is reason to believe or suspect that
five
to
while the monitors can travel only
contraband is being carried.
seven knots.
The biggest guns in the navy are 49 feet
Loss of the Bark harvard.
long, big enough for a man to crawl into;
4 feet in diameter at their largest part and
A cablegram was received in this city
weigh 135,500 pounds or thereabouts.
yesterday afternoon from Capt. L. A. ColThere are six Rear Admirals in active cord of the bark
Harvard, confirming the
service.
The offices of Vice Admiral and loss of that vessel at Grand Turk
yesterAdmiral are unfilled, so there is no head day
morning. The Harvard was bound
of the navy excepting Secretary I.oug.
from Barbadoes to Turk’s Island in bal- |
Barnacles form on the hull of a ship, last, and had just reached the latter
place, :
impeding its speed. A six months' cruise to load a cargo of salt for Providence, j
will decrease the speed of a ship 15 per when she was driven ashore and
totally 1
cent, and it must go into dry dock.
wrecked.
The Harvard was a vessel of
Sixty-one merchant vessels belong to j 082 tons net, and 1,0:2) tons gross; she
the auxiliary navy
These ships are sub- was 181 feet in length, :).'> 7 feet of beam
[
sidzed and by contract must he given to and 21.2
depth of hold, she was built at
j
the United States on demand.
Xewburyport in 1878. and was owned by
Some of the guns in the navy can fire a | Foster A
Pray of this city. The vessel
shot twelve miles, farther than a man can ! carried a crew of about 14 men all told,
see, for the guns are aimed and sighted j ali of whom were saved.
The valuation
by machinery.
I of the lost vessel is placed at 81 ”>.000,
liu* amount expended by Mie .Navy De! upon which there is a partial insurance in
This Boston
partment in 18'.»7 was >34,301,.'>40.
companies.
[Boston Journal
is a larger sum than has been expended in March OOtli.
j
since
1800.
any year
In a battle the woodwork and all articles of wood are either stowed below or
!• >rd lest the men be injured
thrown

that the increase in prices is confined to
hie id stuffs and due to the shortage abroad.

GOLD

Dl'ST

The origin of the Navy Department may
be said to date from October 13,, 1773
when Congress authorized the equip men:
of two cruisers.
The fastest vessels in the navy are the
torpedo-boats T o ter and Dupont, each f
which can travel 27.3 knots an hour.
Battle-ships cost from *2,390.000 t.» >3
730,000, and cruisers from 8009,000 to

WASHING

POWDKS.

OUfij
Hardest things in the house to clean. Most
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The navies of Great
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undersigned will be in session at tin
office during business hours of each
I'
I II I 1 IN 1 II
I III
I I i;sT TO
\ I 1; 1 I. N 1 \ I and no longei .am: 1
exaniination of property b\ theasse-be eonsiilereii .is a waiver for nogle.
sun in
bringing in 11 no and p< rfeblanks on which <
quired b\ law
lists mav be had at the assessors' otli
bel last, March 24. IS US.
<;ko \. tji iMbY. 1
A. A. SM ALL.
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Worth.
(NEE

K

Anglo-Saxon

old

,,.(1

The Mother’s
Library.

word,

abused aud mis-applied, is the
v«.,,rtb,’ meaning value. For if auya-days should ask concerning
v

hat is he worth? or, What is
the answer would invariably

\\

prise “Why no,”

naming a certain amount of
equivalent iu material

thing

chance to possess.
ntemptuous estimate is expressug t one that he is not worth

worldly everywhere |
worship a man

fall down aud

puted
he

With them

the greater is his worth.
may be mean, ignorant,

despicable character,

of

a

rich.

to be

has

i.e

ill tilings, no
it-my to give

but

how base.

matter

fictitious value

a

i\idualou account of his post
ne of the highest traits of

although

lire,

We

it is

well nigh
recognize in
thought which

bound to

are

of

current

<q»les, and has lett its impresi\ national history
whether
modern.
of

t

But

immense

the

and the

commerce

com-

wealth has intensified it in
Few consider,

he,

of old,

as

beneath the shadow of oue's
.■•void of tear is the surest mode
All hasten to be-

happiness.

Fiaudulent adventures spring
'bmoms with each successive

trading, which is a blessing
pushed aside for reckless
and gambling of all descripi>\ the savings of industry are
st

A new and monstrous
up.
been developed in these latter

is

bogus Company promoter, who
fattens by devouring the care:

credulous.

v

of

atience

fever-

a

sufficiency, or
competency. Nothing

modest

.1

There is

mere

riches will satisfy, and in the
ramble for these, the victims

:i
'v

r.ania act

though they had

as

by a golden

n

tarantula.

Can

that all this would take place
moral vision were first distortat wealth and worth have been
'led?
th is

seldom perceive whereworth lies.
As Juvenal, nearly
men

centuries ago, said in his tenth
Among all the inhabitants of the
Cadiz to the Indies, how few
capable of forming a sane

•ni

found

what is truly

of

few

good,

h circumscribes all
number tie

by

•"

truly

or

penetrate that mist of

can

views.

our

the

for

noose

the treasures which their

and labours have amassed,

in s

nelly toil

exceed other

to

men

in

much asawlr.de exceeds the

is

uni

their

their

ensures

success

What is the object of the
most earnest
prayer in every
belies.
Great gods, they cry,

n

gains: «'f all the coffers deTi "jail's palace, let mine be

in

and best

n

mixed
the

tilled.
the

in

drugged

Infatuated!

simple earthen

bowl is that which

with gold and gems, and sparko delicious w ine ot Setia.”
ibai

of all times have in-

wise

miinst the

ielies,

■i

folly

of

of

"i

thinking
deeming that

too

way depends upon wealth.
sentiment abounds in Holy

any

are

•\ e

told

Book

the

in

of

“Labour not to be rich,
the poor that vvalketli in liis upthan lie that is perverse in his

—

High lie be rich.”

David said:

your heart
Christ spoke of “the deof riches,” and “IIow hardly

increase,

s

>

set

not

:n."
»

That have riches enter into the
of God.”
He distinguished
“the

Tween

unrighteous

mam-

tud “the true riches,” and said,
u:oyou that are rich! For ye have
consolation.’’

vour
■

'her from all these that material
cannot confer

any worth
their possession! that they are
hindrance or a snare; that
one

perdition,

many to
rcise
on

and in most

injurious and withering

an

character.

Yet it cannot be

hey are powerful for good as
vil; and that in the hands of the
ively few who know how to use
at

they

:ht.

may be made the means
iuded usefulness: of mitigat'ng
nd promoting knowledge and
of

rescuing
worthy.

the

the

weak

and

called riches the baggage
of virtue, and it is certain

on

-tress ot

lestroy
<

man

young

poverty is cal-

worth.

Some

one

virtuous

on

else
ten

asks

of
can

answer

with

wise

■

■

Tty

a

man

nor

moderate in-

more

prayed,

riches.”

“Give

me

And it is

every condition of life the
is the safest.

vn
'•

a glamour in wealth
and deceives the beholders.

however,
*-

No child
and

nothing;
our

he who

hero.

nothing

And whether he

slay

those

morally,

him at

time

at

what he

Aud

he

any kind of worth in himself or promotes
it in others, not only ennobles himself,

complete

as

when

they

If this be
is

true, then the

guiding

years of
they had

a

death

angel

lected

a

share of life’s sorrows.
came

The

their home and

to

Now,

shining mark.

se-

after years

little stress

on

activity faults
We must tlx our lovall the good traits in the

Brought Up
Grinnell (211.21)

the

the

on

for in

shining

shore.

Grandmother’s

virtues do.

son

is

a

prominent

How

and

Daughters

of

j

Elizabeth

fancy but experience points out. the
wholesome truths here laid down.
In a
very bright and entertaining style William

not

The boy about whom this strange, true
story is told wasted away till he seemed
nothing but skin and bones. Then his
health turned and he became fat and hearty.
The first stage is familiar to many pa
rents.
The second is of deep interest to all
parents or friends of ailing little ones.
Fathers and mothers, who long to have
their children healthy and happy cannc*
fail to sympathize and rejoice with Mj
and Mrs John F. Williams.
Their comfortable home, a short distance
from Damon, 111., is happy now because

the

declivity

of

:
1

The average

woman

she

always begins

on a

girl.

knows how tomanto

reform

on some man.

The bullion in a government die is invariably hard pressed for money.
A

single minister may have married
many widows and maids in his time.
The time to work and the time to play
synonymous with the organ grinder.

are

Fish Facts from

a

is

Gloucester.

A lobster weighing 28 pounds was hauled
up on La Have bank recently on the trawls
of two of the crew -.f the sch. Patriot. The
big fellow was cooked and eaten on board
and the crew pronounced the flavor very
tine
Among the trips of halibut landed recently
at the Atlantic Halibut Company by sch.
Alva was a large “left-handed”* halibut,
which differs from the ordinary halibut in
that its head is set on the body exactly op-

44

interest in toys and was less fretful.
increased the dose, giving him
half a pill at a time. He gained every day
in weight and appetite.
4‘
At the end of this treatment, after tak
ing three boxes, he was a new boy.
lie was happy, hearty, enjoying lift
with his little companions.
441 have no doubt that Dr. Williams
Pink Pills for Pale People saved him from
an

early grave."

Mrs. Williams made affidavit to the
truth of her statement before Da id Crisp
a Notary Public.
Dr. A. A. McCabe examined the Cild
and made oath before Notary Mort b: k>.
that he is now physically sound and r. ,il.
The evidence is completed b, LV
A. Jones, who made affidavit before
tary George Rupp, that the chile had be.
in ihe condition described by I-i
liams* as the result of catarrhal pr.cur.v
The action of Dr. Williams' P.r.h
for Pale People on the blood and ner
system, in eliminating poisons and fu?
ing materials for new' tissues, makes
sure remedy for
wasting diseases ar i ihe 1
train of evils arising from disordercd b1
and nerves.. All druggists sdi o
one box for 50 cents; six boxes h
52.

It is a pleasant
years agoue still survive.
memory to them. Grandmother holds it in

a

tracing his chances, his changes, and how
lie

Mrs.
!

out.

came

(211.20)

Wine in Prohibition

Hannah W. Smith's The science

of Motherhood

(1054.25)
gem.
writes for ali who have in any way the
care
of the young, whether mothers,
nurses or

is

a

Tln*re

teachers.

kans s.

1

I
I

other interesting items in the
list of Kansas’ crops and products, and

She

i

are

!
1

although figures are dry. 1 venture to reproduce some more, because, like pie-

!
I

Which is better, to thoroughly
cleanse and purify the blood just
now, or make yourself liable to
the many dangerous ailments
which are so prevalent during
summer? Impurities have been
accumulating in the blood all
winter, and right now is the time
to get rid of them. A thorough
course of Swift’s Specific is needed
to cleanse the blood and purify the system, toning up and
strengthening it all over. Those
who take this precaution now are
comparatively safe all summer;
but to neglect it is to invite some
form of sickness which issocommon during the trying hot season.
Ir is now that a course of Swift’s

SPRSNG

northern central part of
the State, one evening.
I noticed a deIf mothers who cannot possess all of canter in the centre of the table filled w th
said
to
the
and
these books will make an effort to get
something red,
waiter-girl.
“What is in that decanter?”
them from our Free Library, they
may
“I don’t know, sir.”
hud what will help in the training of
“Is it wine?”
“1 don’t know, sir.”
happy, healthy children.
“Will, it’s something to drink?”
Belfast Free Library, April 1, ISOS.
“It looks that way.”
“Is it given away with the meals here?”
tell
me
that Cranston has gone off
“They
“See here, mister, I think you had betthrough the country givirg readings from ter
taste some of that, aud if you are the
his own works.’’
“So I understand.
He is to travel three kind of man you look, you won’t ask any
thousand miles in sixteen days. Great test more questions of me in this prohibition
of endurance that
I State.”
“Great test endurance! Why, I should
Although I was squelched, I did follow
think that just reading his own works
directions.
It was a fair brand of port
would lay him out. It does me.”
[Harper’s wine, and although it may be a style
Bazar.
known only in Kansas to furnish such a
product at supper, I purposely refrain
from mentioning the name of the hotel. I
was told that they had free sherry for
breakfast.
It was in that same town that
I found a big wooden sign stretching clear
across the sidewalk from the
building to
the curb, on the busiest block in the main
Then
street, which read, “Are you dry
a hand with a
finger pointed straight at
the door of a saloon in full blast. I weut
in, and found that in no way did the place
differ from saloons in other States. There
were six saloons in that town of about 3,000 persons, and the monthly fines, in
lieu of license, went a great ways toward
the support of the schools and other institutions.
[Franklin Matthews, in Har-

CARTERS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

per’s Weekly.

Recruiting at Portland.

an elegant line of MENS, YOUTHS
and BOY’S HATS and CAPS, Etc., in a
variet> of shades, right from New York.

IIOSTOI SUITS TO ORDER 1101 $12.50 OP,

STAPLES & COTTRELL,
Maine Central R. R
time-tabli:.
and after Nov. 14, 1 M»7» t rams nmut t mu at
lturuhaui and Waterville with through trains for
ami from Bangor, Waterville, Port!; /.<! ami Bos
On

ton

candidates who could fill the requirements of able or ordinary seamen
have applied, the reason being that sailors prefer the merchant marine.
In the
event of war, however, Portland will be
able to supply quite a number of seamen
who wilt enlist through patriotic motives
if hostilities begin.
no

will
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least one good agricultural and family
we have perfected arrangements whereby
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have
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A M

7 00

FOR ONLY 82.00.
Bellevleg that ever}

BELFAST,

IE.D..
Boston, w D.
r,

Tilt* Best Karin and Family I*«|
it,
the l i.ilttl Males, Both One Year

AM

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami NorthM. Gt «>k<;k,
west via all routes, for sale by L
CKO. F. KVA NS.
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland Xov. 1", 1897.

practical and instruct

Homk, In
Tin: Kki

connect
nu< an

i*

n

n-nma

;\,

with

<

tr

.'ui rnai.

owt

i»«>tli

full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space lorhids a < cm riptmt. I the
tents oi Farm and Homk, which an unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments' may he mentioned the Farm
ami harden, Market Reports, Fruit Culture. Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer
<

<

(ilobe, Live Stork and Dairy, The Pout
try Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Mowers, Fashion- and Fancy Work, House
hold Features, etc.
Farm and Homk is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the who!,
Around the

making a volume of over 50b pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply No better
proof of its popularity

can

he otfered than

its

circulation, which extends into every
State and territory in the I'm u.. each number

enormous

being read by

ARE YOU EASILY TIRED?

F|

EMULSION

mitting

isted.

a

once

ex-

The

hypophosphites put new life
and vigor into the nerves.
They bring
hope and good cheer. Bright days come
again. Despondency takes its departure.

TRY GRAIN-0!

~

0.

iee; per-

■

h
found of the greatest u-e in an-wer.t.g
sands of quest ions t ha: eon<tn
ly .irise in recit'd
to dates, places, persons, incidt tit-. sta istie-.etc.
>■

No one at

GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
1 Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per

application.
FRED ATWOOD, Agt., Winterport.
March 24, 1898.—2ml2

On

all interested

simulti be

witln-m

r.

not

TRY GRAIN-0 !

like it.

on

BELFAST, MAINE.

Discounts
■WV VVI 1
cal Books.
Free.

SUBSCRIBE

i

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

■

V

ssi

Mechanical. Indus
trial and Techniand Discount Shed.
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.

Catalogue

FOR

package. Sold by all grocers.

ECCS for SETTING
From purely bred Light Brahma hens of
the best strain; 25 cents for a setting of
13 eggs.!
E. N. HARM MAN.
13tf
Stockton Springs, Ale.

amt

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it. without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it,

Sold by all druggists. 50c. and 81.00.
Angier Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.

Special rates

1:^7,^

t!
delay "I fail I" take ulvan
ton.
remarkably liberal oiler, whirl; we make for a
RKTl'BMXi TO BELFAST.
limited time only, by special arraimement with
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at f> p. m.
I the publishers. Remember, we -.end both papers
From Bncksport, (Bangor when river opens;
a full year, including book, at the very 1"W prie«
Mondays and Thursdays at 11a. m.
of $2.10.
(’HAS. E JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
Address all orders to
CALVIN A USTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

con-

vitiated, watery fluid

Belfast, leather

F«»r Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at(alx.un
2.80 p. m. M< inlays and Tliursdaxs.
For Winter; ort (Bangor it
ice permits v ia
l«m
landings, Wednesdays ami Satunlavs at
8.00 a. i.i., or upon arrival ol Mean.ei In m 1 >

feeds the tissues. The blood becomes renovated. New red blood corpuscles abound
where before

million readers.

•.

Steamers Have

Hypophosphites,

The oil which it
absorbed and at

a

1

Petroleum

remedy this.
tains is quickly

less than

Immediately and sending 10 cent- ddin.mal lor
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we wili
ntamii
send Chamber's Popular Encyclopedia,
-r i:. i. 11s.
Th
7<i0 pug's and over | ,000
Fncycb pcdi.i, wiiich has never sold f-u less '.ban
t.■ .■.
t•
I •.
$1.00, is unsurpassed a- a work ■•!
\\i'.l ho
Contains im loss than 2*',000 articles, at

ANGiER’S

will

no

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

Often too tired to sleep? Even too tired
to eat?
Are you thin and pale? Does
your food distress you or fail to nourish
you and is your blood poor?

Portland, Me., March 31. The naval
recruiting office here has thus far enlisted 18 men, all rated as coal passers. So
far

1898

Also

Marysville,

(1052.32)

painful thing for

of

life,

|

a

the brink

JUST RECEIVED

|

little brother tell

from

My husband bought three boxes of the
pills. We began giving Josie one-third of
a pill three times a day.
In three days the child was brighter.
His appetite was better. He began to show

of the wonderful events that are told in
words eloquent with simple truth and gratitude,
by the mother of the boy.
“
Our Josie was never strong,” said Mrs.
Williams. “From his birth he was weak
and puny.
“Two years ago, when he was two
years old, he had aji attack of lung fever.
Dr. N. A. Jones cured this fever, but the
child did not recover strength.
“
He began fading away beneath our eyes.
“He had no appetite, vomited a great
deal, coughed continually, his limbs became withered.
“He became painfully weak and emaciated. We waited for his death.
At this time a boarder named Asa Robinson suggested that Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People would do the child good.
**
They had cured Mr. Robinson of rheumatism and he believed in them.

1

a

back

One
healthy, happy childhood.
parents concerning the health of

their children.

Maine.

tell a story in tlieii own way,
A Study of Child
Nature from the j turcs, they
one that eanuot be told so well in any
Kindergarten Standpoint by Elizabeth
other manner.
T'iie value of the oats in
1 JIarrisou
is valuable iu showing the im- ;
or wealth.
Hence their character resemthe State l’oi 1897 was nearly £4,<>00,000;
of
irten
Kiuderg
study. “We iiis.li and sweet potatoes, £2,000,000; milbles that of the indifferent husband portance
!
must cultivate women, who are the educalet, £2,000,000; sorghum, Kafiir coni and
apostrophised by his wife, when she said:
tors of the race, else a new generation | maize for fodder, £<‘>,000,000; tame grass“Too bad for a blessing, too good for a curse,
j es, s;),000,000; prairie grasses, £4,300,000;
I wi*h from my solii, thou wert better or cannot accomplish its task."
; horticulture, garden products, and wine,
worse.”
Probably the most entertaining book in £1,500,000. Tiie wine in this list is the !
i here are others, however, few though
this 1 st is by Kate Douglas Wiggin called 1 greatest surprise of all, for it must be re- I
they be by comparison, who have chosen Children’s
membered that Kansas is a prohibition
Eights, a book ot Nursery State
Specific
the better part, anti through good and
in theory.
1 am sorry that the item
The informality of
Logic,
(1054.27).
escaped my notice until after I had left I
evil report have followed their high callthese
talks
and
fund
of
anecdote
from
the State, so that it was too late to ask
;
ings, of whom ofttimes the world was which the
author readily draws make j what becomes of the wine and how the
not worthy.
In science and philosophy,
valuation
is put ou it if it is not sold in
her pages delightful leaning. She says, ,
the State.
in poetry and art, and in every divine
will accomplish so much toward
“The Kindergarten aims in no way at mak- I
1 find, however, by the report of the
the system capable of
walk, their footsteps may be traced, | ing infant prodigies, but at
putting the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, is- rendering
sometimes scaling the loftiest heights, little child iu
the evil influences which
possession of every faculty sued early in January of this year, that resisting
and at others journeying through the he can
are so liable to attack it during
.wine was made in no less thau 82 of the
use, at biinging him forward on
100 counties of the State; that the vinethe summer when sickness is so
humble valleys of truth. These men lived
lines he will never have to forsake, at
yards number 7,121; that the number of abundant. It is the best tonic
not for themselves alone,
but gave their |
j
within
his
of
wine
was
narrow
teaching
produced
231,304, i and
range what he gallons
system-builder on the market,
at 75 cents a gallon, was worth
energies for mankind, and left the world will never have to unlea
n, and at giving which,
neat little sum for such an in- : because it is a real blood remedy
the better for their work.
And whatever him the
£173,523—a
wish to learn, and the power of
dustry in a prohibition State! Closer ex- and is made solely to search out
the measure of their worth or the degree
amination of the tables shows that the
helping himself.”
j
of their success, or the station they occuj and remove all impurities, and
An article entitled The Kindergarten in county raising the most wine is Doniphan,
supply an abundance of pure, rich
however
or
however
which
has
a record of 497 vineyards, prolow, the Mother’s
pied,
high
Work by Mrs. E. P. Loud
S. S. S, is made
and red blood.
49,892 gallons of wine, worth £37,whether as sages or simple citizens, their
ducing
appears in a little book edited by Mrs. 419. An examination of the map of Kanexclusively of roots and herbs,
lives alike taught:
*■
j Wiggin called The Kindergarten (1051.2) sas shows that Doniphan County is in the I and is Nature’s own remedy. It
Who wickedly is wTise, or madly brave,
testifies of the great help and pleasure very northeastern corner of the State,
Is but the more a fool, the more a knave,
is purely vegetable, and is the
|
the States of Nebraska and Mis
Who noble ends by noble means obtains,
! the mothers themselves have gained from adjoining
Or failing, smiles in exile or iu chains,
| rouri. Nebraska and Missouri are not only blood remedy guaranteed t<~
hike good Aurelius let him, reigu, or bleed ! the study of methods used by the kinderprohibition States, and if this fact has any contain no potash, mercury or
L ke Socrates—that man is great indeed.”
I relation to Doniphan County’s wine pr>
Be sure to get S.
other mineral.
gartner.
cluction
other than a mere coincidence, of
Another book which might have been I
S. 8.
There is nothing half as
course that is another story.
CASTORIA.
called “Chips from a Kindergarten Work“Perhaps one hint as to the consump- good.
Yoii Nave Always Bought
Bean the
shop” is FroebeTs Gifts, edited by Mrs. tion of Kansas wine may be bad from an
Wiggin and her sister, Miss Nora Smith, experience I had at supper in a hotel in
in the

Age and

brought

a

man

I grateful remembrance. Kind acts like
kind words can never die.
for
teachers
story
JiliaC. Midgktt.
called The Evolution of “Dodd,” giving
i
Sto -ktou Springs.
his struggle for the survival of the fittest,
H. Smith has written

public benefactor.
The majority of people are careless of
worth aud prefer the pursuit of pleasure

A little learning is
the amateur skater.

was

is not the I while her son and his companion are
story of a father and mother who never ! doing all they canto smooth her pathmade any mistakes.
The errors are S way to the tomb.
frankly recorded and it is evident that | Those who attended the quilting in the
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child
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the grave to enjoy
mother's advice for

was

in the town where he resides, and often
fills places of trust.
Grandmother is

Child, gently passing down

happier than the Lord posite.
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perThe crew of the sch. Masconomo saw the
’be show, who
notwithstanding biggest halibut yet while on their last trip, fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsigaping multitude, may which was caught by the natives at Port-au- ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Basque, N. F. The halibut before being Pain in the Side, TORPID I.IYER.
’inly wretched than the most dressed
They
weighed 005 lbs., and after being
'"bh* of them
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
dressed
and beheaded tipped the scales at
all.
500 lbs. They received 4 cents per lb. from
ri>en is worth but that
Small Pill.
excellence a St. John’s steamer for
Small Dose
it, getting $20 40
"dness which
Small Price.
belongs to one apart [Cape Ann Advertiser.
no

willing heart

hands to help bear the burdens
She is a woman of grtaf en-

eateth not the bread of idleness. After
happiness in the family circle

her

Boy
Dying.

A society of the Sons and Daughters of
Maine lias been organized in Brockton,
Mass., and is in a nourishing condition.
It is estimated that there are at least 2,(XX)
natives of the Pine Tree State in Brockton, and it is felt that organization for
social and business purposes tending to
advance the interests of those concerned
will result satisfactorily to all if the proper vigor and push is exercised
by the originators of the
idea of association.
A
committee consisting of Clarence F.
Walker, R. A. Wilson, W. A. Hoxie, J.
C. Gray, E. R. Perry, Mrs. C. M. Holloway, Mrs. C. F. Walker, Mrs. Fred Eaton,
Mrs. C. C. King and Mrs. D. E. Brown has
been appointed to make all arrangements
for permanent organization and put matters in shape for the first formal
steps
of the society. They were empowered to
solicit the membership (of all natives of
Maine, with their husbands, wives or
children.

The
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but adds to the common stock aud be-
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which nobody can possess but
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has, but what he is and
do that must be the measure

his worth.
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who has

journey

the parents are
general principle, the have passed, no doubt
looking forward to the time when “their
as possible
the faults of children.
“We must loved one*’ may be the first to greet them

avoid

a man

can

her

a

Ber-

is

writer urges,

holding
plough ami
dining on roast turnips, Rome
probably have been destroyed. It

i> not wliat

of (life.

kindly given sugMrs. Malleson’s Notes on the
Training of children (10.54 26.) This

idea of

found it, to

pleasures but know nothing
It is harder for a man to set a good
To be able 10 purchase wbat- example than it is for a woman to set a
hen.
desires, or to command any
|
A pessimist likes a. tiling he can’t enjoy
money will buy, appears the
iman bliss.
But could they and an optimist enjoys a thing he can’t

'“•ver

Early

another

would

a woman

ready

on

durance.

Another ltook full of

either occasion despised
('incinnatus because their envoys found
one

she is
and

in the home.”

will aid any mother in

gestions

monsters

s

acted gratification.
‘•liorofthe “Wealth of Nations’’
A itl. the
greater part of rich peoenjoyment of riches consists
'i oh* of
riches, which, in their

them

retrogression and disaster. If the Roman
on

the DOth milestone

children.

moment.
If we enthrone the false and
dishonour the true, we promote misery
and impede progress.
It behooves us,
therefore, to know what worth is and

Senate had

The

passed

son was very fortunate in drawing
prize in bis matrimonial venture. His
who honors the
ry places Spencer’s Education (1043 22) companion is a woman
and Froebel’s Education of man (1052 27.) name of wife and mother. She looketh
These three are classics and a mastery of well to the ways of her household, and

is woitli

Any other policy

life.

Her

The work of 1807 cost the city $1.40
This year, according to Chairper yard
man Porter’s plans the
price will be figured on the whole cost,
something like
$1.10 per yard.
Gianite paving costs
much more than this.
'Chairman Porter believes that the con
dition of the Main street strip is the best
argument iu favor of continuing the
macadamizing plan. The road is the
only one in Bangor now iu perfect condition.
[Commercial.

away some years ago, but
tin' mother still survives and has passed

anything to do with children
book, which merits bindcloth of gold.
Dr. Bushnell
everything of the Christian at-

Beside “Christian Nurture” Mrs.

The proper perception and recognition
of real worth is not a thing of small

and, having

lonely

their

in

parents

father

read this

ing in

materially, intellectually,
worthy.

wherein it lies,
do it reverence.

his

engaged

might

Bangor.

figure.

hoy-

suggestion

who have

us

will deem him

we

in his

After
was a promising lad.
reaching mature years he nobly responded
tu bis country’s call in her time of need,

in training little children
Bushnell’s Christian Nurture
(1022.15.) Our own Mr. Mills said of this
not long ago, “1 would that
every on« of

dig sewers, whether be invent or construct, whether he think or act, if he do
aught to purify human nature or to improve mankind

son

houd days

than Dr.

or

or

The

ow n.

a new

fund of

do much shall be

can

homes of their

interest in her children but a lie was in a number of engagements on
After tbe war ended, be
that w ill help her meet i the battlefields.
came home and made the most of his
difficult problems.
lie dutifully cared for
here are few books more valuable to opportunities.

only

con, the more worth he ys.” Ability
is the test of worth as utility is the test of
do

can

up by
book,
be treated exacta

alike; but, as Mrs. Perry says, “the
mother who will read and
study the best
books written on the subject will find not

or

can

brought

two children

no

ability which is in- makes
extraneous circumstances, mosphere

He who

be

eau

ly

man

virtue.

now-a-days

is the noblest of all
professions, but how
many mothers try to train themselves for
it by any kind of study?

neither be given nor taken
Or old Robert of Gloucester may
for us:
“Yor the more that a

away.

are

gy, domestic science and art as well as
lictiou and some verse.
But does her
reading ofteu minister to her special
needs? A mother's work for her children

from all the accidents of fortune: that

and which

the last

women, and the average woman is not
content till she
dips into politics, theolo-

1

dependent

was

of.

by

lected leads up to consumption, may take
I)r. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery with
almost absolute assurance of recovery.
It
cures qS per cent, of all cases when taken
in time.
It soothes and heals the delicate
and sensitive tissues of the air passages and
lungs, checks the cough, facilitates expectoration. drives out all impurities and disease germs from ;ho
tainted blood and
builds new and healthy tissues.
Mr John G. Horn, ol
Liberty Ave PittsSome thirty mouths ago I
burgh, Pa., writes
said to ray wife. I <' -n't want to keep anything
from von I must n
von I am in the last siage
of consumption.' In P ccmber is,-, commenced
taking I)r. Pierce's Golden Medieai Discovery
1 could then only sneak in whispers.
I have
taken thirteen hot!';
and can sav with truth !
am greatly beneriu 1
People are surprised to
hear me speak.
I ean halloo, and my voice has
not been as good
u
eight years. My stomach
was never in bettc
aditi-m. Formerly 1 could
not eat with-mt suffering very much
immediately
after, but now 1 can eat anything

personal nobleness

if that

some sur-

hero given in con
nection with the titles of books
helpful to
mothers and teachers of
young children.
Much of the
is done
reading

a

year,” and most people think age her daughter’s husband.
•juestion whether it is not easier
When a woman starts out

a ms

■

extreme

easy to be

>

a

Pointed

ments

remembering they

father for hia
daughter’s hand in marriage, if the father
is a wise one. he thinks of one thing equally as important as the young man’s morals,
social and business standing and intelliA young man who suffers from illgence.
health has no right to marry until his health
is restored
To do so is to commit a crime
against the human race. While all diseases
may not be directly inherited, the constitutional tendency to acquire them is inherited.
If a man is a consumptive, the
chances are that his children will have
weak, undersized lungs, and a predisposition to acquire the same disease.
The young man who suffers from bronchitis. weak lungs, spitting of blood or any
disease of the air passages which, if negWhen

as

thought

in

Experiment of last Summer ^ives ExOne morning late in autumn a little
cellent Satisfaction and will be Repeated.
a
at
for
picnic quilting
There will be more macadamizing in
company started
grandmother’s home. We tound her all Bangor this summer. Chairman Porter
of the board of street engineers
say s that
ready for business. We were soon seated he is
pleased with the result of the expearound tbe quilt with busy bauds trying riment last
season, w hich was made someWe were what under
to do all we could for her.
difficulties, and that he will
work
seemed
so
about June 1 on Main street.
because
begin
graudmother
happy
It
is
this summer to macadaproposed
pleased to be remembered. Before we mize the street from
Cedar, where the
were aware of the time passing so quickly
original strip ends, to the fire station in
and
for
dinner,
it was the hour
grand- the Second Wafcd, on the summit of the
mother had her table spread and a good heavy grade below Railroad street.
This plan includes the
raising of the
dinner all ready for us to be seated
heavy grade of Main street in its lowest
“around tbe board.”
portion, between Cedar and Railroad
The afternoon passed all too soon. streets, in order to produce a level and
Before tbe sun went down the first snow perfect condition for drainage.
In the work last summer granite was
When the
of the season began to fall.
used for the filling.
The board is now in
hour arrived for leaving we started for correspondence with firms iu various
parts
of
the
State
that
our
little
home in high glee, feeling
regarding the supply of stone
for
this
ir.
A
firm
iu
ye
Brooksville bid
acts of kindness w ere put down on tbe
to supply traprock, which, in the
opinion
credit page of tbe Great Book.
of many, is superior to granite in endurGrandmother settled not very early in ing quality.
The granite used last fall w as purchaslife.
She married an intelligent man,
ed by the board from the Maine aud New
A son
one who was musically inclined.
Hampshire Co., in Portland, at $1.50 per
and three daughters were boru to them. ton, delivered iu Bangor. It is believed
The youngest daughter died in infancy; that this year the rock can be bought at
from Jo to 50 per cent, less than that
tbe surviving ones have settled, and have

The above paragraph
appeared in an
article wiitten by Anna M.
Perry more
than a year ago, and as
many of the suggestions made by Mrs. Perry are worth

might

while the

be

to

replied with

Macadamizing
The

training

child nature, she

or

that

ch lie

Grandmother’s Quilting.

A young mother
living in a house where
there were plenty of
books, complained
that she was sorely puzzled
by her little
daughter and could neither understand
the child nor control her.
Being asked
if she had read any books on child

)

TENNESSEE C. CLAFLIN

SALE7"

STEAM LAI NCI!
(if I N EY Eli E,*’ coa;
burner, 37 leet over all, 7 1-2 leet beam, speed 1*
miles per hour, steady run. Excellent sea boat
well found. For particulars inquire of
lltf

W. H.

BRAY, Belfast, Me

The time has evidently come for the
American people to rally around their
President.
The manner in which Mr.
McKinley has conducted the foreign affairs of this country during the past few
mouths has won for him not only the admiration of
thinking, sensible men
throughout the United States, from Maine
to California, but also the commendation
of thinking aud sensible men throughout
the civilized world, as is made apparent
by the high praise which his conduct has
received from all disinterested foreign
sources.
[Boston Herald, March 30th.
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I'll Shi m.

SA

tradition,

true to

lanib and went out like
Bath

A

a

came

a

lion.

says that

clergyman

in like

daily

are

not

papers

announces

Suuday

a

is

poisonous.

proud

tunes to

should be

or

been the

him is rich-

politics—only patriot-

no

ignorant

and

thoughtless

who

have found fault with the wise aud statespolicy of the President. They

manlike

fail to realize the cost in blood and treasure of a war.
They know nothing of its

were

steal, left pretty little for- j

to

posterity.”

emasculate

an

to

But in such a crisis as that
which we have been passing there

ism, aud we are glad to be able to say that
that has not been w anting.
It has only

people who came to New Amsterdam in
the steerage and by living on what the
too

politically opposed

through

that cigarettes

wouldn’t eat and the Indians

paper

horrors

or its sorrows.
They have no appreciation of the responsibilities resting

flotilla did not arrive at

upon the man who controls the destinies
of the American people, the custodian of

week, us announced from
but is at the ( 'ape de Verde Islands after a nine days passage from the

their honor, their fortunes aud their lives.
That such a man, devoted day and night
as he has been for weeks past to the ser-

Spanish

The

Porto Rico last

Madrid,

Canary Islauds. At the same

rate

of

vice of his country—a

speed

won

his

ay step by step by gallant
war of the rebellion— should be charged
with want of backbone is saddening and

probable, the flotilla should
be taken care of before it reaches Ameri-

service in the

If this sentiment

sickening.
with

wateis.

than

more

despair of

to-day, with the improved exploprojectiles, would be a very
diff erent thing from war a generation ago.
The yard-arm to yard-arm engagements
>f our early naval history are no longer
possible, and the modern battleship is
practically an untried experiment. In
tins
uneetion an extract from the April
Century, published on the 2d page, desWar

have

sives and

people

prevailed

Liberty. John Whitcomb died March
29th at the home of his son, I)r. C. C. Whitcomb in this village, Mr. Whitcomb was a
member of the 11th Maine Regt. during the
war aud lost a leg at Fair Oaks.
He had
been among us but a short time, coming here
from Dixmont to live with his son. His remains were taken to Dixmont Friday for
burial-Don Walker, having spent the
past week with his parents in this village,
returned Monday to his school, the Coburn
Institute, Waterville-Ralph Morse of
Bates College is spending a ten days’ vacarion here-L. C. Morse of Pittslield has
spent two days in town-Mrs. Ada Bachelder of Bridgewater, Mass., is visiting friends
in town. ..Mrs. L. C. Morse entertained four
tables at whist Monday evening. A delightful time was the expression of all present.

might well
Fortunately we
we

the Republic.
Chief Executive

as our

a

man

with

the courage of his convictions, a man as
wise as he is brave; and happily he is sup-

ported loyally and heartily by the intelligence and patriotism of the country, Re-

publicans,

Democrats and

Populists

alike

ignoring party differences and rallying as
one man to the support of our President
libiug the engagement between Chilean and our common country.
<■<

and

Peruvian ironclads off the coast of

Bolivia in 1 S7‘.»,will be read with interest.

„'d

County

The Loudon afternoon papers of April
deplore] war between Spain and the

r.-king
:.<•

1

.in
»

i a;

Rodney Jackson lias gone to
Newburyport, Mass., where lie has work....
Ephie Littlefield has gone to Boston to visit
his brothers_H. A.^hase is in Charlestown, Mass., visiting friends_Mrs. L. D.
Shorey returned last week from a two
weeks' visit in Bucksport_G. W. Holmes
closed a successful term of school last week.
.The Levanseller Bros, recently added an
A. J. C. C. heifer to their herd-There is
quite a loss of lambs in town. When two

eleventh hour peace. Some
deiide the Madrid demon-

’! he Westminster Gazette refers
: of
International Nellie Far-

i)
is

rs

.1

t::nance

in the

Koval theatre.”

Mi

Pa
M.tli Gazette says: “President
ivinlt y has played a great part, but he
w ill know when the limit has been reached, and it war is to be, be will enter upon
M

with

people

Some

think that

sideration
encounter

or

war

with

formality

more

an

between two dogs in the street.

President
retary

McKinley, Speaker Reed, SecLong, Congressman Boutelle, and
others whose ability and patriotism

many
are alike
matter

differently.

glory in
or

no

with Spain, and there is no
for this country to go to war for
conquest. Spain's treatment of

tlit

C ubans is an offense to civilization,
and she is morally responsible for the
destiuctu

The

n

to

the weaker power.

and growing attendance
at the old
academies is encouraging.
These institutions of learning have done

re-opening

much good in the past and there is a large
tii Id of usefulness before them.
We in
Waldo coun y may well rejoice over the

year ago had but 28 students in its
classes, opened its spring term with 04
the

scours

die.

a

of

bis

One

The church here lias extendJ. Washburn for one-half
He will begin his labor the

call to Rev.
time.

stenography

and

typewriting—The

Boston

market-Stanley Lary

with the prospect of
increasing the number to TO. A dozen at
least of men prominent in the ministry,
literature and

and

A

comparison of the naval forces of

Spain and the United States shows that
Spanish fleet, pitting point against
point, would be superior to that of this
Lut whatever the comparison
country.
show s w hen the figures are on paper, actually the United States Navy is superior
to that of Spain, for we have on our side
all the elements that in the opinion of expeits will constitute superiority in the
naval battle of the future, the outcome of
which is lai«.ely pioblematical.
It is not
'he nun.her of ships or the number of
the

J
1

guns that will tell in the naval battle of
the future so much as the thicknesscf
the ainior anti the calibie of the guns and,
as ot old, the fighting spiiit of the men.
In all these particulars Ameiica has a decided advantage.
The C uban question bids fair to come
It. is said that
to a crisis this week.
mediation has now taken an active fonn
in the courts of Europe,but no proffer lias

yet been made

to

the United States.

President’s message
sent to

was

to

The

have been

Congress yesterday, but may cot

be transmitted until to-day. A Washingspecial of April 4th to the Bangor

ton

Daily News says of the message:
Members of Mr. McKinley’s cabinet
and Lis friends in Congress stated definitely to-day that it will deal vigorously with
the question, will include the Maine incident and will make definite recommendations to Congress, one of which wilHje
the recognition of Cuban independence.
As to the mediation of Europe or the
Pope, they declare that these material and
moral powers must exercise their suasion
on Spain, for this government will insist
on the independence of Cuba as an ultimate sine qua non, unless the insurgents
themselves should consent to less and
this they have fiatly refused to do. Speaking on this point, one of the cabinet officers said to-day:
“You can say for me that all the poweisof Europe and the heads of all churches
may propose mediation to Spain if they
desire, but the United States will positively not listen to mediation of any kind that
does not lead to the acceptance of our
condition, which is the independence of
Cuba.”

visit_

was

Ernest

in town

Russell

started for Montana

Saturday... .John C. Clark is looking quite
happy just now. It is a boy. The mother
and child are doing well-Mrs. M. Whitney is gaiuiug slowly, but her arm is very
painful at times and it will he some time be-

j

fore

she

can use

it.

of

Troy.
his

Mr. George Carter ploughed on
land, March 30th and 31st-The Read-

ing Club met with Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Hard

ing Friday evening, April 1st. About forty
were present-Luna Ferguson is at home
from the Farmington Normal School for two
weeks’ vacation. Miss Katrina Hardiug will
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Capt. ami
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“
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BLUE DRILL,
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BROADCLOTHS,
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EIDER

.25
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.65

.35

.19

...

DOWN,

$ .06 j.j

1.25

....

CORSETS,

NOW

$ .10

....

COMFORTABLE S,

...

the birth of a 11 1-2 pound boy,
child_Leander Staples has vacated the building owned by D. A. Nye and
moved his harness shop to the back of the
barbershop. Frank Nye will put furniture,
crockery, etc., in the building-Mrs. Abbie
Sewall is stopping a week with her mother,
over

their first

I

Have just leturned from Boston
April 7th will open their

and

Mrs.

Atwood-Mr. Henry R. Dawson will
be a candidate from this section for Representative, without opposition_Dr. C. C.
Whitcomb and wife made a short stay hereon
their return from accompanying the remains
of his father to his native place, Dixmont.
He died in Liberty at the residence of his
son, Dr. Whitcomb. They were on the road
from M a. m. until 2 p. in. and had to be
shoveled through the drifts in many places
and had a number of break downs. Much

-g-New Store,*!;49 Church St.,
(second
with

an

attack of grippe

a

door above the

full line of.

Brooks. Miss Edith L. Forbes went to
Massachusetts last Monday, stopping off at
Lewiston on the way. She will visit friends
in Boston, Haverhill and Lowell.... Miss
Isa M. Luce has gone to Pittsfield to attend
the spring term of school-Miss Mabel
Rose, teacher of the village primary school,
will enjoy a portion of her vacation in vis-
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TO SA\' is that on and after April
will deliver FREE any thin,
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WISH1898,themthey

GIVEN

bought

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
(OF rl HIS WEEK)

They

APRIL 8th and Oth,

have this

I

*

carried by any furniture house east of Portland a
in a position to offer their patrons BETTER
TRADES than ever.

ever
are

*****

They also wish to call attention to
their CHOICE LINE of

—-•

EASTER GLOVES

^
TO
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New

*

MATTINGS and RUGS

I
The public is most
cordially invited.

public.

largest line of

FURNITURE,

...WITH...
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season
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UNDERTAKING.
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Spring Shades.
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A. KNOWL TON, President.
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Foil. it*. I Sill,

*.'111,353.111!
July 11, 1 M)5.
$12 J,«S5.5S

and all kinds of things that help to make up
well dressed man, we are decidedly ON
DECK. Now the deck is all cleared for action and war will begin with

.Inly 41, HIM.
*511,1 YII.4II

Dec. 13,

Ili-r.
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IVi.i,

*«

July II. 1MH*.
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“Easter Goods,
Easter Hats,
Easter Gloves,
Easter Hosiery,
Easter Underwear.
All

new,

are

agents for the celebrated

the most
market.

stylish and serviceable hat
sg^Biiy your Easter goods

D.P.

PAIxMER’JS,

For

perfect complexion and

clear,
healthy akin, use Cosmo Buttermilk Soap.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
a

a

Com/e

>•

.•

Special atteati
throat.

>a

given

to

disaass* of
6 m2

nose

■

Belfast Savinis Bant
AN'M'AI, MF.FTIWl of the corp.
held ;u then
on
Wednesday. April 20, IS'
oVIoek I’. >1., tor the election ol t.ru>'<
transact such other business as ma\ ler
before said meeting.
.ioiin h. <>ri.Mi»n
Belfast, April 0. 1808. -awl4

TIIKthe above bank will lie

room,

and

on the
at.

Masonic Temple, Belfist, Me.

the

-s:
I)K
)SI I’S in til.? I \ TKltKS I' DKP Y ill’WENT payable on deni m 1. draw in
| :t
ary 1st and July 1st. Dap osits during ony month draw interest tr-nn the jir:t of tinThis department, offers murk yrrotcr srrurihj to depositors than Savings Banks, laa-imi. I
deposit is a tou-n to the h ink, an 1 all deposits io our Bank are yno nth I t»y twice tin .mm
Capital Stock.
This Bank hein' the latest estihlishe i Bink in Waldo i’minty, our vault has all the latest
t y to ilepositors than
<,
merits in Pi re an 1 B ir^l ir-Proof work, thereby offering ■rrr.ttrr
hank in this county.
>i ri,r,i
We haves IKK IlKPiHir HOIKS al 13, $5 and
All
mi
h.x-s
are
per year.
1 v«»
locks, so they mty be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

Opera House Block.

WILCOX Stiff S Soft Hats,

to

s

'*

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

up-to-date goods.

***999¥
We

Dec. 15, I
$202,1 t
These ft jure* are taken from oar sworn\statements
of the Currency, Washington, on the above date*.

Wanted! mm

To work for us selling nursery stock. Stoutly ,j<>l>
pay weekly, experience not necesssary, exclusive
1 •*
territory, outfit free. Apply at once.
HOMKll N. C'lIASK A CO., Auburn, Maine-

OQ

3 50

All Goods at Closing Out Prices,

WRAEEERS, ETC.
Also

....Miss Alice L. Dow will go to Boston in
few days to stop a short time in the millinery store of C. A. Browning & Co_Chas.
F Bessey has returned from a business trip
to New Hampshire and Vermont_T. A.
Elliott has started out to work for a.- insurance company-Mrs. Barbara
Forbes is
having a bad time with <>ne of her feet. It j
is badly swollen and pains her very much.
....John M Dow has heeu confined to the
house for several days, the result of a bad
cold combined with other troubles_C. L.
Grover, who has for some timt wast worked
in the Yankee Blade office, bought a ticket
last week for Seattle aud will try life
in that part of the world.... Dr. P. E. Luce
lias sold out his milk route here to Geo. P.
Roberts. He lias been giving special personal attention to the Elmwood Creamery_
Win. Lord, who suffered last summer from
the effects of a surgical operation for cancer,
is hustliug about actively for a man of his
age this winter-M. J. Dow could furnish
a good house or stable frame to Belfast parties this spring.. .The Good Templar hall
was crowded last Saturday evening as usual and a fine entertainmeut was presented.
In fact, night after night they have had ento

“

j

a

tertainments

“

SHIRT WAISTS.

measles in town.

Bessey, constable and collector, is one
of the sick ones-The traveling has been
very hard on the country roads; drifts and
bare ground alternating, so that wheels and
runners have appeared in very nearly equal
proportions on our streets_Mr. Fred G.
White of Belfast was in town last Saturday.

5.00

“

COTTON UNDERWEAR.

Bangor and Castine, where she will
take special pains to visit the schools_
E. T.

“

UNDERWEAR,

in

There

“

“

HOSIER r,

$4 50

“

“

HOKES.,

No

$6.00

“

GLO CES,

re-

cently.

iting

City Drug store)

LACES,
RIBBONS,
CEILINGS,

sympathy is expressed here for the doctor’s
family... .Mrs. Myron Parker has been very
sick the past week, but is gaining_Miss
Hattie Jenkins had

WAS.

INFANTS’ LONG CLOAKS.

...

j

PRICES.

are

good enough
preseut
The next evening, by way of variety, they will have a supper-Wendell
Boston with
S. Reynolds
has gone to
return with her for the spring term.... KaCharles H. Forbes’ pair of blacks which
trina Harding and Angie Garcelou have behe has taken care of the past wintercome the happy owners of new bicycles.
Geo. Page has packed his grip and gone to
Katrina’s is the Defiance and Miss Garcethe far West, where lie has friends. He has
a
short visit here last week with Mrs.
lon’s the Queen, both from the Monarch
lived there before, but for three or four years
Frances McCarty-S. N. Marsh, one of the Manufacturing Co. They will help the road
has been here with his father, Ebeu T. Page.
proprietors of the White Star Laundry, commissioner to keep the roads in repair
....The assessors are taking the valuation
has
been
sick
with pneumonia,
very
doubtless for a while.... Mrs. M. C. Parsons
of the town, and Dr. Kilgore is unusually
but is getting better. Dr. R. H. Marsh of has gone to Massachusetts for a few weeks,
j busy. This bids fair to be a prolific season
Guilford was in town one day last week, in
.Mr. Delbert H. Lodge of Jackson was in !
for the towu of Brooks... The veterans are
consultation with the attending physician, town Sunday calling on friends-A little
brushing up their uniforms and gritting
Dr. E. P. Goodrich-Joseph Bailey and a
daughter has come to the home of Mr. and their teeth in
preparation for wrar. They
man named Brown were capsized from a
Mrs. Wilson Larrabee.... We have had quite
allow that they are ready for another camboat on the Sebasticouk near the Waverly a snow storm since April’s arrival.
We
paign for the honor of Old Glory.... Miss
mill one day recently. It was a narrow
have come to the conclusion that March got
Barker of Bangor visited friends here last
from
a
serious
accident-Miss mixed a little in the make up of the calenescape
week_Miss Marion York, who was so
Maude E. Brackett after visiting friends in dar this year-Mrs. Sarah Norton has resirk last winter,is uow the
Portland went to Boston to attend the spring turned home after a protracted absence in very dangerously
picture of health_Berry Sargent is to build
openings preparatory to entering upon her Winterport and West Troy.
twro houses ou his lot this summer. James
fourth season in Mrs. Preble's millinery !
Winterport. The young ladies of the Jewell is to do the carpenter workestablishment in Richmond_Miss Nina
W. R. C.gave an entertainment at G. A. R.
Isaiah Bryaut is moving some buildings for
Spearin of Clinton, one of the graduating
Hall Wednesday evening for the benefit of
Mr. Sargent on the James Jewell placeat
the
Maine
class
Central Institute, who
Defender Hose Co.
The program, which
Mrs. Charles D. Merritt, nee Miss Fannie
has been out of school on account of the
and Staples, received news iast week that her
consisted of dialogues,
recitations
illness of her mother, returned last week.
Ice cream ami husband was very ill in South Carolina,
Miss Spearin is a member of the executive music, was well carried out.
where be went last fall for his health. She
committee of her class-Guy Jellison, who cake were served and the whole affair was a
great success. The boys of the Hose Com- started immediately and reached there a
was convicted several months ago for breaking into the depot here, was discharged by pany extended a vote of thanks to the ladies few hours before bis death. The body will
for their timely aid. The proceeds will be
be brought home for intermeui-Quite a
the supreme court at Skowhegan recently.
for sheathing the building-Mrs. E.
His two months confinement in jail was used
quantity of maple syrup has been brought
into towu aud sold at oue dollar a gallon.
considered punishment enough for him con- F. Littlefield and her daughter, Miss Effie,
arrived on Saturday’s boat. They spent the The very nicest we have tasted wras made by
sidering his age aud he was sent home to
winter in Boston aud later a few weeks in
Frank Hubbard of Thorndike-Lorenzo
his widowed mother .having promised Judge
Portland-Mrs. G. W. Rowe of Waldoboro D. Jones, Esq., who for some months has
Savage to follow his advice and try to live a
and her three children are visiting her been in the law office of Ira W. Davis, Esq.,
better life in the future. How many such
Mrs. M. A. Haley-The Epworth in Corinth,is visiting friends in town-Miss
boys there are in our land who need such mother,
their last social for the season
Evie Roberts spent last Sunday with friends
counsel and encouragement to lead better I League gave
at the Methodist vestry Monday evening. A in Belfast-Some forty Belfast K. P.’s,
lives... The effects of bad weather during ;
the haying season last year is beginning to very line program of music aud recitations under the leadership of Capt. F. H. Welch,
the young ladies and a chartered a special train and came to Brooks
was arranged by
be felt in the local hay markets. The dealdebate on the question, “Has the United Tuesday evening for the purpose of instructers say that it is almost impossible to get
States just cause for war with Spain!” by ing their Brooks friends into the mysteries
any first-class hay now-The pant busithe boys. .A beautiful may flower, fully blos- of the picturesque degree of the Orient. As
W. D.
ness is very dull here at present.
Merrow was in Boston last week to see what somed out, ornaments our desk this morning one of the victims we are fully satisfied that
while the “beautiful snow” is falling merrily they understand their business, and that we
the prospect might be. His wife accompanied him to inspect the season’s styles in outside_Several readers of The Journal got our money’s worth. The K. P. boys
have asked your correspondent, “Who is here turned out a good team, opened their
millinery... Seth Smith, a Maine Central
Mrs. Fannie B. Ward, who writes the inhall, furnished plenty of our exhilarating
engineer from Portland, passed Sunday
teresting letters? Is she a Maine woman?” reservoir water, which was used with the
week at the home of his parents, Mr. and
They would be very glad if the editor would utmost freedom, set out a lunch of crackers
Mrs. N. C. Smith. He was accompanied by
have and cheese and coffee, and sent their visitors
bis friend John F. Perry of Portland- tell them something about her. [We
told a number of times all that there is to home
Work lias progressed rapidly on the Smith
happy_Mrs. Fannie Merritt arrived
tell Mrs. Ward’s home has been in Ohio, but home with the body of her husband on the
& Conant Bro’s. dry homse.
Is is already
her
boarded in and will soon be ready for the for many years she has traveled, as
Tuesday evening train and the funeral serJournal readers know. She declined our vices were held
yesterday, Wednesday, at
finishing touches. The engines and boilers
offer to publish a portrait and sketch of the home of I. S. Staples, Mr. Merrtft’s fathfor the power and electric lighting plant
Ed. er-in-law.
I her life, as she does not seek notoriety.
have been bought.
..

tr*.

a

very

.Miss PurMonday
rington has moved her dressmaking up over
Taylor & Mitchell’s store-It is quite sickly just now. Mrs. Gerrish, Mrs. Rice, Mrs.
Bacon, Mrs, Ed. Harding, Mrs. A. R. Myrick, Mrs. Mary Whitney are all on the sick
list, and Mrs. II. C. Chandler is quite sick...
Winfield and Per ley Clark, Frank Harding
Pittsfield

as college Presidents are
j
graduates of the old Washington Academy | United States Construction Company of
New York, who has been passing the winter
iu East Machias.
After “the little red
at the Laueey House, left a week ago for
schoolhouse comes the Academy in the
New York. Mrs. Van Etteu, who had been
work of making good citizens and increashere for some time past, accompanied him..
ing the intellectual strength of our coun- Mrs. Edgar L. Fisher of Trenton, Me., made
in

Boston this week for

Unity. Mrs. A. li. My rick is able to use
her arm somewhat, but it will be some time
before it will be well, if ever_Mr. James
Cook is failing-The W. R. C. met with
Mrs. A. R. Myrick March 30th.
A goodly
number were present. It is a small Corps
but is doing good work_Mr. Geo. Bither
of Unity and Miss Nancy Maurice of Waterville were married March 25th, Rev. John
Lamb officiating... Dr. W. G.
Fuller of

Dexter,
the advance agent for the Bates Glee Club,
was the guest of T. E. B. Knowles while in
town last week-Mrs. F. W. Hovey visited
relatives and friends in Augusta last week.
.E. L. Van Etteu, general manager of the

list,

to

was a

..

lat-

letter received from Gordon McTaggart
by his relatives here, was dated at Fort
\\ raugle, Mar. 7th. as he was about to sail
fur Juneau on his way to Skagu iv-V K
Libby of Hartlaud was in town last week
with three horses which he shipped to the

a

on

takeu with

est

i-juveuation of Freedom Academy and
the large aivendance at its opening term.
Hampden Academy, which little more

students

ed

in

r

•Join

are

Pittsfield. Rehearsals arc being held
for the “Carnival of Nations” soon to be
given by the ladies of the Universalist society-Rev. S. C. Whitcomb and wife of
Bangor visited some of their friends in town
last week, but the weather and traveling
were so bad they could not get about, much.
....Miss Ada C. Whitney of Unity visited
friends in town last week and went from
here to Boston to further pursue her studies

cf the Maine; but it is possible to settle these questions without war,
while aggression on our part would divert

sympathy

they

going

pleasant social gathering
at the home of Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson last
Friday evening. About twenty-five invitations were sent out. Games aud dancing
were in order.
Candy, peanuts, ice cream
and cake were served-W. J. Nickerson
lias sold his big oxen to Herbert Black of
Searsport... .Our school committee met last
Saturday and elected the following teachers
for uie spring term: Dist. No.’s 1 & 2, Miss
Maude Ivnowltou; No. 3, Miss Julia Chase;
No. 7, Miss Mabel Billings; No. 8, Miss
Ethlyn Moody; No. 9, Miss Blanch Wallace.
.Miss Kathie Nickerson has secured the
school at Mt. Ephraim, Searsport.

—

a war

occasion

gloiy

unquestioned, look upon the
There would be

old

is

There

first of May-Vaughn Whitten returned to
Providence, R. I., last week. ..The storm
of last week was very tough in this locality.
Nearly a foot of snow fell_Rev. T. R.
Pentecost preached at the Vose schoolhouse
last Sunday afternoon-Mrs. M. M. Clement, J. B. Stevens and John Kalloek are in
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
very poor health
Griffin have moved into Benj W. Knowiton’S house.... Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Gilchrest,
who have worked in Thorndike this winter,
have returned to their home here.

con-

than attends

soon

Halldale.

two nations
no

days

Swanville. Mr. Ernest R. Nickerson is
at home from school in Worcester for the
Easter vacation-Miss Gertrude St rout
lias gone to Belfast to attend the spring
term of High school-Mrs. Laura Trundy

dock master has already
lost twenty-four.... Schools will begin the
first Monday in May.

and

a

should lush into

three

or

quiet dignity contrasting strongly with the excitable, stage-army effects
of the Madrid Opera House*”
u

Correspondence.

Waldo.

Cnitcd States, but declare that is inevial it* unless a third nation succeeds in

All

Is America's Greatest Medicine because it accomplishes wonderful cures when all other medicines fail.
Sold by all druggists. $1, six for $5. Prepared only by (.'. 1. llood & Co., Apothecaries, Powell, Mass.

infinitesimal fraction

au

of the American

very sick and for Beveral days it seemed as as we feel we cannot say too much
if he would never be any better. After a in praise of Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood
while he began to improve and in a few purifier and building up medicine.” Mrs.
weeks was able to go out, although weak R. E. Anderson, Cumberland, Maine.
and miserable. Then, gradually

Hood’s Sarsa pari I la

who shoulder-

w

as now seems

can

man

ed his musket in the ranks and

it would take them about 20 days to reach
Porto Rico from the Cape de Verde Isla nds and it war is declared within a week,

A. P. MANSFIELD’S

in His Limbs
gave out. The physicians told us it was
paralysis, which sometimes follows an attack of diphtheria. We did everything
for him, but he grew worse until he was in
a pitiful condition.
He suffered terribly
at night and
complained continually of
his head, and in what little sleep he was
able to get, moaned unceasingly.
He lost
all control of the muscles of his body and
limbs. He had no appetite and complained
of feeling sick at his stomach all the time.
After we had tried many different remedies and had about given up all hope,
we commenced giving him Hood’s Sarsaparilla. In a short time he ceased to comTo Give New Life
plain, his appetite improved and at the
“We like to tell what Hood’s Sarsapa- end of three months he was able to attend And purify the blood there is nothing
rilla has done for us. Our four children school a part of the time. Now he is well equal to Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It is
had diphtheria. From the very first our and quite a strong and rugged boy. You the ideal spring medicine, nerve and
little boy Ralph, then seven years old, was are at liberty to use this testimonial, stomach tonic.
Try it.

ly merited.

Brain’s Iconoclast says that the New
York society called “The Holland Dames
of New Netherlands” is “composed of

hogs

The following is a characteristic Hood’s
Facts like
Sarsaparilla testimonial.
these have made Hood’s Sarsaparilla
America's Greatest Medicine and endeared it to thousands of homes scattered all over this broad land.

These words have the true ring, aud
the tribute paid to President McKinley by

newspapers are as poisonous as cigarettes;
but what appears to be a “paid reader” in
the

America’s Greatest Medicine

Furnished for the summer or unt il:
term of \ears, house of ten rooms w: i.
situated on Northport avenue. For
inquire at 1G Miller street, before .M;n
Belfast, April 7, 1808. 14tf

\p\V5 OF BELFAST.

Hj

The assignees of the
Legro & Spalding
Shoe Company are making a first
dividend
to creditors of 33 1 3
per cent.

v: 10 SPAIN.

here,” quoth Cuba ;

r-

gnizes

re

The Girls' Home for April will be
issued
on or about the 9th Inst.
A hundred new
subscribers are wanted for the little
paper.
It is only 25 cts. a year.

May,

of

'St

as

vngday.”

eniug Scar.

Ev

granted

been

ulton, Rockport, 88;

M

A

follows:

as

Margaret Thompson,

Itv

Most torturing and disfiguring of itching,
burning, scaly skin and scalp humors is instantly relieved by a warm bath with Cuticn:A Soap, a single apj licationof CrncrHA
(ointment the great skin cure, and a full dose
of (Ttici ka Resolvent, greatest of blood
purifiers and humor cures, when all else fails.

has taken one-half
Mr- H. B. Cunningham in
tud will advertise her
1

k

n

next week,

ng

Power Co. put

v

drug
kn<*wn

>

as

iainp, anti gives

steady light

:

this

a

It

(uticura

very

the

is

!«

city.

associates

s

harf

Ell I lUfi
■ ALLIHU

and

and

sang “Auld
him good bye.

i:ng

111 IQ
nAll!

the

Lang

recently.

will open in this city
rmng. County Comruis-

Non Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
meet with Mrs. E. H. Conant, Church street,
Friday, April 8th, at 2 30 p. m. A full attendance is desired.
The

rt

day; Insolvency
and Supreme Judicial
Tuesday. The County
| List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
irt
will be the regular
Belfast post office for the week ending April
iiting bills, etc.
2d: Ladies—Miss Mamie Fernald. gentlesame

Tibbetts has sold
Avenue to Willis Jack*

|

men—Dr. I. Getchell.

E.

The baggage, mail and express car of the
:e from New Hampshire,
passenger train have been returned from the
|
er y lived in Montville*
repair >hops at Waterville, where they were
ight the place on Bel- j thoroughly overhauled.
h the late D. A. WadFourteen attachments against the Wis-iiortly before his death.
casset & Quebec R. R. Co. have been record.u >ved in.
ed in Waldo County Registry of Deeds. The
.at the people in
waiting claims aggregate -SI27,*200.
tinh.iat
her

in
ir»-

were

are

so

The North port Hotel

& B.

the B

at

will be conducted this
A young l
Mrs. Barker, with Mr.

Thursday.

i.-t
■Li

stations

boat aud his best
rf
They had about
and made use of the
the

North, Augusta,

1

viug demonstrations,
u.cut of the

spectators.

closed

Co.

a

five

days’ j

as

the Camp Ground

at

year

by

French,

the

owner,
of

now

Hotel

landlord.

Harry Toothaker has sold his interest iu
the farm and dairy business of Toothaker
Bros, to his brother Fred. H^ left Monday
for Portland, Oregou, and possibly for
Alaska

Belfast Opera House last
| Mrs. Edwin Frost of Middletown, Ct.,
Timy had fair houses and desires to
express her thanks to all her
|
■-tv performances.
At the
Belfast friends who kindly remembered her
matinee a watch was given
with such beautiful gifts ou the occasion of
igbt of H J. Locke Sc Son, j her
silver wedding.
Wednesday at noon, and
II. Smalley shoveled through a
Harvey
The box was opened at
feet deep ou the back road
•:
member of the audience snow bank
tlm nearest to the time at to Searsport near John Carr’s farm after the
snow storm
of March :51st. A cut made
was given the watch.
It
m
sec
and Miss Lillian through after the earlier snows tilled full
i:

1" m., 20

cur.
was

with

years

stormy days.
nth

there
One-half the

came on

and

the last

day.

for the mouth was
for March for 39 years
for March, 18'.*7.
Bain fell
■mow on 4.
Tlie total snow
riches, and the precipitation

highest temperature
lowest 213

was

the 1st day.
generally was very lambike tlie traditional roaring

my
:

The first of

on

April

was

not

here by Young Amerman, however, was bad-

served
oie
vas

driving

Looking careif he was observed, he
somewhat spirited anidifficulty got the covet-

see
a
me
■*

He then drove
doubt, that he had

carriage.

!

noon.

j

to

Ou

account

of

misunderstanding

a

J. Wentworth, who was announced
not arrive, and a brief address
Dr. A. T. Stevens.

Mrs. M.

speak, did
was given by

I

vote of thanks to O.

rods down the road dur-

H.

Hooper

for 27 years

faithful and efficient service to the town
as treasurer.
Few, if any other men in the
w.
To dye or not to dye is
I State, have a record of continuous service in
•stion, for since the introso important an office.
Mr. Hooper dec'inoie Soap everybody wants
ed further election, to the regret of the
<-r dyes are not in it with j
voters, who recorded their appreciation for
ill which washes ami dyes |
his past services by the vote of thanks.
that
of

a simple
operation,and
Percy Mills, representing The
-united, of London, England,
> v
last week ami Thursday

Howes & Co.
satisfactory demonof this wonder-working

store of A.

A.

;cal and
'll ue

piece of the soap was dis’• ng
to directions and two
os
cloth, one thick the other
Veditiously dyed a dark red.
cat this was one of the worst
cmg the hands, but on wash■*
under the faucet no trace of
•i and the utensils used when
‘ted came out bright and clean,
■

|

Ginn & Field

have at their store

proved
County
Ct., formerly of Prospect.

box opener, the invention of
boy, Len T. Snow of New

an
a

im-

Waldo

Haven,

It is similar to
old style but has the addition of a removable and adjustable jaw and a hand
the

lever

by

which

nails

not

very

firmly

may be drawn faster and without
of the old style. The opener will

set

the noise
also

cut

by single movement the hoop-iron bands
by which so many packing boxes are proa

tected.

Chat.
Wendell S. Reynolds of Brooks
left by steamer Penobscot Monday for Bosj ton with three fine carriage horses for sale.
•s have ordered a
supply of the -How about winter lingering in the lap
h There have been many
enqui- of spring?-Russell Curtis has sold his
advertisement appeared in The carriage horse to Plymouth parties_The
:u a few days will be
prepared Assessors are taking the ceusus of the city
for poll tax payers-Swift & Paul received
demand.
ks.
The City of Bangor left the first invoice of St. John alewi ves Saturwhich sold at 7 cents apiece_City
ay on her first trip east for the day,
Clerk Murch reports that more dogs have
as undergone the usual overbeeu licensed this year than at the corre; aiming and is in fine condisponding date last year.
ag is the roster of officers:
The Custom House Repairs. The bids
Otis Ingraham; first pilot,
<rd II. Arey ; pilots, Captain for repairs on the Belfast Custom House and
Post Office were opened Monday by Coland Captain Win. A. Roix;
lector Harriman, Postmaster Kilgore and
Holm Long and E. Hawley ;
Collector Mitchell. The work inrge W. Sawyer; bow watch, Deputy
cludes relaying the stone steps in front of
baggage master, C. A. Higthe building, laying a
new
tile floor in
"O J. D. Brown; second offithe corridor, putting in new post office
Williams; chief engineer. I.
hist and
»:

d

F. E.

second

Davis;

engineers,
purser, A.

rk, Frank S. Pierce; freight
Bridges; matron, Mrs. F. VV.
F. W. Pote-Beginning
steamer Gov. Bodwell will
every week day at G a. m.
•w*u at 7.15 a. in., and 1
p. in.,
I
ia. Hurricane Isle.
Return-

boxes, plumbing, paiutiug

the

building

in-

side and out, and many minor

details. The
follows: W. H. Glover & Co.,
Rockland, 81,020; J. C. Durham an 1 Sanford Howard, Belfast, 81,785; II. J. Morribids

were as

Belfast, 82,590. R. P. Stiekuey put in a
bid for the plumbing for 8270. The bids
have been sent to Washington for action by

son,

the

Treasury Department.

Fish Facts. Capt. Sol Jacobs of Gloucester in sell. Ethel B. Jacobs, landed the first
Hurricane Isle, Vinalhaven and trip of mackerel of the season at New York
Steamer Catherine of the March 28. The fare consisted of one hund" •I
Ellsworth route entered upon red barrels of fresh mackerel, all large. The
trrangemeut of three trips per fish were caught off Body Island, and the
Hi
She leaves Rockland Tues- Jacobs had a large school in her seine, but
!
imrsday for Bluehill and inter- it burst and the trip of 100 barrels represents
l!
'lings, making a round trip and what they saved out of it. The Jacobs also
'-vith the Boston steamer for Bos* sighted one more school. The mackerel
'*1' Saturday she leaves Rockland weighed from a pound to a pound and a
Oh
making all landngs on the half each, averaging 70 to a barrel, and sold
niiing Mond y, connecting with for 30 cents each. This is the earliest arrival
l,v of
Bangor-In order to clean of mackerel at New Y'ork for many years....
•o'illation of freight at Boston the The sloop smack Marguerite, Capt. Leadb.tugur S. S. Co. decided to have better, was in port last Friday and Saturday
"
'Oners City of
Bangor and Penob- with a handsome lot of about 800 pounds of
Im M,"n
Tuesday afternoon. Owing live cod-The first salmon from the down""
wever, the steamers remain- river weirs arrived at Bangor Saturday
int
a change of weather.
The I morning from C. J. Shawof Sears Island. It
II
o’clock and the Penobscot weighed 18 1-2 pounds and sold for SI.15
per
ee

1

Tillson’s wharf at 9 30 a. in.,
Isle and Vinalhaven and at 3

’•‘‘ay

morning,

pound.

Rev. Fr Kealy is obliged to be absent
city on Easter Sunday the service
known as “Dominica in Albis” will be held
on Low Sunday,
April 17th, at 10 o'clock
As

ou

a. m.

A

mouths ago. The main house will be somewhat larger than the one burned and some

to-uiorrow, Good Friday, eveuing at
held the last of the preTh subject will be, “The
Stations cf the Cross.”

shar; will be
Easter meetings.

Services at the M. E. church next Sunday
will be a* follows: Sermon by the pastor at
10 45 a. in
theme, “Thoughts for Easter,”
text. Matt. 12:3S 40.
Baptism aud the holy

Central agents, but the
company is changing to agents outside the

communi

school

employ.

Lewis P.

general cargo-Sell. Henry Whitney
to Bangor Thursday to load lumber

with

towed

York.Sell. Sarah L. Davis

for New

New

York with

ar-

coal

|
j

unite with them in

window.

against

a

•several

places,

the

G

un.

reasons

were

off and an artery was severed
He will
very lucky if lie does not lose the use of
the thumb.Frank R. Wiggin received an
accidental blow iu the eye while at work at
ho ne a few days ago. His physician thiuks
tilt sight of the eye is not injured.
be

A coming attraction at the Belfast
Opera
House is the Isle of Champagne, with the
popular comediau Richard Golden and
Maud Lillian Berry, a native of Belfast, in
the cast. “Dick” G Iden needs no introduction, having been seen here several times
as “Jed Prouty,” while Miss
Berry, now a
resident of California, should receive a generous welcome at her
Did home. The company is said to he a strong one. Further

particulars next week.

If

Advertisements.

William

position

Our readers

to

plethora of “cures’’ the general public
have turned remarkably skeptical. Facts are demanded, but it has become also essential to know
who supplies them, where they are from ; in fine,
whom have you cured. Doubting Thomas will not
accept at par incredible cures on the other side of
the continent. He wants it at home. “Give us
some neighbor, then 1 will believe," is what he
asks for. Well, Doan’s Kidney Pills do this. Call

j

nienced to bother

me: at

least 1 think

it must

have

them, lor at that time 1 commenced to have
steady aching pain across the small of my back.

been
a

It bothered me more or less all the time until I
took one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. I saw them
advertised and highly recommended and I went
over to Kilgore A: Wilson’s drug store and got
them and used them as directed. The steady*
aching pain left me and I haven’t felt it since.
Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me. They were the
only medicine I took, so I must credit them with
doing the work. L will recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends as a remedy that can be

depended upon.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers: sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S, and take no sub-

clothes

WILL DISPLAY A FEW
NEW STYLES IN

of the flavor in

result,

man

badly titling, badly made

so

of

out

“pure

See the swell businesssuits bearing this labels^”'

\\ heat is retained in

It will

Wheat Germ,

mean a

farewell

to your tailor.
aatararatatararatara;
I

Most

JOHN W. SLEEPER,

Manager Retail Department.

Breakfast Cereals

RALPH

O’CONNELL, Assistant.

made from
wheat have been

William A. Clark,

cooked

partially
by steaming
or
roasting,

^

Phenix Row,

Belfast, Me.

either of which

WELLS

the

injures

CO.,I®m 105 Hist

HILLINERY OPENING
—APRIL Vtlx. Stlx

F LAVOR

WE INVITE TOUR
INSPECTION OF OI K

of the

other \\ heat cereals
which thev

sav

good

is

as

WM Germ
All these
I

EASTER MILLINERY,

COMPRISING

C hildren, in alt the latest shapes, colors and braids,

\eicest Lifted* in Flowers and Foliage, Wreaths, Mantures and Aigrettes.
Ostrich anti Fancy Feathers, Spangled Wings and
Quills, Silks,

Some Grocers sell

as

Otlx,—

Trimmed and l ntrimmed Hats and Bonnets, for l.adies. Misses and

Gluten.

just

lx cl

(THIS WEEK. HE(;i\\l\(. Tn-HAY.)

t el rets and Laces, Chiffons and Mousseline de Soie,
Braids, Ornaments and Millinery Xoreltie*
In fact,
in

our

everything new and desirable for making Hats and Bourn
All our previous elforts have been
Millinery department.

:-mi
sm

the la:.*-- -t> !•-.

passed

;

■

>

••

*

MISS FLORENCE WELLS,

c

is

u is not onlv ass
highly competent and thoroughly xperienced, so that absolute -.c i-t
positively guaranteed in this respect. there lore we feel certain : v m;r assortment- hi
j •;
pecially to ladies appreciating beauty, combined with economy.
\\ e cordially invite wur attendance and hope to sc every lady m Hi■: m;\
*•.
our opening days,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY and

MIT AT IONS.

Insist that

■'

U/rr I C

P

WlLLj 01

Wheat Germ
We

are

Selling

not
at

■

TA

LU.,

>

103 and 105 Main Street,
Belfast, naine.

Closing Out

but

are

Rock Bottom Prices.

in tin*

market.

LEAD,

English vvm ri: lead,
GLIDDEN VARNISHES,

at

PAINT OIL

nil <M»lors,

A LARGE LINE OF \L"»o. GOODS.

WHEELS ol sill lcin<I>;, lionvv aiul

...OF...

li«£-Iit.

• © © • •

Spring and Summer Goods
of

*i3i(l DRY ER,

CARRIAGE PAINTS ol

*¥¥¥

Bicycles

and

Sundries.

the

NEWEST designs and
styles will be given her many
patrons and the public,

to which

a

J.W. JONES, IZSTI GO MAIN ST.

cordial invitation is
extended.

MISS MYRTLE P.

HENDERSON,

formerly w'ith Wethern,
Boston, Milliner.

^

A\

WE
WANT-_

|
[

YOU
WANT—_

>

ANYTHING THaT IS GOLD
OR SILVER, NO MATTER 3 ►
HOW BADLY BROKEN,OUT < >
OF STYLE OR USED UR, <
WE WILL BUY IT.
<

I

E. H.

DURGIN, M. D.

of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until Jla. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,

I

Telephone Connection.
Will be in Belfast every Tuesday from 1 to 4 p
m. Oftiee over J. W. Ferguson & Co., Main street

OUR NEW, FRESH STYLES
IN WATCHES, CLOCKS,
JEWELRY,
SILVER AM)
PLATED W ARE, CAHERAS
and PHOTOORAPHIC HOODS

**CALL AND MAKE THE EXCHANGE
CHASE

m.

MAINE.

■"»

Main Stro«t,

of

SATURDAY,

tin* !»»*st

her store in The Journal office
block THIS WEEK.

r

>

APRIL 7th, 8th and 9th,

PURE WHITE

Special Opening

1

n
v

ami we offer a more extensive and attractive display Hut: ever belore. «mr
west.'
pnees are the
possible consistent with the use of high grade materials and best workman-bin tmi n.iteri.:!- an>
the best quality obtainable, ami contain every idea of merit that the Host.-n ami New \,rk
..rkets
offer. As to workmanship, we wish to state that our Milliner,

—

are

strait*

...

DERBY’S READY MIXED PAINTS.

APRIL 15 and 16,

and unless the inflammation can be taken out and
this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by catarrh, which is
nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars
free.
F. J. CHEXEV & CO., Toledo, O.
E3T*Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4wl3

very rich

This is the time of the year to use^~

Friday and Saturday,

stachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the

a

cussedness."

BEST CEREAL in the WORLD

Easter

full

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eu

but

desires

he

unless

do

to

be sold you, and
you will get the

line of dressmakers’ supplies and trimmings.... Annual meeting of
the corporators of the Belfast Savings Bank
April 20th at 4 p. m....Girls wanted. Apply to Thompson & Foster, Dana building,
Front street.
a

The Stein-Bloch Co.

The full richness

in- the

laces, ribbons, veilings, gloves, handkerchiefs, uuderware, shirt waists, wrappers,
Also

Copyright 1898 by

ever

of

etc.

roasted.

People.

have noticed in the past two
years how “cures" have multiplied iu the newspapers like mushrooms in a meadow, and followmust

A.

c ffer their
patrons
before. Special attention to undertaking, and when desired
will take charge of funerals in the
country
without extra charge. .See Mau.-field’s scale
of prices this week for his
closiug out sale.
Masonic Temple-R. H. Coombs & Son
have made some additions to the announcement of their great sale of furniture, etc.
See advt. on the 8th page.... A very desirable house on Northport avenue is offered
for sale or to reut. For particulars enquire
at lb Miller street before May 1st_R. A.
French & Co. announce the opening of their
new store, 40 Church
street, with a full line

better trades than

or

wear

acres.

stitute.

the Wilcox stiff and soft hats_J. W.
(JO Main street, is selling paints and
oils at rock bottom prices and has a large
line of 25 cent goods; also b cycles and sundries-Spencer <& Wilson, 17 Main street,
will deliver free anything bought of them to
any city or towu in the State. They have a
large line of furniture, mattings and rugs,
a

Sugar in France.

Other

for

in

con-

Belfast People are not Convinced by
Local Testimony they Differ from

Jones,

are

it,” 1 Pet. 1:34: Easter

for

cert at 7.

Clark, Pheuix Row', has Stein-Bloeh Co.
business suits, equal to custom made and at
less than half the price. John W. Sleeoer is
the manager of the retail department, with
Ralph O’Connell as assistant_D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, is right on deck when
it comes to hats, caps and men’s
furnishings,
and has a superb line of Easter goods. Agent

and

;

;t what you tike, at home, local or neighbor’s tesI
I mony. you can always ascertain the truth of it
i without leaving the city limits. Here is a case:
fell
j Mr. O. A. Hopkins of No. o Hay View avenue,
cut in
I says: “About six months ago, my kidneys coin-

His left hand was
cords of the thumb

been

was

cut

New

C

F.

sermou. Sunday
meeting of the Junior
Epworth League at 0, leader,
topic, “Easter Thanksgiving
in

Fred Robbins cut his left hand

Accidents.

not

afford to

one

shabby clothes, and since the Stein-Bloch
Co. have solved the problem of finely
tailored ready-to-wear-and-to-tit clothes at
one-half and less than made-to-measure
tailors’ prices, no one needs to wear poor

Wheat Germ Meal)

Natural

their “call

quite badly Tuesday afternoon. He
sc idling with another young man and

Has

r.o

Rich,

Union will meet at their parlors on Main
street Friday, April 8tti, at 2 o’clock p. m
instead of Thursday, the usual day of meet
ing. The Union cordially invites all pastors

people to
prayer.”

at

English

accordance with

ami

League
and

follow the

will

Returns <*f the sugar production iu
Fi ance in the year 1890 97 bear witness to
the benefit agriculture has derived from
the cultivation of beet root.
Although
the average price of the root declined iu
the year from 20f. 40c. per ton to 24f. 30c.,
the crop increased from 5,411,484 tons to
'*,705.000 tous, and the money value received by growers of beet root from 145,
025.525f.
(to.721,021) to R34.3S9.500f
The superfices of land
'(£0.575,580.)
under this culture in the year was '515,510

beth M.

to

>u

12 15 p

at

Beet Root

a call issued by ElizaGreenwood, World’s and National
Evangelistic Superintendent of the W. C. T.
U., to observe Good Friday as a special day
of prayer and consecration, the Belfast

In

this, Holy

7 15

Maine

Shipping Items.
Sell. Harriet Rogers
sailed April 1st for Seal Harbor, with hay
and coal from F. G. White Co_Sell. Paul
Seavey arrived Saturday night from Boston

can

Therefore,
or

And

John Sanborn has taken the agency of the
Standard Oil Co., aud has leased one of the
storehouses on Lane’s wharf. The Standard Oil agencies have been held in
many

Hazeltine of this city has bought
the shoe store of J. P. Welch of Bath.
The
Times says of him:
“Mr. Hazeltine is a
young man of pleasant address and seems
to have qualifications for a successful
proprietor of this well-known stand. He has
been three years in the employ of the A. H
Berry Shoe Co. of Portland.”

special

held

evening iu the Universalist
church at half past seven. The Holy Communion of the Lord’s Supper will be administered, special interest attaching to the rite,
this being the anniversary of its institution.

We go to press this week without our regguiar letter from Mrs. Ward, and with no
advices from her. Whether she is 1.., or
preparing to leave Cuba with other Americans we are unable to say, but we h.
pe to
hear from her before auother issue.

railroad

service will be

Thursday,

other changes will be made.

Young America in Belfast is thoroughly
imbued with patriotism. After one of the
recent snow storms a lot of little fellows,
none over 8 years old, built a snow fort.
A
passer-by hailed them with some playful
remark, when Capt. Otis, the commander of
the forces, asked: “Do you believe Spaiu
would dare to seud a war-ship to Belfast if
they knew what we were doing?”

meeting of Spiritualists was held at
Mosmau's Hall, East Belfast, Suuday after-

of the week.

J.

places by

(Foulds’

steamed

from this

arrangements.

Swift & Paul had the first strawberries of
nking. no
the season last Saturday and we are indebtThe young men who put ed to
them for a box. We doubt if later
j
ired another similar package
arrivals will have a more delicious flavor
'•'am for somebody to pick it
than these berries, partaken uf iu freezing
?
n.-ruing one of them bit at weather with the
ground snow-covered.
j•: king up and opening the
Castine, at its town meeting, extended a
"'hi.'ll had by some means
w

on

Wheat Germ

set.

Churches.

1 he

Pottle has contracted to build a
Cedar street for Frank Whitcomb,
the site of the one destroyed
by tire a few

N.

are

yonr liarcial condition.

crew.

at

G. White Co.

A

town, and

the street.

ii

-'

out of

Charles Welch
aud Clarence Conant of Belfast are in the

Funeral services of the late
George E.
Bean, who was drowned in the 3torui of
Feb. 1st at Gloucester, Mass., will be held at
the home of his mother, Mrs. Sarah W. Beau

house

people will vku yon come ii
dally contact, ate tie index ef

rails, etc.

This is Holy week, the closing of the Lenten season.
Holy Thursday, Good Friday
and Holy Saturday are the important feasts

in East Belfast, next Tuesday afternoon
2 o’clock.

Yir Clones, to 90 per ceot. of tie

work

probably

for F.

S. W. Woodbury of Bangor writes to the
Daily News of that city: “I have a hen
that breaks the record on the one in Monroe.
She has recently laid three large eggs: First,
8x7 14, second 8x7 12, and the last one,
April 7, 1898, 0x7 5-8 inches.

a

collecting unused

the time the poles

Tuesday from

members have taken work to their
homes to finish.

are

j

known to
many of our people, will lecture in Belfast
May 3d. The subject of the lecture will be
Dr. Nansen, and as it is given in the
interest
of the Kindergarten it should be well
patronized.

rived

of the

Belfast branch with

yesterday. They

train

Portland,

Corps are requested to be present at the
next regular meetiug, April Sth, to complete
On account of tbe large amount of work
just come iu, Armor Bearer Circle, Kings
Daughters and Sons, have been obliged to
hold special meetings for work, and several

rature

27

The

night.

T. H. Marshall Relief Corps will have an
apron sale and dinner at Memorial Hall,
Thursday, April 21st. All members of the

peculiar in some retwo exceptions, the
39

u

that

sec.

weather of the

The

the

came over

I

Progressive C. L. S. C. will meet with
Mr. E. H. Know'.ton of Northport bad a
Mrs. Mary Whitmore next
Saturday even- !
Tuesday at
ing. The program will be the regular Chau- difficult operation performed
mother on Miller St. The
tauqua program for the first week in April. the home of his
operation was performed by Drs. Kilgore aud
City Marshal Sanborn has fitted up the
Wilson, assisted by Dr. Pearsons of Morrill.
office formerly occupied by the
City Treas- He is getting along nice y at present aud
urer in Memorial
Building for a police bead- hopes to be out again in a few weeks.
quarters. He will be in attendance there
A crew of linemen under charge of Levi
from 1 to 2 p. m., daily.
Clay will begiD as soon as the weather will
Mr. aud Mrs. A. C-.
are
Sibley
mourning permit laying a telephone line to Isleshoro.
the loss of a pet cat. The animal is a
very They will set the poles aud striDg the wires
large buff aud white coon, has been in the -from
the line at Saturday Cove to the shore
family tuauy years, and mysteriously dis- and from Seai Cove iu Isleshoro to the
appeared a few nights since.
arrive by
hotels. The cable will
Miss Mary McCobb of

Face*. Bahr Blemishes,
Cured bj CVTICLKA Soap.

Pimi>ljr

Charles R. Coombs has bought a new hunting dog, a half brother of his ‘•Rex." whose
life was lost in the burning of the
buildings

accompani-

body

a

in

•hmnihr.nt the wcM. P'tttr T>ri-.-. and Chex.
Boaioa. •• How to Cure salt Rheuoi, free.

Pro^s.,

Spear Comedy
Tuesday to join an-

las’

:

new

of the

-i>

il

a

Poor &
the alternat-

store of

League of the
for a Colonial
sociable to lie given iu the near future.
Conductor Buck aud Engineer Coburn

Epworth
preparing

Members of the
M. E. church are

tfc

**

DOAEL,
IS.-ll:i*<, Mi

The Shipping Question.
Discussed

at

the

ltoard

of

meeting
of

State
A

Trade.

tary Rich, Mr. E.C. Plummer of Bath opened the

subject “Our

Merchant

out

what

France,

other countries

England,

had done

to

Marine; its
lie pointed
Japan and
aid

their

shipping interests by bounties and subsides, exposed the fallacy of the free ship
argument, and concluded by saying that
government aid
question is simply the

some

He then said:

must

be given; the
of its form.

matter

Evidently

this aid should

be reserved for the vessels which

product
miner.
a

the

of the American mechanic and
For

have

abundantly demonvessels, and
sulHciently large quantity of the

strated that

only

are

we

we can

build the

work is needed to enable us to build as
cheaply as the constiuctois of England.
M\ Investigations on the Clyde satisfied
me of this, aud these views are now endorsed by the leading American shipbuilders.
llow then shall the aid

Glimpse of

Life

in the Notorious

Libby Prison.

At the meeting of the State Board of
Trade in Portland, March 30th, after listening to the semi-annual report of Secre-

decadence and restoration.”

overworkeTTwomen.

A War Time Incident.

he

By
given;
of 50 cents
restoring the old tonnage
i'n ton. Since our treaties will not permit the discriminations in these duties
which were formerly had, Amei icans paying but six cents per ton. it would be
ntces>aiy to place this tax on American
and foreign vessels alike.
No one could
object, to this and the result (taking the
figures of last year) would be receipts
from tonnage taxe s amounting to 814,(542,780, of which the foreigner would contribute 811,880,125. This fund, divided
among American vessels according to the
number of miles sailed w ith cargo in the
foreign trade, would give assistance ample for the restoration of our merchant
marine.
And the law would prove self
adjusting, since the larger the number of |
American vessels the smaller the bounty
paid, and useless building would be prevented.
England, our chief rival, could not retaliate, since under the treaty she must
treat all other vessels as she does ours—
and she has nearly ten times as much
shipping to be affected.
This law would mean an immediate outlay of some 8100,000,(XlO for American
built ships—and since the modern ship
calls upon nearly every industry for its
supplies there would be an industrial revival which would be felt throughout the
country, and the State of Maine, which
during the last thirty years has gained in
population but two-thirds the amount
which she gained in the single ship-building decade of 1850 (50, could again justify
the words of the Eighth Census—“Maine
takes the lead as a shipbuilding State.”
Extracts from the early debates in Congress and from American anti English
statistics were given to substantiate the
declarations made, and the fact that England made a profit of half a million on her
light dues alone last year was advanced as
a
precedent for making a profit on our j
tonnage dues-—though we have more than I
half a century of American precedents for
j
making a much huger profit on tonnage ;
than that proposed,
in conclusion a bill
j
embodying these views, was submitted.
Mr. rummer s arguments were endorsed by several speakers.
Mr. Pierre Me- j
Conville of Bangor made a speech along 1
the same line, laying special stress on the !
seal city of American
born sailors on our
warships, meichant vessels and lishing
craft.
Jlc ridiculed the lax system in regard to bills of lading, and at the conclusion of his remarks offered a resolution
favoring ’lie adoption of the new eastern ;
bill of lading, which allows vessels comlor
pensat ion
unnecessary
delays at
wharvi >.
William
Boners of Path said that
Papi.
of the To.im.iO men shipped in meichant
vosm'N
year n*> mure than <.*,000 are
American horn and not more than 10,000
A mei u an d-tii sailois are attached to the
fishing' fleets.
.‘-pain has 27,01 Mi) native!
sailors on w hom she could call to man her
navy in case o’, war.
lion. W. W. Merrili of Peering thought it
was high time son
etliing was done to improve the system >i issuing bills of lading,1
so as to protect the owners and masters of’
vessels,
ttten lit* slid a schooner is kept
waiting weeks ami weeks for wharfage,
the consignees simply killing time and
using the vessels as storehouses for tln d
goods. \ vessel hold under such conditions is entitled to renumeration.
Col. Stetson of Bangor offered similar
comment.
The isolation of Mr. Mc<’e»uville w
then unanimously adopted.
Mr. Mummer’s 1 ill providing for a toncommittee connage tax was refe ed to
sisting of President land. C’apt. Rogers,
W. \\
K.
B.
Winslow and A. <
Merrili,
be
tax

j

Old

keeps

S'

/

I

mgA

J

solved,

ami

on

the

No one who is interested in the best
contemporary French literature can afford
to miss the series of sketches and stories
by Paul Bourget, which began in The
Living Age for April 2. These sketches
have been but recently published in
France, and this is their lirst appearance
in English dress.
They are translated for
The Living Age by William Marchaut.
are
extremely clever and characterThey
istic.

heat!
colored “gemrnan” brings a loaf of
bread.
Not vulgar loaves as in the shops you'll find,
c uch
large affairs may suit the common

The

stuff.
Rub it with salt, it then goes well enough.

Some appetites the flavor ere might spoil,
We hold our noses as if to castor oil.
Thus von perceive ali cooks have been at

Outing for April well sustains the reputatian of this best of sporting publications.
Many line illustration and a pleasing selection of seasonable sketches of
sport, travel, and adventure will satisfy
readers of all tastes.
The number opens
with an interesting description of “Tmer

Shooting,” “Columbia’sAthletics,” by'j.
Parmley Paret; “Taxidermy for Sportsmen,” by Ed. W. Sandys; “The Building
of Lawn-Tennis Courts,” and “With the
Canadian Northwest Mounted Police,”
are articles of peculiar interest.
The cy-

cling, yachting, fishing, shooting, travel,

j and iiction departments are admirably
j tilled. The editorial and record
departments are interesting, and carry line illustrations.

’I lie April Ladies’ Home Journal
opens
with a drawing by Alice li irbei Stepheus of
fault,
an Easter morning n a church choir. SevTo u.uibt the potency of Richmond salt.
It sweetens and removes a doubtful flavor. ; eral other illustrations also take the great
Tis scarce though, to get. it is a favor
festal day for a theme, and an article on
We onee indeed bad coffee, but we iear
“Tile Last Week in the Life of Christ,”
Our friends have found lee article too dear.
giving tile incidents o! tlie Saviour's perSo we prefer to eat our break last dry.
secution and crucifixion, is specially aproFor even they use coffee made trom rye,
A feauire ot novel
pos of Holy Week.
No doubt we Yankees would the secret steal
interest is the illustrated anecdotal
And make prime .Java from Indian meai.
biogAt ail their Rule failings we hut wink,
raphy oi Thomas A. Edison, in which the
And so "ad iihnum" bad water we drink.
characteristic trails ot the great inventor
Such is the morning meal: now wliai's for [ are told in a series oi anecdotes.
Joseph
dinner.
Borin parte s liight to America and sojourn
I
Asks some insatiate, half famished sinner,
here
is
in an article, “W hen the
recalled
As il the bounty oi our Christian friends
King of Spain lived on tic- Banks of the
Was not enough to answer nature’s etuis.
Miss Lilian Bell wiites
Tim feih-w i.ivrs tili problem number two ; Schuylkill.
f alls the attention of a hungry crew
from Berlin her impressious of the Her\\ l.o in a coriicr squat in deep reflection,
mans and the Fatherland.
I.ike abiuet ministers on coast, protection,
Willi bus\ hands at length their pates they
«

i

scratch,

A- I t heir hi tins a dinner there could hatch, ;
1 w on Id seem they had with one conseut re-

solved
Tr scratch until the problem they had
solved.
oth* rs again lieguiled the weary hour,
a
R.y qni t game of bubhage on all fours
Wrapt in a cloud ol smoke from morn till
moon,

J

“Lenten

Cookery;’* “Easter and Easter
“Easter Lilies,” etc., are
among the seasonable and timely headings
to equally interesting articles in the
April
issue of “Table Talk.”
It also contains
articles on “Hard and Soft Shelled Crabs;”
“Girls and What They Eat;” “How to
use Sour
Cream;” recipes “From the
High Altitudes;” as well as a large number of general recipes given by Miss Cornelia C. Bedford, the well known authority and lecturer on culinary topics, in reply
to inquiries from housekeepers all over
the country. There are menus for every
meal in the month, and in “The New Bill
of Fare” by Mrs. M. C. Myer,
many novelties and topics of interest and entertainment to woman arc described.
A free
sample of the magazine may be had by
any of our readers who send their name
and address to Table Talk
Publishing
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Customs;’

sorrows

of

earth.

Your camp-fires still gleam on the wall,
Ami you garland your b urner with tl

Uncle

A Belfast

[BY

CHARLOTTE A

K

GREENE

j

j
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Do
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Do Not Be Deceived,

the life of your cl.ih 1 by accep
substitute which some druggist may offer
(because he makes a few more pen; : ; on it), the
gredients of which even he does not know.
a

|

endanger

not

cheap

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”
me

And gave relief when heart first knew its

blight.
Thy life to uie

was

Yet still thou didst

full of silent thought,
no wrong to any man;

Thy principles were all most firmly wrought,
And I praise him who does the best he can.
Swiftly passes each happy hour away ;
We scarce perceive life’s journey going on,
Though we improve the time as best we may

f

We strive to live

druggists. 25c.

and then

our

praise.
simple tribute

now

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

life is gout*.

1 write of thee upon thy natal day,
Indulge in words of truth and

grateful

THE CENTAUR

of love I pay,

COMPANY.

TT

MURRAY

6TREET.

NEW YORK CITY.

In my heart a prayer for thee. I raise.
March 8, 1898.

Boy's Biking; Tour of More Than
300 Miles.

For the Entire

I left Analieim in the

morning at 0:30
ride and look at the Country south
of us.
After passing llnough the tine

of

Register

Family.

Deep

Water

Y’essels

a

towns of Santa Ana and Tustin I
across

the San

Joaquin

Ranch to

SHIPS.

Although the leading object of Farm and
Home, which our readers may procure iu

went

counectiou

Capis-

j

Abner Cobarn, M L Park, sailed from
Hong Kong Dee 4 for New York.
\ (1 Ropes, David Rivers, rrived at New
York March 20 from Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
York Dec 0 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N. Blanchard, arrived at
New York March 12 from London.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New \ ork Dec 10 tor Ilong Kong; spoken
Jan 2.1, lat IX S, Ion dl VV.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Y'okoI iiama Feb 1<> from New York.

with this paper, is, of course, to

acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
best methods of farming, it realizes that the
success of the farm largely
depends upon

and Sau Juan; after passing this
settlement there is nothing but an almost
barren mesa along the shore to San
trano

management of the household.

Diego.

the

However, I went to Oceanside and
from there left the coast and followed the
pass through the hills to Escondido,
about 24 or 25 miles by road, passing
through small valleys on the way, some
of which had small orchards and vineyards, which all people informed me did
not pay them as yet, grapes and olives
being the best of anything thus far in
their experiments as a money getter.
From Escondido 1 went up into Bear
valley for a ramble and chatted with
many farmers scattered over the hills
and valleys there.
All want to sell out.
This year looks hard to them.
Grain
looks fairly well considering the dry season we have had thus far,
hut it looks
very discouraging indeed all over the
and
country
especially from here on to
the South.
The great difficulty with all the farm
ers south, they have no such market as
we have up this way.
They never see
cash for eggs, butter, poultry, etc., it is
all trade; and on raisins, lemons and oranges the profits are very small when
expenses and freight are paid.
The next day after my return to Es-*
condido, 1 went to San Diego over the
1
There is
stage road, distance 34 miles.
nothing but hills and a deseit mesa all
the way.
God Almighty did not do
much toi the country surrounding the
beautiful bay of San Diego, the El Cajon
Valley being the only valley of any eonOf course 1 am telling you
sequence.
this as my eyes see it, and from a
business point
of view.
San Diego lias a
beautiful bay and elegant climate and is
a tine place to live for those who have
plenty of the “filthy lucre.’’
On my return from S in Diego tr Escondido I came across country t<> Fallbrook, up hill and down all the way. but
they have nice hard roads, as 1 found
out
to my sorrow before l got borne.
From Fallbrook 1 came via Kiiubow P.
O. and the Viretas pass, through Temecula, Murietta, Elsinore, Corona and home
through the Santa Ana canon, via Olive
to Anaheim.
After leaving Fallbrook I took an old
fashioned “header’’ while descending a
hill, and lost my latitude and longitude
for over two hours, and after returning
from dream (?) land and taking my observation and reckoning, I rode 55 miles
and seemed not much the worse for it,
only some loss of my beauty of face and
a lame jaw.
With all my wandering and talks with
the people and looks at the couutry, I
have come to the grand conclusion that
Orange county is good enough for me,
for a home, tor health, for farming, for
business, or anything else one wants to
do.
The people of California always have
reminded me of an anthill, whose
inhabitants are forever on the
move;
aud our southern neighbors all have the
ant fever, for all want to move, sell or
All
exchange for some where else.
over the country I have mentioned there
is enough of good drinking water, and
that is all one can say.
It is no stock
country and not much of a fruit country.
This is not my first and only trip over
this southern country, nor first impression.
I have journeyed over most of it
before, and out to the Colorado desert; I
hut this time I went more into the high- [
ways and by-ways and talked with the |
people, and 1 have seen enough of the I
barren country to make me want to fly I
back as quickly as possible to Orange j
county, to friends and home.
It looks like mere existence living in
moht of the country over which I jour- :
neyed. But I guess this is enough for
this time.
[Clarence II. Luther iu the
Anaheim,•Cal., Plain Dealer.

ingly, much valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
not forgetting the boys and girls, who are
s< on to become—at least we
hope they are—
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each from New York Nov 00 ’for Shanghae.
Jan. 15, lat. 2X S, Ion. 2d W.
issue with a great variety of original
arti-j; Spoken
Emily Reed, DC Nichols, sailed from New
cles on the farm, garden and household, by
York March 5 for Zanzibar.
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm !
Gov Robie, B. F. Colcord, at New York.
Henry li Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
ami Home is not only indispensable to the !
Hono.ulu Jan JO from San Francisco.
farmer, hut meets the requirements of the
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrive! at New
entire l'amiiy.
We cordially recommend it
York March 1 from Manila.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
as pure in lone and well devised t<> instruct
from New ^ ork Jan 11 for Hong Kong.
and entertain the farmer and ins family.
May Flint, E I) P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for liiogo ; spoken Jan, 2s
An Old Square Rigger.
j lat J'. S, Ion 15 V

A.

cord*

from the finest

1

..

heat that farmer

»

raise:—

can

educes the finest

1

|

[Uat.hj

bread that cook
can

.Japan.
t
Nicholas,

C F Carver, arriv-d at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle
State of Maine, H G Cur’ -u >atied from

e

j New 5 ork Nov 24 tor Htmg Kong: spoken
1 >e< 27, lat J N, Ian 2d W
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeii Cintis, sailed

I ii>•••'■'i

from Honolulu Feb Id for New York.
\Vm H Macy. Amsbury, sailed lrom New
York No\ 14 for Y kahania.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, at New York.
W
J Botch, Sewali C Lam aster, arrived
at Sail Francisco Jan 2d from New York.

-■<

bake.

lu.a barrels

alers

by grocer*

every v\!ier»

WM. A.

COOMBS,

Coldwater. Mich.
k\.

£

RARK.S.

Light

of His

Alice Reed, Alausou Ford, arrived at
Santos .Ian 28 from New York.
C 1’ Dixon, N F Gil key, arrived at New
Yor Feb 28 from Port Eliazbeth.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb

14 for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb 10
Ayres for orders.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z: spoken
Jan 80, lat 8 N, Ion 2(5 VV.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, arrived a*
March 29 from Pascagoula.
Herbert Black, W H Blauchard,sailed from
Apalachicola March 7 lor Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, arrived at New York
March 24 from Baltimore.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Boston March 14 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, cleared from New York March
29 for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Boston March 28 from Trinidad, Cuba.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Santos Feb 19 from Savannah.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Rio
Janeiro March 2 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb b for Rajang.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Feb. 28 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Port Elizabeth, C G H, March *i for

because of
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The Journal
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It

seems

explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
who

Journal

pay

one

their

year in

subscription

advance.

to

The

It is not sent

unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, blit each subscriber entitled
a

to the
full

Weekly

SON,DRl.-

a Probate Court bold at Belfast, wo
the County of Waltlo, in vacation.
A. I). 181KS.

A certain instrument, purporting
PWls \
A will and testament d
TON. late of Belfast, in -'aid Chuhh
deceased, having been presented f.u p
Ordered. That notice he given to all
terested

hy causing
at

a copy <d •!.!-

>rd.

successively in the li
Belta.-t, ihat they n

at a Probate Court, to he held at Bell
and for said County, on the second
April next, it ten of the lock before
show cause, if any they have, why the s
not he proved, approved and allowed.
<»K<». K. don NS' N
A true copy. Attest
( HAS. P llA/.Kl TIM
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SON, Ilelia-
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Licensed Auctioneer
P. O. ADDRESS,
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Tribune will receive it

the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
for

&

healthy

At

necessary to

those

bottle and set the
circulating.

lished three weeks

Georgia Gilkcy, \V R Gilkey, arrived at
Fernandina March 28 from New York.
Glad>s, H 11 < Olson, am ved at Barbadoes
March (i from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston March ‘2d from Darien, Ga.
at
John C Smith, Kneelaml, arrived
Brunswick, Ga, March 2d from,New York.
Lester A
Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
Perth A in bo \ March 2d for Portland.
Lucia Porter, Fam w
cleared from Jacksonville March '22 for New York.
A
Hall, Haskell, arrived at JackMary
sonville March 28 from New York.
R F Pettigrew Morse, sailed from Ru> Ja
ueiro Feb 2d for Baltimore,
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Norfolk March 2d for St Jago.
Sallic FOn, \\ 11 West, cleared from New
Yolk Feb Id for Pernambuco.
Tufa, A S Wilson, sailed from New Yolk
March 14 lor Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, K Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, March28 from New London.

arc
b.o
\1

Full Pint Bottle 50 O'-
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Eyes
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Hood’s

that miller can mak
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Much in Little

The finest flour

Puritan, A N Blanchard, soled from San
ribe stood on City wharf and adEraiicisct. Nov 2 f«,>r Hull.
mired the sight of a square-rigger lying off
R 1* Rice, ( aiver, sailed from New York
the V P: S
if.
o. yard.
Tie- handsom*- I\ Feb. 10 for San Francisco.
hull and towering masts with their big > arils
Reaper, < > C Young, cleared tp-m Philadelreminded him of the old da\s w hen the
phia Dec d for San Francisco; sinkeii Jan
was
a
visitor
«t 2(i. Ion 40 \V.
to
and
20.
squa. -rigger
frequent
The ship was the Lucy A.
R R I'h unas. *’ G Niche's, it, 11 ,ng Kong
pro*; act of Kith.
a:
10
Nichols, 1
tons, limit in Brewer, Me m Feb Id for Manila and ( S.
lSTo a ad recently purchased for >1_,()00 by
Saclu in, Sewai i Nichols, sai ed fp-m Hong
the lvui,,kerb icker Towage hu. iShe i-» beKong Feb ii tor Singapore, New Yaam Bosb!
dismantled
and
will
converted into a | ton.
itig
S D Carlet -n, Amsbury. sa: '"l from Singbaig<- by the New p'ngland people.
;
1 rnit-• pendent,.
apore Dec 2d for New York: passed A.ii|er
! J an 4
St Paul, F W Treat, at New \ork for
The

They don’t expect a dinner from the moon.
The Vick lie on the floor as meek as nice,
Poor devils, thankful fora little rice,
While lame and lazy seem ill at ease,
On laying plans their appetites to appease.
Sibley
Enthusiastic
sportsmen in a trice,
The next topic on the program, “What
j Stripped to the buff and hunt their clothes
one tl ing best promotes the material in|
for—
terests of the Male of Maine?-’ was taken j With
such success, they seldom beat the
President Lord explained that this
up.
hush.
subject had been .liseussed by the State Now, in their lines, a thriving trade they
Grange, and tun ed over to the State j
push,
Some fellows that are lucky having money,
Boar 1 of Trade to consider.
funMi. A. C. Sibley of Belfast was the first We Yankees think the medium rather
j
disputant on the subject. After enumer- With ny,
Mr. William I. Cole has made a careful
sliuplasters of a small denomination,
ating the chief industries of the State lie j Continue to add a little to their ration,
study of the various city institutions of
singled out mauuf icturing and the sum- I Ami ear, at noon without a guilty blush,
Boston, and has already contributed to
mer tourist travel as
being the elements An ouuce or two of meal made into mush.
the New England Magazine interesting
between w hich choice must be made iu ! Another brings to view his little store,
articles on the Children’s Institutions and
too w?ell before.
answering the question assigned him. He A bon*' that he had picked
the Houses of Correction.
In the April
thea argued that lie manufacturing eu- j This, though our pants inform us we grow
number of the same magazine he discusses
thin ner,
that
lias
terprise
permanency and con- j Makes the sum total of our prison dinner:
the almshouses at Long Island and Charstancy and employs workmen at good !
lestown, pointing out, while paying full
wages all the year may well be termed the I
tribute to all that is good, the defects of a
Greatest Shipping Disasters.
best promoter of the material interests of
system which, while providing for pauthe State.
Here is a list of the greatest shipping pers committed to the care of these inProf. W. W. Stetson, State superintend- j
stitutions, makes no distinction between
tuz of schools.
Secretary McKeen of the ! disasters, with particulars of the loss of the pauper class proper and the workState board of agriculture, Lewis Anderthat have been recorded since 1758.
life,
house class.
“That it is the
of soson of
Skowhegan, Col. F. E. Boothby, It wid be noticed that none are mention- ciety to relieve and comfort duty
its worthy
president of the Portland board, Mr. E.
Mr.
without
poor,”
says
Cole, “goes
sayB. Winslow of Borland and Waldo Petten- ed where the loss did not exceed two hunhut it can he neither the wisdom nor
gill of Rumford participated in the discus- dred lives. No American ships are in the ing; of
to care in the same manduty
society
sion.
Many interesting points were list.
The great majority are British, ner for a
tramp, the vagrant and all other
brought out. No one took issue with Mr. with two
French, two East ludian, one varieties of the professionally idle and
in
his
declaration about manufactSibley
vicious.”
His article is fully illustrated
uririg, but the advantage to the State of German and one Chinese:
with exterior and interior views of the in
the large influx of summer tourists was
Name.
Lives
stitution buildings' at Long Island and
Date.
Lost.
not lost sight of.
Prince George.4 0
Apr. 13, 1758
Charlestown, and pictures showing groups
Just before the adjournment Col. StetAug. 29, 1782
Koyal George-.000
of the inmates.
Warren F. Kellogg, 5
son of
380
Jan. 0, 1780
Bangor introduced the following Haisevvell... 300
Park Square, Boston, Mass.
Nov. ;G, 1797
resolution and moved its adoption by the LaTribune......
Nov.
1799
5,
Sceptre ....291
meeting:
j Abergarenny... 500
Feb. 0,1805
The Children Must Ride.
II you are out <>f emplojment and want a posiGet. 23, 1805
Resolved, That the Maine State Board Acem.es_'.. 340
tion, paying you from $f>0 to $100 monthly clear
Oct. 27, 1800
374
of Trade in convention assembled here Atlienien.
above expenses by working regularly, or, if you
Dee 22, 1810
Minotaur.300
want to increase your present, income from $200
express to the President of the United Saldanna.3i0
Dec. 4.1*11
The opinion which lias been commonly
to $r»00 yearly, l>\ working at odd times, write Mi.)
States, William McKinley, our most St. George.
Defense,
advanced by school authorities to the
(’()., 728 Chestnut St.. 1‘hila., l*a., stating
1811
Dec.
Hen...
24,
2,000
hearty approval and approbation of Ins
wherheramarried or single, last or present
effect
that
the
law
Maine
for
age,
Jan. 30, 1*10
3i-5
providing
cairn and statesmanlike attitude in the Seahorse.
Inaccurate War News.
employment., and you can secure a position with
2i 0
Nov. 10,1810
the conveyance of children living at a disHarpooner.
them by which you can make more money easier
war ciisis now pending with
Aug. 19, 1831
Lady Sherbrooke. 273
Spain.
tance, to and from the nearest school, is
and taster than vou ever made be I ore in jour life
Feb. 19, 1847
The value of our ante-war news may be
That we trust and hope he will be able Kx mouth.24u
not strictly euforcible when such convey5m44
1*47
Dec.
200
20,
from the fact that every important i
to accomplish the desired ends without Avenge!.
judged
Mar. 30, 1850
ance is refused by the local school superinKoyal Adelaide..400
statement made in the description printed |
war and with honor and
Feb.
to
our
454
Birkenhead.
20,1852
dignity
FOR. SABB
tendent, has been refuted by the supreme last Thursday morning in one of the leading j
Annie Jane. ...348
Sept. 29,1*53
country.
court in a Washington county case.
In New York daily newspapers concerning the
Jan. 20, 1854
AT A BARGAIN.
That we realize the people of this coun- Tayleur. 380
Harbor
was
of
New
York
1854
defences
inaccurthis
29,
case
a
issued
Favourite.201
writ
of
Apr.
mandamus,
by
The stock of tin and stove ware, iron pipe and
try without distinction of party or class Lady Nugent .400
May, 1854
the direction of Judge Thomas H. Has- ate. If this is the direful consequence of \
Summer of 1854
desire the alleviation of the sufferings of City of Glasgow.480
kell of the supreme court, has just been the use of the reporter’s eyes, what can we pipe fittings, plumbers’and tinman’s tools at the
John
200
May 1, 1855
from his imagination? [Harper’s ; corner of Church and Franklin streets.
thousands of people in Cuba.
served upon the school superintendent of anticipate
Inquire
Austria.475
Sept. 13, 1858
That we deprecate war and will do al 1 Anglo Saxon. 237
1803
of
A. K. PIERCE or
Apr. 27,
the town of Northfield, ordering him to Weekly.
Jan. 11, 1808
that there is within our power to avert London
220_
N.
F.
HOUSTON.
furnish
conveyance for the children
Jan. 22, 1873
Northfleet.300’
the same, if with honor to our country,
Belfast, March 22,1898.—3wl2
named in the petition.
It lias been arAtlantic.500
Apr. 18, 1873
but if war should result, we pledge our- Cospatrick
Dec. 0, 1874
471
that
the school authorities of the
gued
NOTICE. The subscriber
1870
Great
selves to support the President in his
Queensland.509
Aug.,
town constitute the final tribunal upon
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
Mar. 24, 1878
course and do all within our power to de- Eurydiee. 300
Administrator of the estate of
for
no mediHood’s
Tills,
whom
Is
true
of
it
shall
or
appointed
3.
1878
devolve
to
whether
Princess Alice.GOO
especially
Sept.
say
(
fend our county and our flag.
Victoria. 300
May 24, 1881
not it is necessary to furnish conveyance
cine ever contained so great curative power in
CARRIE L. (tORIVAN, late of Winterport,
The resolution was heartily endorsed by Tueton .200
Aug. 30, 1881
are a whole medicine
in
cases of this nature.
of
so small space.
The
They
issuing
1887
Mar. 29,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Mr. Ira Locke, who declared there had Kspunda.293
this writ of mandamus indicates that the
Dec. 25, 1890
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deShanghai. 300
never been in the
mands against the estate of said deceased are
history of the world Utopia.504
March, 1891
court considers itself the final tribunal,
such a remarkable exhibition as had just Name how. 509
Jan. 14, 1891
desired to present the same for settlement and all
aud
the
scattered
opinions heretofore
June 23, 1893
400
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
been furnished by the nation, whose peo- Victoria..
broadcast upon this point of law, will be
Elbe .380
THOMAS W. VOSE.
Jan., 1895
immediately.
ple, so numerous, strong and capable had
in need of revision.
Bangor, March 8. 1808.—3w 13
been holding their tongues, keeping their
It’s the little colds that grow into big
tempers and waiting duty’s call.
colds ; the big colds that end in consumption
Alfred, “Papa, do the use snappiug-turtlea chest, always ready, al
Dr. for
The resolution was unanimously adopt- and death. Watch the little colds.
ways efficient, always satsoup?
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup.
ed by a rising vote.
Papa. “No, my son.”
isfactory; prevent a cold
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
Alfred
Why do they call them snapping or fever, cure all liver ills,
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
For that tired feeling you must enrich and
Burdock
turtles?”
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
C. O. POOR.
Blood Bitters is the natural, never failing purify your blood. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
Papa. “Because they have a ’snap in not The
only Tills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla
the medicine you need.
remedy for a lazy liver.
Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.
being used for soup.” [Harper’s Bazar.

j

President.

Frederick.

Dear Uuele Frederick, I speak of thee,
As L have often done for love of right.
In days gone by thou ii ist been kind to

W

All

nv-

ers,
You touch elbow to day in the same old way
In a happier land than ours.
0 comrades who’ve crossed the divide!
O brothers in God’s summer land!
Beach out through the mists that enshroud
like a veil
And give him the welcoming hand.
Helen N Pa< karp.
Springfield, Mass, February 18, 1898.

A-Wheel In California.

for

sami

folds,

A

serpent's

miml.
Our friends take care our better taste to
meet.
So send us loaves that are unique and neat.
Or.r loving eyes upon the batch we fix
And quietly eat our rations ounces six.
So justly are appetites refined,
These loaves are not the largest of their kind.
To reason it withal, our friend allow
Three ounces of a lately’ butchered cow,
How late deponent saith not, but the smell
Would indicate it rather hard to tell.
The doubt, however, is not worth discussing,
Sucli things make unnecessary fussing,
Besides it would be wrong to keep such

Notes.

was the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the
that has borne and does now
^———> on even
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper
This is the original “PITCHER’S CASTORIA, which has b< .•»
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirt
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper a
the kind you have always bought
and has the signature- of
per. No one has authority from me l
cept The Centaur Company of which Li

Mocks the sun in its ruddiest glow'.
And the blue in the azuiiue sky,
Like the blue in the waves on the strand,
Biends softly if purple, and melts into gold,
In the glow of the twilight land.

ear so

ana

J, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts

On the fair table-lands where they’re resting,
Gleam the tents that are whiter than snow,
Aud the red in their fiag with its soft silken

lOfTl OF't

News

the line.”

fight,

Sweet rest from the

An irritation of the skin caused Miss Shattuck, of
*
_£*
Francestown. N il trouble. She used <omfort l’ow■
der, getting immediate relief and an elective cure. Siie ^^
now recommends tliis powder to all her friends for
any and all skin troubles.

Literary

of

the call,

Lydia E. Plnkiiam’sVegetableCompound: a Woman’s Remedy for Woman’sIIIs

Shall know the skill
chef.
Those triumps in the noble art rank higher
Than those won by any distinguished sojer,
Therefore to your good sense a judgment
fair,
We now commence the prison bill of fare.
First at the risk performed ablution,
The problem, what’s for breakfast, needs
solution.
Like others not iu Euclid, oft is found
To tax researches that are most profound.

“right

Like the soldier who falls in the fray.
O tents of our “boys” victorious!
Uuclose at the day’s happy birth,
Aud give to this comrade, who fought a good

|

that the deaf
of Richmond’s famous

him the

To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “ CASTORIA ” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” as our trademark.

Ere the burden of age fell upon him,
Or the shadows grewr thick o’er the way,
Came the Captain's command, and he heeded

/

mm

your
medicine and it has done wonders for
1 can
me as all my friends can testify.
now do my own work, and do not know
how to express my gratitude to.you for
the good your medicine and advice
have done me. I owe my life to Mrs.
Pinkham.”
Mrs. Pinkhara’s eounselisoffered free
to all women who need advice about
their health. Her address is Lynn,
Mass. Mrs. P. H. Hutchcroft, Kellerton, Iowa, tells here in her own ^
words how Mrs. Pinkham helped her:
“1)far Mrs. Pjxkiiam:—I was in
very bad condition before I wrote to
you and began the use of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I
did not know what to do. J su fife red
terribly every month, when on my
feet would have such a bearing-down feeling, was very weak, womb was
swollen, back ached, appetite was very poor, also had trouble with my head.
1 have taken several bottles of your Compound and cannot say enough in its
favor. It helped more than all the doctors.”

crier tell the blind,
Ami
To leave ail former cooking books behind.

'tis

And

•kl have taken hve bottles of

BILL OF FALK.

men on

ranks,
give

system unstrung!

and shows them how to get relief:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I cannot thank yon
enough for all Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable
Compound hasdone for me. When I wrote to
you I had suffered for years with falling, inllannnation and ulceration of the womb;
my back ached, and I was so much
distressed 1 could scarcely walk. I
was a burden to myself and did not
care whether I lived or died.

steeple,
by the public

length

nervous

following letter from Mrs. Walter S. Banta,
Sparkill, N. Y., tells the story of many women,

ofl'eml your honorable noses.
May
Rut rather that lie may excite your pity.
For those who have diued in Richmond city,
So that you may announce to all the people,
By placards posted on the State House

At

the

AN OPEN LETTERS

the Infinite shore!
O soldiers who’ve crossed the divide!
Stretch out once again your shadowy hands,
And welcome this one to your side.
He was gallant, aud loyal, and true,
Endured w ith a courage divine,
Oh, welcome him home to your increasing

The

not

public

0

The ordinary every-day lifeof most of our women is aeeaselesstreadmill of work.
How much harder the daily tasks become when some derangement of the
female organs makes every movement painful and
dm.

Hail modern writers on the art of eating
A prison gastronomic gives you his greeting.
Ri questing that the subject he proposes

Carol in the

Capt. John L. Knight.

Letters to Mrs. Pinkham From Women Who Have Been Helped From
Sickness to Health.

4

Mr. Walter 1). Stinson, postmaster of
Augusta, in looking over some old letters
the other day, came across the bill of fare
which was wiitten by his brother, Harry
M. Stinson, while iu Libby prison iul801,
The letter was
w hich we print below.
sent to Capt. Geo. E. Brown, who gives
the circumstances of Mr. Stinson's being
made prisouer.
Alonzo P. Stinson, brother of Harry,
was a clerk in a store, when Fort Sumter was fired upon, and w hen the Fifth
raised he enlised in Co,
n giment was
H.
Harry M. was a student iu the
Lewiston Academy and leaving his books
he also enlisted iu the same company
Alonzo P. Stinson
with his brother.
w as
made third sergeant of the company and was mortally wouuded at the
first battle of Bull Run by a cannon ball
w hich struck him in the right shoulder.
His brother Harry remained with him
till he died, and was taken prisoner.
Sergt. Alonzo P. Stinson was the first
soldier killed iu battle that enlisted from
A picture of this brave young
Portland.
man who gave his life for the honor of
the old flag before he was twenty years of
age, was shown on the screen at Rev.
Ur. Iiiekuell’s recent lecture in Portland.
Lieutenant Bicknell was a member of
the same company at that time.
Harry
M. Stinson was a prisoner in Richmond
and other Southern cities for about eighteen months and when he rejoined his
company he was immediately given a
furlough for sixty days. Gen. Howard
hearing of him appointed him aid-decamp on iiis staff;he was mortally wouuded while serving with Gen. Howard in the
west and died in the service.
PRISON

Promoted.

WlAIKt

year from the time

from this office.

INVENTORS
sau;

io

i*i:k cent. of

Attornc>

transacting your business through n
Patents designed, patents caxeuts, 11.1
a«1 ut•
copy rights, assignments, etc.
■

Bears the

T

11,8 Kind You Have Always Bought

stamp,
F. A.

>

CUTTER, Registered Patent
St., opp. City Hall, Boston,

28 School

'bi-

Reports.

Town

Paid teachers.$
for wood.
carrying scholars.
wood, 1896.
Overdrawn in 1896.

KSON.

.» \<

abilities.

and interest.8 532 13
724 76
,md interest579 85
and interest490 90
uni interest.
of
board
Mr
Mary
7 71

|
,

Total expenditures.$

.rs.

82,622 56

...

37 48
13 52
14 30

iMte.

Total.$

on

pauper

old road

n

18 75

ma-

12 00
5 00
465 41

hoolhouse.

§3,148
»f schools.8
-»f poor.
town charges.
interest.
hearse.

highways.

air

48

from

Due March 25 for support of poor. .$
on county tax of 1897.
Maine Insane Hospital Mar 31
State Reform School April 1
Collector’s commission for '97

for
10 00

3,519

18

-..S

157
1,571
830
144
424
100
18
478

>4
02
79
52
00
25
82

77

83

highways.
poses.

poor.
<0 18!n,.
0 taxes.
'us

expenses.

Raised for town

..

70

8
tax

985 04

April 1,

1 *97

187,000 "0
!•'••': number of scholars,

-.

5 'gs, 57
m-fvsf.s

:

per

cent,

11

144 52
157 04
1*25
47* 82
1,571 02

taxes.

expenses.

gh ways.
KM'ENT’s

U

State

417 00

.>

school

Appleton.

108 05

vailable in 1897... .8

nexpended.8

8
Abatements

on

20 50
33 75
schools_8

82 51

HIGH SCHOOL FUND.

Oy donation in the
High school precinct.
'.

51 00

State.

04 50

I

S

ON

TREASURERS

8
.8

11

180 00
180 00

for
8
repairs.

50 00
29 00

-nded.$

2100

of town

6 17

Due

e

■

bool, making

muon

school.

a

total

<>4

51

on

tax of

Am t

paid out.

of Free High school and 22
•'inter term closing Feb. 10,

■

‘Hi
277 05 1
47 I

Ill

297 75
15 75
12.79

been of

taught

a

in

rienced male teachers for win00 per mouth and board,
■rienced male teachers for wiu"
per month and board,
•rienced female teachers $3 25
0 board.
"•rienced female teachers $2.75
1 board.
»rd of male teachers $2 (X) per
female teachers $1.50

oinmeud that the town raise
pair the sehoolhouse in the
and as soon as possible look
uildiugs in the several school

->

Value of a Water

|

87

Supply.

by Mrs. Bar bier.

But for this an extended
conllagration would have resulted. As it
was the walls of the
buildings were saved by
a deluge of water. Loss from
83,000 to 88 500,
covered by insurance. [Maine Farmer.
disad vantage which Sangerville
people
under is high insurance. There
is so little protection to
property that our
rates are higher than most
any other town
of any importance in the
county. With
One

THORNDIKE.

'■••n.15199,432

00

2,592

60
00

I tax .013
;'-s.

393

aments.

State, school fund..
dog tax refuuded.

State

-•
hoolhouses sold.
State, free high school.
hool
tuition.
;
State damage by dogs..
brooks pauper fund....

2,985

60

419
38
36
51
33
35
4

28
53
00
50
80
00
05

_

tf-es......S

3,062

96

expenditures.
vn

for town

charges. .$

1,711 54

com.

852 (X)
270 48
709 12
200 00
9.0<j
10 00

“schools.
-"Unty tax, 1896.
1807
ax. 1897
a town orders.
1

3

laboring

this disadvantage removed
would be invested in business
gor Commercial.

"

1896.

of Brooks..
SCHOOL
"te of

town..$

s' 1

tuition.

'ol

resources.$

blocks. [Ban-

“I notice the exclusive people of New
York amuse themselves getting
up family
trees.” ‘‘Yes, and their simian forefathers
did

the

same

thiug.”

[Cleveland

Plain

20

116 08
4 05

50120
419 28
33 00

953.48

CHARLES

E.

Ll'MMIS

The city of Mexico contains “the cradles
of printing, education, art, and organized charity in the New World; for all
If everyone knew
The superior quality
these things came a century and a half to
Of Hood’s Pills,
two centuries and a half earlier in Mexico
Their gentle, easy
than in the United States.
Bishop Zumeffect
their
Action,
prompt
upon
arroga set up here, ia 1530, the first printThe torpid liver and inactive bowels,
ing-press. One did not reach the English
It would be only a short tine- when
colonies till 1038.”
They would be used to the exclusion
Hood’s Pills
Of every other kind.
Niuety three years ago Guanajuato
was the second
Are the only Piils to take
largest city in the New
With Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Woild Mexico being first and Havana
The One True Blood Purifier.
third.”
“In the beginning of this century two
Mamma: “What kind of a
A Realist.
dolly do you want, Mildred?" Little Mil- Guanajuato mines were producing andred: “1 want one that wli cry when I nually 4,400,000 ounces of silver—oneseventh
spank her.” [Puck.
or
one-eighth of the entire
Awful
Experience with Heart Dis- American output.”
‘Here
in
Zac itecas] were the
first
Cure
for
the
ease—That Dr. Agnew's
Heart
works like magic, and cures is proven by the
bonauz mines in the New World,and here
testimony of L J. Law, Toronto. Can. “1 sprung up the first American millionwas so sorely troubled with heart'disease
aires.
that I was unable for is months to lie. down
“The streets paved" for squares with
After taking one
in bed lest ! smother.
silvei ingots for the christening procesdose of Dr. Agnew's Heart Cure. I retired
sion of some pin pie-born, and twentyand slept soundly. I used one bottle ami the
ton silver railings for a church altar.”
trouble has not returned. Sold by A. A
‘•At the beginning of the last century
Howes & Co. 5.
the 1’abeilonde Sumbrerete paid its three
“These emergency hospitals are no good.”
owners >-'9.000 a day for five years: and it
Why not?” “I went into one of them and
lias produced in all two hundred millions
tried to borrow a dollar: they wouldn’t let
of dollars.
me have a cent.”
[Chicago Record.
“Though it is a conservative estimate
Is Catarrh Your Lift’s Cloud?—Emithat not 10 per eeut. of the mineral wealth
nent nose and throat specialists in daily
of
Mexico has been exploited, mines are
practice highly recommend Dr. Agnew's Catarrhal Powder, as safe, sure and permanent,
becoming a secondary consideration. Not
painless and harmless, in all cases of Coal in that they are failing, but that other industhe Head, TonsiIitis, Hoarseness, and Catries are being born.”
tarrh.
It gives relief in 10 minutes, and
“Bet ween tlie extremes of its marvelSold by A.
banishes the disease like magic.
lous climatic range Mexico can produce
A. Howes & Co. (i.
every crop known to the civilized world.
“I observe in the public prints,” said the
Two-thirds of its lands belong to the
scientific boarder, “that a whale’s tongue temperate zone and
only one-third to the
sometimes yields a ton of oil.” “If the
tropics, bitting astride the longest
whale has as oily a tongue as that,” said the
mountain system
on
earth, its head
Cheerful Idiot, "no wonder Jonah was
touches the eternal snows while its feet
taken in.” [Indiauapolis Journal.
dabble in seas of everlasting summer.
It
The superintendent in a mission Sun- is
competent to support —and well—a
day-school was much worried by the noise population of at least
seventy-five milof the scholars in a particular class. Standlions.'’
ing on a chair he looked over the partition
The
Hercules
cottou
mills “a misdividing the two rooms to see who .‘he
offenders were.
Seeing one hoy, a little sionary of beauty to its emplyes....Its
taller than the rest, talking a good deal, he
lovely patios of tropical flowers, its founleaned over, seized him by the collar, lifted tains, its £18,000 carrara marble Hercules
him over the partition and hanged him onto at the main
mill, and other fine statues at
He re- j
a chair, sayirg; “Now be quiet!”
the annexes.”
sinned his lesson for about a quarter of an
“To-day Mexico is the safest country
hour, when a small head appeared, and a I
in America. Life, property, human rights
meek little voice said: “Please, sir, you’ve
are
more secure than even with us.”
our
teacher!”
got
Porfirio Diaz: “Probably the greatest
riles Cured in 3 to (j Nights.—One apit is unquestionably the most
plication gives relief, l)r. Aguew’s Ointment figure—as
romantic—in the world’s politics this halfis a boom for Itching Piles, or Blind, Bleeding Piles, it relieves quickly am: permanent- century.”
The possibility of a Mexican Interly. In skin eruptions it stands without a
rival.
Thousands of testimonials if you Oceanic Canal at Coatzacoalcos, Isthmus
want evidence.
35 cents. Sold by A. A.
>f Tehuantepec, ‘Where the two oceans
Howes & Uo. 7.
are not over 130 miles apart, the shortest
Another Ailment. Squildig: “I don’t ap- cut there is till you go as far south as
prove of calling the prevailing tension a
Nicaragua—Already in 1520 Cortez, in
war fever.’
McSwilligen: “What would his fourth letter to the Emperor, forecall
it?”
Rumortism.”
you
Sqniulig:
[Pitts- shadows the great work we have been too
burgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
dull to do yet, and speaks of the Isthmus
Pill-Dosed.—With nauseous, big purgers, of Tehuantepec as al secrete del estrech
prejudices people agaiust pills generally. —the secret of the strait. And the viceroy
Dr. Aguew’s Liver Pills are revolutionizing Conde de
Revillagigedo (1789) projected a
the pill demand.—They’re so pie usant ami
transisthmian canal via the river Coateasy to take.—The doses are small and so is
Balanced as it were between
the price—10 cents for 40 doses. Biliousness, zacoalcos.
Sick
Headache, Constipation < spelled. the two oceans, compact and central with
Work like a charm. Sold by A. A. Howes
regard to the long commerce of the world,
it is hard to foretell what influence upon
& Co. 8.
trade and politics the new republic might
Mrs. Betterhawse: “I am told tiiat you
have with this canal in her hands.”
allow your husband to carry a latch key.’
4
Acapulco, the most beautiful Pacific
Mrs. Graymair: “Yes but it does not tit the
door.
I just let him carry it to humor him. port in the Americas, is also the second
He likes to show it to his frieuds and make fines" harbor in the world, Sydney alone
them think he is independent.” [ Boston
outranking it.”
Traveler.
$100.

A

Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic

May be

Fast

Day Proclamation.

deference to the practice of the early
settlers of New England, and following a
precedent that has obtained ever since
Maine was admitted into the Union of States,
and also with the advice and consent of the
Executive Council, I do appoint
In

to you more than $100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
ly‘J8
worth

Maine Matters.
General Charles W.
Roberts died at his home in Bangor,
March 23d, of cancer of the
stomach,
complicated with other ailments. He 11
was nearly 09 years old.
Deceased was a
native of Oldtown, Me., but lived in Ban- I
gor most all his life. He was twice the I
Democratic candidate for governor, in
;
1870 and 1875, both times defeated; and
was collector of customs at
Bangor from
1887 to 1891.
He was colonel of the 2ud
Maine regiment in the Rebellion and later
breveted brigadier general for gallantry
on the field.
He leaves a wife and two
daughters aud two sisters, one of whom is
the wife of Chief Justice Peters of the
Supreme Court.The Orono accident
goes down iu history as one of the inexplicable of railroad mysteries. The comto
:
missioners report that after an exhaustive
investigation they cannot find out what
cures
no matter
threw the train from the track on January
:
29l1i and caused the death of four persons
and the injury of many.
owes
If they cannot,
:
nobodj can.The biggest pennant that
is likely to Hy iu Maine for some time is
:
the one 243 feet long which the officers of
the gunboat Machias obtained in China
and have presented to the town of Machias.
.Governor Powers did credit to hima
mucous
self and his State at the Boston Sportsmen’s show.
He was the special guest
of the Sons of
Maine in Somerville,
Mass., March 23d, and had a reception
aud banquet. Speech making constituted
so
;
the programme. Governor Power’s words
were of
a
patriotic nature.Portland
:
has contributed generously for the relief
of the suffering Cubans. Other Maine
:
cities might well follow her example.
Maine day at the great Sportsmen’s show
counter- :
iu Boston appears to have been a most
decided success.A long and very sharp
acts
secretions
hearing was held before the Governor
:
and Council March 24th, on the matter
of withholding the stipend of the York
:
County Fair association, that has been
giveu so much publicity. Eminent counsel
cures :
appeared on both sides and it was decided to withhold the 1897 stipend, amounting to 8190, on account of alleged gambling, immoral exhibitions and liquor selling on fair grounds but to grant the 1890
stipend of 8170.The annual meeting of
Catarrh of the Nose.
the
Maine Schoolmasters’
Club
was
lielcl
Catarrh of the Throat.
1st
at
the
Tontine
April
Hotel,
Brunswick. The business meeting at 7 was
Catarrh of the Head.
followed by
prandial exercises at s
Catarrh of the Ears.
o’clock.
Among other speakers on the
occasion was Supt.
Mary S. Snow,
Catarrh of the Eves.
Bangor, Profs. Chapman and Robinson of
Catarrh of the
Bowdoin college, Prols. Hall and Black of
i C 'lby University, Pres. Harris of the
Bronchial Tubes.
! University of Maine, Piincipal S. I.
Catarrh of the
(Haves. Augusta, Principal G. C. Puring; ton, Farmington, and Supt. Phillips,
Catarrh of the Stomach.
Lewiston.Ralph Getchell. son of NelCatarrh of the Liver.
son
Getchell of Limestone, committed
j
suicide by shooting at that place March
Catarrh of the
25th.
The cause of the suicide is uuCatarrh of the Rectum.
known.
Getchell was 22 years old.
Fred Rack lit!' of St. George was
Catarrh of the Bladder.
I.Mrs.
: accidentally killed
March 2(>th, by her
Catarrh
of the
Bowels,
| husband, who was handing a gun which
Catarrh of the
| iti some way was discharged. The ac! cident is the second of the kind that has
Generative * )nran<:.
I occurred in that vicinity within a week.
_1_
T-.
Catarrh of the
In Bkiff.
The coming of the Spanish
i
small Intestines cn
i torpedo flotilla to Porto Rico is to be regarded as a hostile demonstration toward
the United States from the fact that the
Spanish can have no use for such vessels
in their war against the Cubans.
The
Anv otic M-icl'insr special,,;!
ice can
torpedo boat is for naval warfare excluDr. S
sively, but the. Cuban insurgents have no
Hartman, Columbus. Ohio.
navy and no seacoast towns. 1c the event
of tlieir reaching the seacoast at any point
a cruiser or a battleship might be useful
! but not a fleet of
torpedo boats__
; Three vessels of the Puget Sound Alaska
have sailed
from Seattle
for
fleet,
,
! the north. They were the Alliance, Reliance and Huenome, carrying all told 355
; passengers, 50 head of livestock and 2,000
t us of supplies.
The Alliance, with 275
i fortuue seekers aboard, is bound for Copi per River, but eu route she will also stop
I at ports Fort WTangel. Juneau and
Over
Million Assets.
Skaguay.Pension frauds, said by the
investigating agent of the pension dePLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
FIRE,
LIFE,
ACCIDENT,
| partment to be the greatest ever known in
: the United States, have been discovered in
HOP^STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ,_?;J Security Bonds tor Cashiers. Contract*
Real estate bought and sold.
Providence, R. J. Two arrests were made
ora, Administrators and Trutsees. i Correspondence solicited.
March 21st, and 15 other warrants have
j been sworn out against claim agents of
JflROW
Providence
and
vicinity.There are
thirteen ‘‘hornets” in the torpedo flotilla
which is now eu route from the Canaries
for Porto Rico. They may lind a hornet's
nest in the American waters.During
the past week
two
battleships were
j launched--the
I
Kentucky and the Kearsarge
—but a year must elapse before they can
be made ready for service.

]

Be it known that for 40 years Dr. i
S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, |

prescribed

and

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
As well as the handsomest, and others are iuvited
to call on any druggist and
get free a trial bottle
ot Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and
a

Lungs.

Kidneys.
large

:|

The Kind You Have

FRED ATWOOD
Representing

I
I

|
I

|

i

|
j
i

!

J

j
!

|
j

Lungs,
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.

Iy28

Prepared.

list in
like to

Itch
all

“But, really, are we prepared
“J am, anyway. I can make a
minutes of the fellows J would
go.” fIndianapolis Journal.

ten
see
ou

stock,

human, mange on horses, dogs and
cured in .'50 minutes by Woolford’s

Sanitary Lotiou. This never fails. Sold by
A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

Yellowstone Park.
Of Men, Women and
Of the four national parks of the West, I children, cured by the
the Yellowstone is far the largest, says
Fidelity Method.
John Muir in the April Atlantic.
It "is
No cutting operation,
a big, wholesome wilderness on the broad
summit of the Rocky Mountains, favored I no detention from daily
with abundance of rain and snow; a place duties.
of fountains where the greatest of the
We guarantee a cure
American rivers take their rise.
The
we accept ior treatment, .um
central portion is a densely forested and in every ease
comparatively level volcanic plateau with no money is required until cure is com- j
an average elevation of about 8,000 feet
plete.
above the sea, surrounded by an imposPhysicians invited to call and in vest iing host of mountains. Unnumbered
Over 15,000 cures already effected.
lakes shine in it, united by a famous band gate.
of streams that rush up out of hot lava
beds, or fall from the frosty peaks in
Consultation anil examination free.
channels rocky and bare, mossy and bosky,
to the main rivers, singing cheerily on
through every difficulty, cunningly dividing aud finding their way east and west to
the two far-off seas.

House Block, Belfast, Me.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BITE

HEADS,

LETTER HEADS,

|

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

j

And besides

the treasures

common

to

j

|

The Heirs of Dr. (iarcelon.
YOUR PAINS WITH

Pain-Killer.
A Medicine Chest in Itself.
Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

PERRY DAVIS’

And all kinds ol

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors to J. VV. Frederick & Co.,

E. L. STEVENS. M. 0.,

7tf

Newton! Lord k Go,

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Operating Surgeon.

AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, A timings. Curt Covers,
Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

Due/,-, Cordage, Taints, <Pc.
Ho. 31 Front St

_THE...

SIN & SIBLEY OC

^I^AKE gt><xi
\ \ I

GRAIM,

*

FEED,

W

SEEDS and

Importers
Dealers in the finest

of

Belfast,

care

Is

of your

I I

I N

| | M i;.

OUR HAIR IONIC*

ill

l"‘

t

nor darken or col
he hair, I-ar it \V I 1.1,
I« I Id
'an ,w
la-idrutV. prov.-n; it!,,
In* -I. enrich >,ul ot tinhair

fallinjr off

GROCERIES

,

HAIR.

JOliBKKS OK

tonin

For

known

Prepared by

a

>calp, stop
healthv growth it is the best
v P.OTTI. l-.#.

dotl.NTs

POOS? & 5G?J, Druggists.

^ult.

quality <>i

Anthracite and

*

L 0 3.1S

Blacksmith

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D. D. S„

■

>

The Nose and Throat,

ET-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
CURE ALL

case.

Burgess Press,

JOB PRINTERS,

Opera

Relief In Six Hours.

Relieves retention of
in male or female.
water almost immediately.
If you want
and
cure
this is the remedy.
relief
quick
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,

The

I

Always Bought

Lewiston, Me., March 31. Four New
York drafts, each of the value of
$3500,
arrived in this city today and were delivered to the local heirs of the estate of
Dr. Seward S. (iarcelon of California.
The heirs are Charles E. (iarcelon, Mrs.
Hannan Farr, Mrs. Chas. E. Haley and
Miss Lizzie Jones.
The estate has been
the subject of protracted litigation for
several years and so persistent were the
parties who sought to break the will that
the Maine beneficiaries hail nearly abandoned hope. Bowdoin College receives a
large sura by the final disposition of the

Me.

Twenty

YOURJRUSSAmv

I__

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved iu six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness iu relieving pain iu bladder, kidneys and back,

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

_

C&LA

Druggists Soil Pe-ru-na.

All

CASTOR IA

for war?”

Specialist

Catarrh wherever located.

|

Belfast, Me.

the wonderful way it invariably
where located,
catarrh,
his present reputation of being

Catarrh is
disease of the
]
membrane—the internal lining of all ]
the organs of the body—and
may
show itself in any of the great vital
organs. Pe-ru-na reduces the congested
condition of the membranes,
the poisonous
that result
from the disease and repairs the damage already done. Pe==ru=na

most mountain regions that are wild and
blessed with a kind climate, the park is
full of exciting wonders.
The wildest
geysers in the world, in bright triumphal. t bands, are dancing and
singing in it
Thursday, the 28th Day of April,
amid thousands of boiling springs, beautiTrue to Nature. His mother (profoundly
In the year of our Lord one thousand ful. aud awful, their basins arrayed in
shocked) “Johnny, Johnny! You will
break my heart! That is the most dreadful eight hundred and ninety-eight as a day of
gorgeous colors like gigantic flowers; and
language I ever heard a little bo.' use!” Fasting and Prayer.
hot paint pots, mud springs, mud volIt is fitting that the time-honored custom
Johnny : “We’re playin’street cars, mamma.
mush and broth caldrons of every
I’m the motorman au Ben’s driving a coal
should still be respected, ami I earnestly re- | canoes,
color and consistency, plashing, laving,
wagon an’ won’t get out of my way
[Chi- quest all the people of our State to properly !
In
observe the day in their homes ami churches, roaring, in bewildering abundance.
cago Tribune.
and to refrain from all unnecessary labor, j the adjacent mountains, beneath the livFor Over Fifty tears.
trees
tlie
the
>f
source from
remembering, reverently,
edges
petrified forests are
| ing
exposed to view like specimens on the
Oi.d and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. ! which s<» many favors have come to us.
Given at the Executive Chamber, in Au- shelves of a
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
museum, standing on ledges
j
gusta, this twenty-fourth day of March, tier above tier where
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
they grew, solemnly
in this year of our Lord one thousand ;
their children while teething, with perfect i
silent in rigid crystalline beauty after
eight hundred and ninety-eight, and of
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
in the winds
thousands of
j
the Independence of the United States j swaying
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
of America the one hundred ami twenty- centuries ago, opening marvelous views
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleassecond
back
into
the
and
climates
and life
Llewellyn Powers.
years
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
the Governor.
of the past.
Here, too, are hills of sparkpart of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- ByByron
Boyd, Secretary of State.
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and |
ling crystals, hills of sulphur, hills of
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
glass, hills of cinders and ashes, mounj
take uo other kind.
tains of every style of architecture icy or
forested, mountains covered with honeyCorrection Wanted:
‘Are you tlie sociebloom sweet as Hymettus, mountains
ty editor?” asked the large lady, who seemboiled soft like potatoes aud colored like
ed to till the room, “No, madam,” said the
For Infants and Children.
a sunset sky,—a that and a’
that, aud
one addressed.
“I am only the court retwice as mukle’s a that, Nature has on
porter.” "Really? I am surprised. But
show in the Yellowstone Park. There it
perhaps you will do. Your paper said in its
1 is
account of the affair at my house that floral
called wonderland, and thousands of
*
Bears the
decorations ‘lent beauty to the scene.’ 1
; tourists and travelers stream into it every
wish you would have your paper state that
summer, and wander about it enchanted.
Signature of
the floral beauty was not lent. Everything
[.John Muir iu the April Atlantic.
was paid for.”
f Indianapolis Journal.

367.43

MONEY.

;iUi*te.
in
"

3,762

money

The report of the Deer Isle
superintendent of schools shows that the school of
under
navigation
Captain Barbour has
met with success.
The sailors of Deer
Isle have always horue a fine
reputation,
and the work of the Deer Isle crew on the
Defender is celebrated all over the country. The young men are now fitting
them selves by higher studies for the first
positions, and there will be call for them.

Dealer.

8
of poor.8

more

1

WEEK.

|

The value of a complete water
supply was
fully appreciated at the stubborn fire/Mouday night, in the Dye House block, owned

are

1

i

8 3,889 85
7,%4 52

811,853

We think these terms of
been a grand success in every
the instructions given here are
»se of most of our higher schools
at a nearly normal expense, we
>•
advanced scholars in town
themselves of tlm privileges
future than they have in the
will be a spring term of this
ncing Feb. 28, 1808, under the
Mr. Bartlett.
‘7, R34 scholars.
'• her
attending winter term 100,
iidauce 84. Amount per scholar,

of

87

SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT.
The superintendent of schools
publishes
a list of teachers with amount of
wages paid
per week, aud makes some timely
suggestions in regard to truancy, etc. He
says:
“I believe every scholar should
go to school
when practicable,but when we consider that
we cannot send a child to school
under eight
years of age or over fifteen and that the law
requires him to attend only sixteen weeks,
I think you won hi find oulv a
very few
we could send to school.
There are‘times
when absence is necessary, but
parents
should remember that a child absent from
school one-half or one-third of the time canto01 make progress and
they should not
blame the teacher when they themselves
are to blame.
We have some first class
teachers ami I think the people
appreciate
their services. In the
village school I find
a good many classes and would
recommend
that an assistant teacher be
employed in the
fall term.
New school
buildings are very
much needed in some parts of the town. If
two new school-houses could be built where
they would best accommodate Ghent, Magog
and No. 11, rnakiug two schools of
three, it
w°uld be a great improvement.

of Free

rndike. Me.
:ns of
school have
of studies than any

-ard

10 00
57

5,072

SCHOOL

the year have
progress made

High school was
Sidney Hagar of Richmond,
term by Mr. E. L. Bartlett,

’•mi

8 00
775 54
50 39

8 7,%4 52
|

of 144

We have also

|
t

1897.§ 3,441

s

the schools for
ssful and the

51 00

Tax deed previous to 1894.
Due on tax of 1895.
1870.
Cue on Mrs. Robinson’s note__
Cash in Treasurer’s hands.

:;o 00
$
14 00
.$
three terms of school in
districts: Cates school,
Miles school, Snow school
"'

80

selectmen’s orders.s 0,421 10
State tax of 1897.
*»‘W; 78
3)al. of county tax, 18%.
355 04
Part
1897
200 00!
1
State T reas., dog licenses, 1897
51 (Xi

Paid

25 00
;;:;r,2

".

Co.2
State Treas., balance on

Total.811,853

<;"ok Act .’OL' NT.

by vote of town for
bool books.
l.ks.
■1 r
express and haul-

180 75

REPORT.

dog licenses.
Town Clerk balance on
dog licenses.
State Treas sheep killed.
School fund and mill tax 1897.
interest on tax of 1895
for sale of sehoolhouse, Dist.
No. 8.
on tax of 1897.

SCHOOL HOUSES,

y vote

74 71
07 48
44 01

Resources rec'd from Treas. of 18% S 5,135 83
1I
Rec’d from Montville for schooling.
88 18
Boston School Supply

04 50

j-erm.8
’■v tuition outside of

tax of 1804.$
of 1895.
of 1800.

8

708 10

pended.8

308 03
208 03

Overdrawn.$

019 75
94 10

rting scholars...
Monroe tuition for

e«-*d for fall term.
her and board.....
-'ill in session.

}

j

82 82

850 41

ended for instrueI id teachers.8

x

!

j

..

Hi

led for

015 20
302 80
775 54
88 27
24 50

Collector ami Treasurer’s commission
there was
Unexpended from 1800.s 100 00
Paid J. W. Farrar on tax of 1804..
152, 02
S. S. Bean
of 1800.
OOOu
(>. D. Wilson, treas. 1807
25 00
J. W. Farrar, coll. 1805.
123 71

324 70
v

schools, 1807_8

Eor

School FuH'l.
m

common

451 43!
304 87
50 50

Total.8 2.105 00
Expended for common schools..
2.023 14

REl’oRT.

vote "t town..

•'

250 00
201 48

Unexpended from 1800.
School fund and mill tax.
Due from Montville.

1*97.

hills.

"A

Voted for

of cash

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
127 Duane Street, New York.

|

400 88
180 03
808 85

Total.8
Expended for highways.
Unexpended.

5,25 92
-159 72

'.lies.

and

or

■

ation 1800.

5,1 IS 48
2,022 50

....

150 00
114 20
85 71

Expended for bridges 1807.
Unexpended.
Raised for highways.
Unexpended from 1800.

11

i'ties Fell. 15,
.8
'•, 1898.
15, 1898
i«. lilies Feb. 15,

Raised for sehoolhouse repairs.

by Grocers

mailed free
for 15 cents ;

Unexpended from bridge appropri-

U'l I I'l.Al ION.

ANY COLOR.

Druggists,

125 15
74 85

Expended
Unexpended.

8,918 04
249 70

deeds.

200 00

_

tax

00
00
00
00
00

Raised for contingent expenses....
Expended
Unexpended.
••

108 47

n

charges.8

Expended
Overdrawn.

outstanding
worthless

080
180
300
810
10

Overdrawn.

DYES

OPERATION

Sold in All Colors

Of- THE

of America.

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for
Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,
Cotton or Wool.

119.50
411 22
80 00
13 00
90.00

Expended

and

NEWS

he
the Greatest Catarrh

97

713.72
8
Resources more tbau liabilities..
2,110 25
Raised for support of poor.8
800.00

KXl*KN*KS.

u

dog licenses_

AT ONE

LIABILITIES.

8

!

WASHES
..

15 00

;•

on

No Trouble.

SOAP-

5.00
51 35
88 27
40 00

Total.$ 2,823

Brackett

Cook, Jr.,

Liberty.
Appleton.
State

39 42
324 76

school fund...
1*.

14196

Montville.

25 00
424 70
277 21
25 49

tax.

nty tax.
vcrlay.
State on dog li-

give (or to,

MAYPOLE

097 29

Due from S. S. Bean Coll, of 1897,
less highway tax.$ 2,191 96
on tax deeds.
428 85
on Mrs. Robinson’s note.
15 75
cash in hands of Treasurer_
12 79

l.ase
s

2

RESOURCES.

60 00
400 90
1,000 00
50 00

to

18 00

SEARS MONT.

417 60
150 00

..

No Muss.

1,852 00

$

300 00

sclioolhouses.
school

SOAP

WASHES & DYES

150 00
77 29

JSettowu debt.

!> >1 ROES.

\

maypole
I

2,239 19

Notes of B. F. Ward.$
Tax deeds on baud.
Outstanding E. G. Lander’s bills,
1897.
Due for rent of Leary place.

155 82

for tuitions-

ks

NEW
STYLEI

00
00
96
00
91

more

than we fully realize, has the
and perhaps
power to kiudle enthusiasm;
Mr. Lurumis,
that is the best gift of all.
in bis new book called “llie Awakening
of a Nation: Mexico of To-day” (Harper’s)
communicates as a sort of inspiration or
contagiou to bis readers more or less of
bis own ardent friendship for the land, its
people, and its institutions; and that he
is determined the importance of our
Southern neighbor shall not escape attention, the following extracts from the book
will show:
•‘Before Shakespeare was born, American
literature had its beginnings in a
library of volumes printed in America in
a score of original American languages,
besides the mass in Spanish.”
“The first, University in America,
founded by the Spanish crown in 1551.”

RESOURCES

20 90
wns

Mexico, that lias

72 79
52
150
19
50
3

Important Neighbor.

withhold)

A Pleasure at Last.

263 28
57 00

Due school fund.
Interest on outstanding orders.
Due the treasurer.

200 56
:. 2,000 12
204 62
,«>rtgage.

icit.

HOME DYEING

1,570 25

fund.
Due for support of poor.
Town officers’ bills, 1897.

1

.8

i.;

An

50
00
00
02

LIABILITIES.

Outstanding orders.$
County tax of 1897, unpaid.
Due E G. Lander, collector.
Stockton Springs,
pauper

>>KT8.
s'

00

933 52
19 96

Unexpended.

277 21
10 00

"7.

XI

648
46
95
10
134

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Wo

Newbury Street,
(Near Corner

ltf

BOSTON,
New

York

Plate

OF NEW

Glass

Ins.

Co,

of

Fairfield

Street)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
l>y appointment only.
October, 189(5—ly45

YORK, N. Y.

31, 1897.
by the company.$315,850 ('()
Cash in office and in bank.
21,253 40
Premiums in due course of collection
28,009 39
ASSETS DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds owned

Aggregate.$305,172 79
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Reinsurance fund and all other demands.
$118.042 01
100,00000
Capital actually paid up in cash..
Surplus beyond capital. 147,130 78
James Pattee & Sou,

Agents, Belfast.

13

All owners nr keepers of dogs In this citv art)
hereby notitied that all dogs must be. licensed on
before the 1st day of April, in accordance witli
the provision of the law relating therein,
copies
of which

or

law have been posted at the ward looms
the different wards in this eit
The law will
he strictlv enforced.
Belfast', March 28, 185)8.
3w12
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.

ot

SEARSPORT
Capt. W.
Monday.

V.

Apr. 2. Sch. P. M- Bonney, Burgess,
Vinalhaven.
Sch. Volant, Pendleton, RockApr. 5
land.

LOCALS.
Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Nichols returned to New' York
a

New York, March 30 Sld, bark Adolph
Obrig, Hong Kong; schs. Anna Pendleton,
Bruuswick; Melissa Trask, Fernandina;
Isaiah K. Stetson, Savannah; Penobscot,
Jacksonville; 31, sld, sch. Mary Ann McCann, Norfolk; cld, bark Auburndale, Dow,
Buenos Ayres for orders; April 1, passed

short

vacation.

selectmen have begun assessing the |
1898.

taxes for

Mrs. W. E. Griunell will entertain the!
whist club at the hotel Friday evening.

Hell

Gate,

schs. Win. E.

DIED
Drake, in Rockland, March 26, Charles A.
Drake, a native of Lincolnville, aged 51 years, 2
months and 1 day.
Frohock. In Lincolnville, March 27, Daniel K.
Frohock.
Gay. In Belfast, March 30, Richard S. Gay,
aged 63 years and 3 months.
H 088ey. In North Nobleboro, March 22, Horace
C. Hussev, aged 32 years and 11 months.
Inman. In Camden, March 24, Marshall L. Inman, aged 73 ^ears.
Lamb. In Rockland, March 27, Lizzie (Ulmer),
wife of George E. Lainb, aged 48 years, 4 months
and 7 days.
Mahoney. In Rockland, March 29, John Mahoney, formerly of Belfast, aged 75 years.
Marsh. In Mariaville. March 25, Rev. Leonard
Marsh, aged 88 years, 4 months and 5 days.
Sidelinoer. In Waldoboro, March 22, Mrs.
L >uisa M. Sulelinger, aged 82 years.
Snell. In Oakland. Cal., March 20, Julia R.,
wife of Rev. R. B. snell.
Skinner. In Bucksport, March 26, Miss Anne
M. Skinner, aged 67 \ears and 21 days.
Thompson. In Union, March 27, Almond M.
Thompson, aged 72 years. 6 months and 27 days.
Winter. In Milibury Mass.. March 30, Charles
Winter, formerly of Montvillo, aged 85 years and
6 months.

Downes, Newport

News for New Haven; Lester A. Lewis,
Perth Amboy for Portland; sld, brig Harry
!
Smith, Bahia; 2, cld, sch. Senator Sullivan,
Crockett, Key West; 4, ar, sch. Nat Ayer,
Sch. Mvra Sears, Capt. Fullerton,dischargRaritan River for Boston.
ed a cargo <*1 grain for Nickersou last week.
Boston, March 30. Cld, schs. Austin D.
Young
Knight, French, Jacksonville;
Rev. R. G. Harbutt has shown us a mayBrothers, Kennebec and Washington; 31.
flower which was in full bloom March 30th.
ar, schs. Mabel Hooper, Hooper, Pascagoula; Fauuie & Edith, Ryder, Belfast; April
The Givers aud Gleaners will resume their
1, cld, schs, Nimbus, Bryant, Buenos Ayres;
at
the
bank
building Saturday
S M. Bird, Merrill, Windsor, N. S.; 2, ar,,
meetings
sens. Laura T.
Chester, Heal, Rockport
afternoon.
Me.; G. M. Hopkins, Hanson, Ipswich;
The women’s missionary reading will be
E.
Palmer, Haskell, Norfolk; H. CurMary
tis, Allen, Deer Isle; 3,ar,schs. Viola Repheld Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock with Mrs.
ROVAl BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
pard, Duuton, Feruaudina; MaryL. Crosby,
Ron 1st one.
Trim, Brunswick, Ga.; 4, ar, sch. Hannah
Robert Nichols, who is attending school in
Cooiner, Bucksport; cld, sch. Herbert E.,
Cove and New York.
Worcester, Mass., arrived by train last FriMonroe Centre. Rev. Mr. Whitcomb of j Shute, Long
Baltimore, April 4
Ar, bark Priscilla
day evening.
Bangor will preach at the Church Easter Klages, Rio Jauerio; sld, A B. Shermau,
The municipal officers sent. Edwin B. Saw- Sunday in the forenoon and Rev. Mr. Gould Pillsbury, Key West; cld, sch. Helen G.
Moseley, Holt, Providence.
yer to the asylum at Augusta for treatment of Hampden iu the afternoon-Chester
Bath, March 29. Ar, sch. J. Manchester
last Thursday.
Bailey of Searsportis visiting his uncle, Mr. Haynes, Matthews, Boston; April J, sld, sch.
Mr.
Thomas
Clements
A.
has
Daylight,
Washington, D. C.
O.
Bailey....
Letters from the Klondike party at Seattle
Feruandina, March 29. Ar, sch. D. D.
to California-Mr. Wesley Peavey
Teport them all well, ami about to start for gone
Haskell, Eaton, Boston; April 2, ar, sch.
has been on the sick list this week.
Florence Lelaud, Spofford, Norwich; sld,
the gold regions.
Belmont. Miss Sibyl Marriner, who has schs. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Boston ;
Geo. Auspland and Will Dix left ThursGeorgia Gilkey, New York.
been in Newton Highlands, Mass., the past
Mobile, March 29. Old, sch. Abbie C.
day for Barre, Mass., where they have situher
W.
winter visiting
Mar- Stubbs, Whitney, Cardenas.
brother, Henry
ations on a milk farm.
Jacksonville, March 29. Ar, sch. Henry
riner, has returned home.... Mrs. Sadie
R. Tilton, Ranlett, Perth Amboy ; 4, sld, sch.
A young lady w bo lost a light tan porteKnight of Liucoluville was in town Satur- Maud Snare, Lowell, New York.
luonnaie will be very thankful to the finder
day visiting her hr >ther, C. O. Jordan-E.
Norfolk, March 29. Cld, schs. Annie P.
if it is left at the post office.
A. Sprague aud family have moved to Wal- Chase, Ellis, and Hattie E. Luce, Heal, BosBiam L. Gilkey has moved his family here do_Win. F. Johnson has gone to Malden, ton; sld, sch. Lyman L. Law, Blake, Providence.
from Rochester, N. II., and will in future
Mass., where he has employment iu a boxSavannah, March 50. Cld, sch. Jose Olaat
the
reside
Gilkey homestead.
shop....One of the oldeat houses in town verri, Arey, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., April 2. Ar, sch. Laura,
was torn down last week, the Clias. JohnParties in bearsport are prepared to take
Larasou, Port Royal; 4, sld, sch. John C.
contracts for the manufacture of govern- son house at Belmont Bower Corner. It Smith, Boston.
was formerly known as “Johnson’s Tavern”
Perth Amboy, April 2. Sid, sch. R. F.
ment uniforms, having every facility here.
Hart, Pendleton, Boston.
aud was kept by Mr. Johnson’s fatherEaster Sunday will be appropriately obCharleston, S. C., April 2. Sld, sch. LeauThe traveling is quite bad about towu and
der V. Beebe, Daniels, Boston.
served at tlie Congregational church. Special
colds are prevalent_Clias. Fuller and
Fall River, April 4. Ar, sell. Sea Bird,
music will be given by the choir and chorus.
Rolerson, Norfolk.
family have moved to Searsmont.
Darien, April 4. Shi, sch. Henry Crosby,
A letter from George Porter reports him in
Stockton Strings. Miss Emily Overlock Jordan, New London; Methebesec, Snow,
Washington, L>. C.,in good health, and with returned to Somerville, Mass., the past Portland.
Portland, April 5. Ar. sch. Lester A.
very little to do except the routine of drill.
week_Miss Bura Simmons went to Boston
Lewis, Perth Amboy.
Mrs. G. W. Hichboru and daughter Emma, Friday for a visit of two weeks-Mr. and
FOREIGN PORTS.
who have been visiting friends in Boston and Mrs. Walter Ross and B. J. Morse, Esq. of
St. Thomas, March 2b. Ar, sch. Grace
vicinity, returned home by steamer Penob- Bangor were at Fort Point last week_ Davis, Dodge, Rockport, Me.
scot Saturday.
Cape Town, Feb. 23. In port, ship Cora,
Capt. John Raudell arrived home from New
Fairbairn, from Cardiff
Junia C., wife of Joseph Porter, was found York Saturday-Mr. Raymond Smith of
Pernambuco, March 29. Ar, previously,
his brother, Mr. Will
dead in bed Saturday morning. Mrs. Porter Boston is visiting
sch. Sallie I‘On, West, New York. Will
and
Nathan
Johnson
load for Philadelphia.
Smith,
family-Capt.
was subject to fits, from which it is presumwent to Boston last Thursday.. Mrs. Adella
Cienfuegos, March 27. Sld, sch. Jerome
ed death resulted.
B. Look, Hudgins, Delaware Breakwater.
Hichborn entertained a number of friends
Macoris, March 7. Ar, sch. Norumbega,
Mrs. F. E. Whitcomb accompanied her
Saturday evening. Those present were: Armstrong, San Domingo City (and cld 22d
sou Frank to Boston last week for treatCapt. H. A. Hichborn, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph for New York, to sail about 2bth.)
ment by a specialist for an enlargement of
Manila, March 17. Ar, ship R. R. Thomas,
Morse, Capt. and Mrs. Frank Patterson,
the knee which has troubled him for severBlanchard, Hong Kong, to load for United
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Park, Capt. Ed. States.
al weeks.
Monte Christi, March 17. Ar, bark MeHichborn, Miss Nellie Hichborn, Miss
The Endeavor meetings will continue to Annie Thompson, Mrs. Annie Griilin and guuticook, from Sardis via Barbadoes.
be held at 7 o’clock Sunday evenings until
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mr. and Mrs. It. B. Mudgett. Ice cream and
further notice. There will be only one cake were served during the evening.
Spokeu. Ship S. D. Carleton, Amsbury,
from
Singapore for New York, April 2, lat.
meeting during tho bad traveling and preAppleton. Mrs. Jesse Wentworth has
33 35N. Ion 74 52; all well
vailing sickness.
a
visit
of
eleveu weeks with
arrived from
Capt. J. W. Holmes, of the American ship
There will be a sociable and entertainment, relatives in Mendota.IU... .Mrs. Mabel Ers- Charmer, has arrived at San Francisco,
after rouuding Cape Horn for the seventywith ice cream and other refreshments, at
is visiting her parkine of Lowell, Mass
sixth time. The captain is 74 years old, has
M. E. vestry Thursday evening, April 7th
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jedediah Simmons- been at sea since be was 10, and has never
under the auspices of the League.
AdmisMiss Lillian Hall of Searsmont was the been shipwrecked
San Francisco, March 29.
Purchasers of
sion 15 cents.
guest last week of her friend Miss May cargo of wrecked ship New York expect to
Duntou-Goldenrod Itebekah lodge initiat- realize $50,000 profit
Several of our vessel owners have placed
Owing to high rate of
four candidates at their last meeting. $40 which is being paid sailors in Alaska
war risks on their
shipping. The premiums ed
trade, ship Kenilworth, for Hilo to load
paid vary from one-fourth of one per cent The degree staff are doing some tine work. sugar for New York, was unable to obtaiu a
Flossie
Gushee
is
...Miss
recovercrew.
slowly
in English companies to five per cent, asked
Ship Susquehanna was delayed a
week for the same reason.
by American companies, indicating that the ing from a rheumatic fever-Mrs. Jason
Bath, Me., March 30. The new beacon
English have less confidence in the lighting Peabody has returned from a visit with her lights along the Keunebec river, below this
daughter and sons in Boston.... Miss Fan-j city, the houses for which were built last
qualities .1 Spain than our people have.
fail, were lighted for the first time to-night.
The superintending school committee of me Gushee arrived home Thursday from
Their locations art-Perkins Island, 8 miles
stopping en route a few i below the city Squirrel Point, b miles; MrStarsport haw appointed t.-adiers for the Concord. >< !I
with friends in Boston and Bath.Jo. ;
.s us lA!
Kenney's Point, ai the lower bend of beach,
several s<
.v.t
Principal of Free days
Wentworth and Will Cummings are huiid- 1 1-2 miles, and at Dublin Point, opposite
Miss .Angie N. Carver; GramHigh sci;.».
the southern part of the city
One beacon
a
in
the old tannery building. Chas. !
iug boat
mar grade, Mrs. Eli in a F. Davis; Intermeon a tripod is yet to be lighted.
Newbert is master workman... .Miss
Charters.
Sch. Senator. Clinton Point
diate grade. Miss Susie E. Gould: Primary
Sch. Melissa
Key West, Stone $1 25 ut
grade, Miss Katherine Kneelaud; school No. uie Ames celebrated her thirteenth birth- to
A. Willey, Brunswick to New York, Lum1, Miss Mary K. Peterson; N ». 2, Miss Mamie day Thursday evening by giving a party in ber $1 50
Sch. \ustin D Knight, JacksonKeller's hall.... Leslie Will man of Sears- ville to Boston, Lumber $5. Sell
E. Nickerson ; No. 7, Miss Carrie G. Clossou ;
Yale, PhilNo. 8, Miss Kather.ne Nickerson; No. 1», mont visited his aunts, Mrs. .Jacob McLain | adelphia to Allyu’s P >int, coa'-, l>5 ceuts. Sell.
Wm. Slater, Philadelphia to Belfast, coal 90
and
Mrs.
Frances
last
week.
Gushee,
Miss|Mary Stevens. All schools in town becents.
Sch. II. F. Hart, Perth Amboy to
Sanhypoint. Miss Ethel Maxlield lias Boston, coal, 50 cents.
gin Monday, Ajiril 18th.
1
in
been
Castine_Miss
visiting
lately
Sears port has au industry that seems to
have come to stay and is rapidly developing Emma Black was in Bucksport last week, 1
the guest of Miss Jennie Homer_Mrs. B.
a business of no mean proportions.
We alB. Merrill and little son of Brewer have
lude to the
of
Miss Ada Ridley left by train Tuesday for
Malden, Mass., and will be absent until June.

Look them

bicycle manufactory

C.

fully,

beeL here with relatives the

Robe't Curtis left for Boston this week.

past week_
S. Patterson and Mr. Pierce Patterson, who have been employed at Birchville,
have arrived home....Mr. Eibridge Ginn
lias joined soli. Herbert E., Capt. Eldon !
Shute, in Boston-Mr. Addison Shute 1
joined stmr. Mount Desert last week_
With favorable weather the fishermen will
begin weir building the coming week....
March went out extremely lion-like.
It
snowed and blew and left drifts over two
feet deep-Mr. Fisher from Bangor is ex-

Harry Moore

pected

appearance, amt as a guarantee goes
each one he is unable with his present
ties to

keei<

up

j

with

facili-

with his orders.

NORTH SEARSRORT ITEMS.

will

teach the Lane school

the ne;:t term.

to

will he

preach

will

an

Easter concert

1

Cole of

getting
Thursday.

from

Swauville had a hard time
Swanville to this place last
The roads were piled full of

from

The April dance at the Grange hall was
postponed on account of the storm last Thursday to May 2nd. We shall endeavor to have
a grand good time.
Don’t forget the date.
Fred Stevens,
a

our popular stage driver,
making his trip last Friday
storm.
Fred went through all the
he did break up his jumper and

hard time

after the
same, if

harness.
The war excitement runs high at the Corand crowds gather at the post office for
the dailies when the mail gets in. Capt.
Stinson is organizing a company of young
men called the Wild-cats.
Good words will
he heard from them when they meet the
ner

Spaniards.
COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

The

blizzard
of last Thursday and Friday blockaded the
roads in bad shape-Harry E. Hinckley
spent the last two weeks in Boston, returning Saturday-Cora A. Goodwin spent the
Palermo.

snow storm

and

last two weeks with her parents in Montville-James Knowles is now peddling
fish in town-Frank Worthing and Clarence Worthing have painted their houses_
The selectmen are taking the valuation_
The people for the last few days have been
much ♦ xcited over the prospect of immediate

for the winter_Those wish-

scallops

nice fresh

Fred

snow.

had

Black’s house

|

Grant

one

can get them of Mr.
day in each week.

Morrill. It is not fully decided as to
Rev. A. I>. Thibodeau coming another year
to Morrill and Knox.
Mr. Thibodeau graduates at Bucksport in June and will enter
College another year. The society is anxious to have him return,as he has given excellent satisfaction. His sermons have been
well prepared and given with fervor, and in
demonstration of the spirit of Christ, with
good results. He has been offered a more
profitable position elsewhere, but we sincerely hope he may conclude to return to us
another year. Mr. Thibodeau will preach
his last sermon for conference year April
24th_Maurice Woods and Bert Daggett
left April 4th for Boston where they have
employment-Thomas Leonard left April
3d for Boston on a short visit-Mr. J. K.
Dickey returned from Boston March 31st on
account of his wife, who is sick with the
measles_There have been upward of 40
cases of the measles in town, but we are

glad

to

that all

the

gain.
social dance Friday
evening, April 8th, at Storer’s hall. Music
by Boynton’s orchestra. Come one, come
all-J. F. Vickery is running his sawmill
under full speed-David Nash has had a
slight shock on his left side-Robie Merservey, who broke his leg a short time ago in
report

....There

Merriam’s

will

mill,

be

are

now

on

a

is

not

improving

as

we

should like to report.

war.

SHll' NfcWS.
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Emma Luke and
her little niece, Cora Perkins, arrived home
PORT OF BELFAST.
last week-Capt. W. H. Harriman has arARRIVED.
rived home from Boston to spend a few days
Mar. 31. Sch. Odell, McDonough, Winterwith his family-Every body is asking the
port.
question, what makes Lester Harriman wear
Apr. 2. Schs. Volant, Pendleton, Rocksuch a smiling face.
Why, don’t you land; Paul Seavey, Pattershall, Boston.
Apr. 5. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall,
know ? it is a little girl, weighing 812 lbs....
New York.
About twenty of the boys and girls around
SAILED.
here made Thomas Heagan a surprise party
Mar. 31.
Sch. Henry Whitney, Welch,
March 23rd, it being his 65th birthday. Refreshments were served during the evening Bangor.
Apr. 1. Schs. Harriet Rogers, Lynam,
by Mrs. H., and all went home feeling that Seal Harbor; Annie Sargent, Tibbetts,
had
a
Boothbay;
Odell, McDonough, Boston.
they
passed pleasant evening.

every

ker-

1

8 SOLID OAK CHAMBER

SUITS,

SOLID ASH SUITS

In oak

or

mahogany

for

only

only.CM QR
I
vJ

This famous

carefully selected
private plantations

berries.

Is it

therefore,

15

Extension

EASELS,

37c.

feet* 5

extra

2 OAK BOOK CASES, size 54.v
with four adjustable shelve*.

$3.35 apiece.

leaves, for

4.20

1 BLACK HAIRCLOTH PARE"

table

price $38.00, sell for $25.00.
Also 1 TAPESTRY PARLOR 8

pieces, a very pretty suit
$10.50.

6.00 to 12.00.

t

Heavy

world-

a

"nl>.OCp

a

never

give

most

absolute

tion ?

Their seal and

two-pound
it
of

comes

is

a

OF

Cabinet

in which

BELEAST.

regular meeting of the City Council of
Bel'ast held April 4, 1898, the following ordinance was finally passed.
Be it ordained by tlie Mayor, Aldermen and
Common Council of the city" of Belfast, in City
Council assembled, as follows:
Sec. 1. The City Council shall, on the firs-:
Monday of May, A. D. 1898. Ht-ct three citizens
as trustees of the several cemeteries in said city,
tt be denominated The Board of Cemetery Trusa

only.mm
§

worth 95

cents.

1 £3F°Get

| ^ qq

OCi

a

wool

mattress,

this space

one

quick before they

Cameras &

For out of

Clierrv,
piece.

a

all gone

are

Photographic Supplies

weekly, for

we

ery is

out at-

vlUi

shall add

new

a

custom.

Remember this free de/i
for CASH trades 01■

very

close

town

We will until further notict
liver FREE OF CHARGE an>
cle for which cash is paid at ti
purchase at any boat land
Islesboro or at C'astine. or
railroad station between lit
and Waterville, or at Sears,
Stockton Springs, Liberty,
mont, Belmont, Morrill, Nor?
and Lincolnville, or at any
stopping place within Hi mil*
Belfast.

cheap. Have pot 6 Cameras cost
inp from $18 to $30, which we shall

for

teis..13.00,
do
WATCH

ST I
and

Special Cash Off er

piece.

LARGE STOCK OK

A

Folding Beds,

with

complete

HAT-TREE, price $24.0".

large UPHOLSTERED
ROCKERS, in corduroy
only $0.75.

/%

OOCi

ALSO ONK LOT OF

and

guarantee

for

tops 16x16 inches, finisbe<l in
for only.

price $35, will sell for

sig-

perfection.

CITY
At

pound

can

4

Oak,

150 HARDWOOD TABLES,

Large Mirror and Wardrobe,
t

nature on each

Large Cabinet Folding Bed,

ALSO ONE WITH

satisfac-

$10.no

High Back Dining Chairs

23.50.

the

HAT-TREE, price

1 OAK

piece.

with combination Bureau and Mirror
and Commode, price $45; will sell for

that

fails to

90 Fine Cane Seat, Solid

ticking, made in two parts, for

on,y.3.65
piece, worth $5.00.

wonder,

OAK

$IS.37.

a

i

$14.00.
1

$13 00.

e.

pie

20 Nice All Wool Mattresses,

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee

piece.

bargains

as

fast

Jhen

as we can secure

not think the articles herein mentioned are the only special
bargains we h.
you, but call when in want of anything in our line, and we will save you money. Will ha\

few

days

a

complete and full line uf

Straw

Mattings

one for the term of one
term of two years, and one lor

year, one lor the
the term of three
years, and shall annually thereafter elect one
Trustee of Cemeteries tor the term of three years.
Said trustees shall he sworn to faithfully discharge
their respective duties.
Sec. 2. Each member of said Board, shall, during the last year of his term, be and act as chairman thereot.
should a vacancy occur in said
Board, by death, resignation or otherwise, the
same shall be filled by election by the t
y Council by ballot.
Ski,’. 8
Said Board -hall annually during the
month of May, and as soon as may lie after the
first Monday thereof, appoint a Superintendent of
Grove Cemetery. who shall be sworn to the faithful discharge of hi.* duty. Said Board shall have
power to remove said Superintendent, lor cause,
whenever in their judgment the best interest of
said » emetery shall be promoted thereby, and
shall, by appointment, fill any vacancy cause I by
such removal or otherwise. Said Superintendent
shall at all times, act under the directions of said
Board in all matters pertaining to said Cemetery.
Sec. 4. Said Board shall be and they hereby are I
1
clothed with all the necessary powers" to lay out,
establish and cause to be graded, the lots and ave- j
uues in said Grove Cemetery agreeably to a plan
thereof, to see to the setting out ol shade trees,
...ON...
and to change the line « f grading of lots and avenues therein so as to conform to said plan, when 1
in their judgment the general condition of said
Cemetery will be benefited thereby; they shall
have the general su; tr\i-iori tlu ieof and >f all
the cemeteries in said city, and all work done
therein shall be subject to their approval.
Sec. 5
Said Superintendent shall make sale of
APRIL £3tl» uud Otli,
lots m Grove Cemetery at the price established by
the City Council, and when paid for, give r.o ttie
purchaser of the same the proper certificates, We shall have a display of new
which shall be countersigned by the (. ity Treasurer, and all moneys riceived front such sales
shall Ik paid directly into the city treasury, but
no such certificate shall be given and no lot shall
be occupied for any purpose until paid lor.
Sec. 6.
Said Triis e -s and Superintendent shall
audit all bills lor labor performed in and about
the grounds under their direction, and they shall
render an account of the receipts and expenditures at the regular meeting of the City council
the first Monday of March, annually.
Sec. 7. There shall be annually elected by the
City Council a City Sexton, a Sexton for Ward 4,
one for Ward 5, one for South Belfast Cemetery,
one for West Belfast Cemetery, and one for Southwest Belfast Cemetery, who shall have charge
of the property belonging to the cemeteries lor
which they are elected sextons.
including novelties in all the very
Sec. H.
It shall be the duty of said sextons to
latest styles and designs.
attend all funerals and burials in the cemeteries
for which they are chosen, when notified so to do.
Sec 9. Said Sextons shall, under the direction
of said Board of Cemetery Trustees, annually
notify all the owneis of lots in their respective
cemeteries of the displacement of any stones or
.,
monuments on lots of such owners, and request
such owners to reset, right ami place in position
such stones and monuments within such time as
said Board shall designate.
Sec. 10. Said Sexton shall annually under the
direction of said Board, reset, right and place in
position all stones and monuments on lots of
owners unknown, or who shall not be notified,
..ON..
receiving therefor such compensation as said
Board shall deem reasonable, the same to be paid
out of the city treasury.
Sec. 11. No body of a deceased person shall
be interred in a grave less than four aud one half
feet in depth.
ATX CORDIALLY IN VITED.
Sec. 12.
The compensation of said sextons
for attendii g any funeral where the burial is in
the cemeteries for which they are respectively
chosen shall not exceed the sum of three dollars.
Provided, however, that when the City Sexton is
required to attend any funeral i this City where
MISS ADA E. JONES.
the burial is in any cemetery other than Grove
Milliner.
2wl4
Cemetery, his compensation therefor shall not exceed the sum of four dollars.
Sec. 13. The City Sexton shall under the direction of said Board ol Cemetery Trust* es, have
the custody and control of the hearse belonding
to the City, and he responsible therefor.
Sec. 14. Every sexton or person acting as sextou at the interment ot any deceased person,
shall, on the first Monday of March annually, re- APPLY TO
port in writing to the City Council the name, age
THOHPSON & FOSTER,
and sex of the deceased, the cause and place of
death, whether resident or stranger, and lie date
2wl4
At the Dana Building, Front Street,
and place of interment, giving range and lot.
Seo. Ifi. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent of Grove Cemetery to care for and to keep in
lielfast Price Current.
good order and condition the burial lots in Grove
Cen etery wherein are buried the bodies of the late
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
Nathaniel Wilson, Allied W. Johnson ami Paul
R. Hazeltine.
Produce Marke.
Price Paid Producer
Sec 16. Any person may deposit with the City Apples, ^ bu,
80® 1 OOi Hay, p ton,10 00(5:12 00
Treasurer, who shall receive the same in behalf of
0
dried, $> lb,
4® 5 Hides, p lb,
a
sum
of
the City and hold it in trust,
money not Beans, pea,
7@9
125®135j Lamb, p lb,
less than one hundred dollars for a lot in Grove
medium, 1 30® 1 40 Lamb Skins,
50@76
1 75 Mutton, p lb,
Cemetery, and not less than fifty dollars for a lot
4;« 5
yel’weyes,
in any other cemetery in the City, the income of Butter, $> lb,
16® 18 Oats, p bu, 32 lb,
which shall he used for defraying the expense of Beef,
lb,
5@6 Potatoes,
70@80
order
and
for
and
in
condigood
caring
keeping
40® 45 Round Hog,
Barley, |> bu,
4^/4 1-2
tion the burial lot designated by the person mak- Cheese,
11 Straw, pton, 6 00(57 00
lb,
lt>.
ing the. deposit.
16(5 18
Chicken,
lb,
10@12
Turkey,
p
Sec. 17. It shall be the duty of said Board of Calfskins,
1 1-2(53
60@75 Tallow,
Trustees to see that the income of all sums nam- Duck, p lb,
6(tt7
14® 16 Veal, p lb,
for
the
ed in section 16 is applied
10 Wool, unwashed,
purposes there- Eggs,
20
doz,
in named.
Wood, hard, 3 5U(a5 00
Fowl, *> lb,
8@10
Seo. 18. It shall be the duty of the City Treas- Geese,
Wood, soft, 3 00(53 30
lb,
13@15
urer to keep an account of such funds as are
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
named in section 16, under the designation of
90@1 00
“Cemetery Fundto keep the same invested; to Beef, corned, ^ lb, 7@8 Lime, P bbl,
4
render an account of the same to tlie City Coun- Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
4
cil at the close of each municipal year and at Corn,
44 Onions, pib,
bu,
other times when required ; to pay out the income Cracked Corn, ^ bu, 44 Oil,kerosene, gal, 10@11
44 Pollock,p lb,
4
thereof upon the order of the City Council for Corn Meal, <#> bu,
the purposes designated by the respective donors Cheese, ^11),
14 Pork, p lb,
7(5.8
of said fund; and to turn over said fund to bis Cotton Seed, -p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
102
3
successor in said office.
lb
Codfish, dry,
6@9 Rye Meal, p lb
Sec. 19
Chapter 2 of tbe City Ordinances, and Cranberries, ^ qt, 8® 9 Shorts, p cwt, 90@95
all other ordinances and parts of ordinances in- Clover Seed, $> lb, 11(5)12 Sugar, p lb,
5 1-2(56
35
consistent with the foregoing are hefeby repealed. Flour, ^ bbl, 6 75®6 25 Salt, T. 1., p
H. G.Seed, bu, l 75®2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
A true copy. Attest:
8@S Wheat Meal, 3@3 1-2
Lard, qp lb
L. H.
Clerk.
tees,

and Oil Cloths,

Rugs, Et

ALL CASKETS and BURIAL GOODS delivered
promptly and FREE OF CI1A
anywhere within 12 miles. »g“WE Want Your Patronage.
AU

Undertaking calls promptly attended to.
from my rooms, 43 High Street.

fag

Night calls

ill be

w

ansv

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main Si,
SELLING OUT.

*

ANNOUNCES HER

CIhJ|
..ON

FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
APRIL 8 and 9,
where a very choice selection of
the latest achievements in Millinery will be on exhibition, and
to which her many patrons and
friends are most cordially invited.

Thursday

and

Friday SIDNEY KALISH,

Dress Goods and

OPENING

Spoilt Sow r lliiiry

Thursday and Friday A™»n.,Mi

J. W. Ferguson & Co.

astine, March 17, to Mr. and Mrs.

daughter.
In Winter Harbor, March 26,
a

to Mr.
(oombs.
and Mrs. William Coombs, a son.
Coombs. In Bucksport, March 24, to Mr. and
Mis. Eugene S. Coouibs, a son.
Callahan. In Rockport, March 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Georire Callahan, a daughter.
Fi ekthy. In Brooklyn, March 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene E. Freethy, a daughter. Mary.
Coggins. In Ellsworth, March 28, to M*\ and
Mrs. (diaries Coggins, a daughter.
Gray. In Penobscot, March 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice E. Gray, a daughter.
Grant. In Sandypoint, April 2. to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Grant, a daughter.
McCorison. In Belfast, March 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. George L. McCorison, a son.
Sawyer. In North Haven, March 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. A. V. Sawyer, a daughter.
Tolman. In Rockport, March 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tolman, a daughter.
Williams. In Vinalhaven, March 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Williams, a daughter.

marriedT
Crooker-Nasii. In Dorchester, Mass., March
23, William Edward Crooker and Lillian Lord
Nash, formerly of Rockland, both of Dorchester.
Paokard-Bradford. In Rockport, March 24,
Arthur B. Packard and Mattie M. Bradford, both
of Rockville.
Rice-Kimball. In New York, March 26, Richard Henry Rice of Providence, R. I., formerly of
Rockland, and Alice Woodman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Kimball of Lakewood, N. Y.
Rice-Sargent. In Prospect Harbor. March 25,
Ernest Rice of Winter Harbor and Fannie Sargent of Prospect Harbor.
Redman-Bridges. In Bucksport, March 26,
Rodman E. Redman and Miss Etta M Bridges,
both of Bucksport.

Girls Wanted.

Clothing, Furnishing Goods

I

AT

*

^ALSO STORE
for

a

person to buy

a

Hats of If

COST.

FOR SALE OR TO REN

THE ENTIRE BUSINESS FOR SALE.

This is

a

good opportune

business established :>J years, having

a

good

run

RUBBERS
• • •

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Safe

deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5. $6.50
$8

a

an

year.

Our
and

new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security against fire

and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes cm have the exchisiv
privilege of taking their boxes to and from th
vault.

Comfort and Safety
A sloop yacht 24 feet over all. 8 feet beam, with
iron keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found and
fitted, is offeree! for sale. Will sleep four on trail

safe, sound and setviceahle craft,
fully equipped for cruising. Will not he given
away, and only those willing to pay a fair price
need apply. For further particulars address
YACHT OWNER,
soms,

and is

a

Journal

Office, Belfast, Me

DR. W. L. WEST,
^Veterinary * Surgeon.
Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

2R<g§0

MURCH, City

Belfast, Maine,

SELLS THE LA TEST SPRIXH STYLES Of

Trimmings,

--—--

BORN.
in (

n.,

LADII-S’ DRESSING TABU
eil oak, with French hew!

Tables from

3.75anfl 4.50.

reputations for producing the choicest

Mrs. R. P. CHASE

lark,

1

Also Many Extra Bargains in Extension

SPRING AND SUMMER

(

1 lot of BAMBOO

goods

Square

1 aDieSj onlJ.

Writing Desks,
in

i,l

price $17.50, sell for $0.00.

To Kino

6 Ladies’

$1ut

and many others at reduced j,.

SI3.
of other

only

..

proportion.

same

15 Solid Oak

pieces, price $70, will close

S33.

fame

I

Joseph T. Clark,

large lot

in

i Solid Walnut Marble Top Suit
of 3

1 OAK SIDEBOARD for
i

LOT OF FINE FINISHED

A

prices ranging from $30 to $40. Your
choice of them ior only_

■

perfect.

having established

Sunday. There
in the evening_

ing

HAVE

coffee is

*

week and

again.

Dr.

WE

50 WOVEN WIRE SPRING BEDS U Wood Seat
Dining Chairs

|
I

Mr. Elmer

leave for Massa-

R. ft COOMBS i SON, 70172 Main Si

1 OAK HAT-TREE, price $17.*"

here next

Thompson came from Bangor last
joined his mother and sisters here.
chusetts this week.
....Mrs. Ursula Thompson and Miss Clara
H. M. Bennett has rnooved into the E. G.
Mrs. Herbert Mixer and daughMoore house. He was formerly a resident Thompson,
ter Clara, will move to Fort Point this week.
of this place and we welcome him among
They have been occupying Capt. H. S.
us
Mad clocks

Arthur

EASTER

will

you
ti n d

nel

H.

Mr. E.

care-

over

Win-j

The secret, of his large sales is
manufacturing and se. ling direct to the rider,
lady or gentleman, ter $35 a wheel possessing all the desirable qualities of the best that
very recently sold <n the market for $100.
His wheels are light f.nd durable of graceful

'^FURNITURE STT.

A

|

Monroe.

Grand Clearance Salt

Mass.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Jessie Nickerson is at home for
The

Thomas-Trask. In Jefferson, March 20, Charles
Thomas and Hattie M. Trask, both of Jefferson.
Wentworth-McClessnan. In Morrill, April 4,
by Rev. G. s. Hill, Orrin F. Wentworth of Waldo
and Miss
Maggie A. McClessnau of Haverhill,
B.

00
c
00
DO

«/>

Men's,
Women’s,

35s.
20c.

t£

Misses’.

16c.

y

CO
ca
m
fICP- D
oo
0>

13c

Children’s,

MAIN STREET.

Commissioners' Notice
Wai.ih*

ss.

March 30.

\

!•

the undersigned. Inning heendi.
ed b\ the HonoiabU* Oeorge I
Judge of 1’iohate within and lot sum'
Commissioners to loeive ami il< iii<claims ol the creditors <>f SKTH I, MU
late of Belfast, in said CottntN. decent
estate has been tepresented insolvent, h«
public notice, agreeably, to the order <■'
Judge of Brobate, that six months from
March 8, 1898, have been allowed to a:
ors to present and prove their claims, an
will attend to the duty assigned us at 11»*
Joseph Williamson, High street, on Mn
Sept. 8, 1898, at 10 of the clock in the
3\\
of each of said davs.
CALVIN I1ERVEY
|
THOS. 1L D1NSMOHK.
IIT 1-.

V\

<

1

Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Telephone 8*2.

Residence

Telephone 2*1.

Advertisement for Proposals.
Custom House, Belfast, April 4,1808. Seal-

The taxpayers of the city of Belfast an
notified that all taxes for 1897 are now
immediate payment is requested. I sha
tny office in Memorial building from 8.3n
a. m. daily, until further notice.
M. C. HILL, Tax ColkO

proposals will be received at this building until 2 o’clock, P. M., May 2, 1808, for
furnishing fuel,lights, water, ice, miscellaneous supplies, washing towels, hauling ashes,
Belfast, Feb. 17,1898—tf30
and sprinkling streets for this building during the fiscal year ending June 80, 1800, or SUBSCRIBE
such portion of the year as may be deemed
advisable. The right to reject any and all
bids is reserved by the Treasury Depart,
James S. Hakkiman, Custodian.
ment.
ed
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